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1 Introduction
1.1 General
Propositional satisfiability problem (SAT) is a problem of determining for a propositional
calculus formula whether it contains a contradiction and if it doesn’ t, finding a satisfying
assignment for it.
SAT holds a central place in large family of computationally intractable NP-complete
problems ([1],[2]). Therefore, it’ s unlikely that there is an algorithm solving it in
reasonable time in all cases. Nevertheless, there are algorithms capable of solving many
instances pretty fast. There is a big interest in such algorithms, since the SAT problem
has extensive applications in Artificial Intelligence, Electronic Design Automation and
many other fields of Computer Sciences and Engineering.
Incomplete SAT algorithms, based on local search are capable to prove satisfiability on
many random and real-life SAT formulas ([3],[4],[5],[6]).
On the other hand, backtrack search complete algorithms, based on DPLL algorithm
([7],[8]) have been used for solving large number of real-world instances of SAT, a
significant fraction of which may be unsatisfiable. Some of the most efficient algorithms
are rel_sat[9], GRASP[10], SATO[11], Chaff[12], BerkMin[19]. There are also complete
SAT algorithms based on other ideas ([13],[14], [15] for overview), but backtrack search
algorithms, based on DPLL are currently much more efficient for most of benchmarks.

1.2 This Work’s Contribution
In the next section of this work, we’ ll provide an extensive overview of existing
backtrack search complete algorithms.
In section 4 we’ ll propose innovations in many aspects of backtrack search algorithms
structure.
This includes a new algorithm generalising DPLL, called CRSAT. This also includes
improvements to non-chronological backtracking, new pruning methods, new heuristics,
new relevance-based learning technique, new effective data structure, new idea allowing
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not repeating paths after search restarts and an idea of dynamically changing(and
minimising the number of) decision variables. All(but 2 new pruning techniques) of those
innovations are applicable for both DPLL and CRSAT.
In section 5 we’ ll introduce a new SAT solver(Jerusat) based on ideas brought in section
4 and bring empirical results, comparing its performance with performance of existing
solvers.
In Appendix A, we’ ll bring detailed pseudo-code sections and formal proofs that will be
usually omitted in the main part of the work.
In Appendix B we’ ll bring a detailed description of the new Jerusat solver, together with
extensive analysis of its performance.
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2 Basic Definitions
In this section, we’ ll bring definitions, which are relevant to every part of this work.
Definitions and notations, which can be understood only in specific context, will be
brought in relevant sections.
A conjunctive normal form (CNF) propositional formula S on n binary variables A1…An
is a conjunction of m FODXVHV

1« m.

Each of the clauses is a disjunction of one or more

literals, where a literalLVDQRFFXUUHQFHRIDYDULDEOHRULWVQHJDWLRQ)RUHDFKFODXVH
DQGYDULDEOH$LIDSRVLWLYHRFFXUUHQFHRI$LVLQ ZH¶OOVD\WKDW $ 7LIDQHJDWLYH

RFFXUUHQFHRI$LVLQ ZH¶OOVD\WKDW

$ )RWKHUZLVHZH¶OOVD\WKDW $ ;

,QWKLVZRUNDGLVMXQFWLRQZLOOEHGHQRWHGE\YDFRQMXQFWLRQE\ DQGDORJLFDOQRWE\¤

A CNF formula S denotes an n-variable Boolean function f(x1…xn).
In this work, we’ ll suppose that S doesn’ t contain tautological clauses, i.e. clauses that
contain an occurrence of a literal and its negation. Anyway, such clauses can be easily
removed without changing f.
The SAT problem is concerned with finding an assignment (or interpretation) to A1…An
that makes f equal to T (for simplicity, the value TRUE for a variable will be denoted as T
and FALSE as F) or proving that the function have no such assignment. If such an
assignment exists, it is referred to as a model or a satisfying assignment. Any assignment,
which is not a model, is referred to as an unsatisfying assignment. If f has a model S is
called satisfiable; otherwise it’ s called unsatisfiable.
$QDVVLJQPHQWPD\DOVREHGHQRWHGDVDIXQFWLRQ ZKHUH
-

$i)=T if AiLV7XQGHU
$i)=F if AiLV)XQGHU

$i)=X if AiLVQRWJLYHQYDOXHXQGHU

,IWKHUHH[LVWVLVW $i ;WKDQ LVDpartial assignment, otherwise it’ s a complete
assignment.
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:H¶OOVD\WKDWDSRVLWLYHOLWHUDO$LVVDWLVILHGE\ LI $ 7:H¶OOVD\WKDWDQHJDWLYH
OLWHUDO¤$LVVDWLVILHGE\ LI $ )8QVDWLVILDELOLW\RI$RU¤$E\ LVGHILQHG

similarly.
:H¶OOVD\WKDW$DQG¤$DUHXQGHILQHGRUQRWDVVLJQHGDYDOXHXQGHU LI $ ;

2WKHUZLVHZH¶OOVD\WKDW OLWHUDORUYDULDEOH $LVDVVLJQHGDYDOXHXQGHU 

It may also be convenient to denote an assignment for a formula S as set of literals. For
example, if 6

$

¤$Y%

¤ % Y ¤ & than {¬A,B,C} is an unsatisfying

assignment and {A,B,¬C} is a model.
:H¶OOGHQRWHE\6_ DQHZ&1)IRUPXODZKLFKLVDUHVXOWRI

1. 5HPRYLQJIURP6FODXVHVZKHUHDWOHDVWRQHOLWHUDOLVVDWLVILHGE\

2. 5HPRYLQJIURP6FODXVHVQHJDWLRQVRIOLWHUDOVZKLFKDUHXQVDWLVILHGE\
A literal A is referred to as pure literal if ¬A doesn’ t appear is S. $FODXVH LVUHIHUUHGWR

as unit clause LI consists of a single literal.

Finally, we would like to state, that we’ ll use the soundness and completeness theorem
for the propositional logic without mentioning it explicitly.
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3 DPLL Algorithm with Enhancements Overview
In section 3.1 we’ ll introduce the basic DPLL algorithm. Extended overview of existing
methods, which boost the performance of modern SAT solvers, based on DPLL
algorithm is brought in 3.2.
In 3.3 and 3.4 we’ ll bring extended overviews of modern branching heuristics and data
structures for CNF representation. Both are critical for performance of DPLL-based SAT
solvers.
In 3.5 we’ ll briefly overview pre-processing techniques, which are methods to be applied
on a CNF formula before running a SAT solver on it.

3.1 Davis-Putnam-Loveland-Longmann Algorithm (DPLL)
In this section we’ ll describe the famous DPLL algorithm.
3.1.1.1 Working Principle of DPLL Algorithm
DPLL algorithm ([7]) (it is sometimes called DP in literature) is a backtrack search
algorithm, which searches the assignments space for a model.
Briefly, it works as follows:
,WKROGVDSDUWLDODVVLJQPHQW DQGWULHVWRH[WHQGLWE\DVVLJQLQJYDOXHVWRQRQDVVLJQHG
YDULDEOHV7KHYDOXHPD\EHLPSRVHGE\RWKHUYDULDEOHV¶YDOXHVXQGHU RUFKRVHQ

,WGRHVVRXQWLO EHFRPHVDIXOODVVLJQPHQWLQZKLFKFDVHWKHIRUPXODLVVDWLVILDEOHRU
WKHUHLVFODXVHWKDWLV)XQGHU 

In the latter case it backtracks, i.e. it unassigns lately assigned variables until it finds a
variable, which can be assigned to another value. If such variable isn’ t found, the input
formula is unsatisfiable, otherwise it goes on with the backtrack search process.
In subsection 3.1.1.2 we’ ll bring a formal definition of DPLL algorithm
11

3.1.1.2 Recursive DPLL Algorithm
/HW6EHD&1)IRUPXODDQG EHDQHPSW\ SDUWLDO DVVLJQPHQW7KH'3//DOJRULWKP

EHORZUHWXUQVHLWKHU^7 `LQZKLFKFDVH6LVVDWLVILDEOHDQG LVDPRGHORU^)^``LQ
which case S is unsatisfiable.

^` 

'3// 6

2 conditions : Check the following 2 conditions
 ,I6LVHPSW\UHWXUQ^7 `

2) If S contains an empty clause, return {F,{}}
3 rules : Apply one of the 3 rules below(choose any, if more than 1 can be applied)
1) Pure-literal rule – if there exists a pure literal A in S (*s.t. ¬A doesn’ t appear in S*),
WKHQ

8^A7 5HWXUQ'3// 6_  

2) Unit clause rule – if S contains a unit clause {A} (*clause consisting of a single
OLWHUDO WKHQ

$8^A7`5HWXUQ'3// 6_ 

3) Splitting rule – Choose a literal A. Choose arbitrarily between :
(a)
(b)
,I'3// 6_

8^A7` = 8^A,F}

8^A7` = 8^A,F}

^7 `UHWXUQ^7 `HOVHUHWXUQ'3// 6_

3.1.1.3 Exploiting Decisions Freedom in DPLL Algorithm
One can notice that there are two important choices to be made at each stage of the DPLL
algorithm: choosing literals for the splitting rule and choosing the implication order of the
3 rules.
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3.1.1.3.1

Choosing Literals for the Splitting Rule

In [18] it’ s suggested that branching heuristics is less important that efficient search
pruning techniques, but this statement is disproved by results shown in [19] and [12].
According to those works SAT solvers BerkMin and zChaff respectively achieve much
better results using good branching heuristics. We’ ll overview different branching
heuristics in 3.3. We don’ t bring the overview here, since some heuristics use the
information saved by enhancing techniques brought in 3.2.
3.1.1.3.2

Choosing the Implication Order of the 3 DPLL Rules

Generally, application of pure-literal rule as well as of the unit-clause rule should be
preferred over application of the splitting rule. This because the first 2 rules restrict
variable to one and only one value, while the splitting rule give to variable 2 different
values. Therefore, if we use the first 2 rules, we don’ t need to search the assignments’
space with the second variable’ s possible value. Of course, the pure-literal and the unitclause rules don’ t hurt the completeness of the algorithm, otherwise DPLL hadn’ t been
complete.
In practice, there is no specific engine for detecting pure literals in state of art SAT
solvers, since
1) Time waste resulting from running such an engine is more than time gain resulting
from using pure-literal rule.
2) Good heuristics may choose the pure literal as a literal for the splitting rule.
In contrast, the unit clause rule role is extremely important in building an efficient SAT
solver. In fact all modern solvers are using the unit clause rule as many times as possible
between splitting rule usage. The whole process of identifying unit clauses and applying
the unit clause rule is referred to as Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP)[17].
BCP can also be seen as identification of necessary assignments for variables, in process
of searching for a model for a CNF instance. For example, if
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6

$

¤$Y%

¬$Y¤%Y¤&

¤ & Y ' Y ( , then by applying the unit clause

rule, we get a set of assignments {A, B, ¬C }.
Modern SAT solvers spend most of their time in the BCP process ([12]), thus its
implementation and data structures used for it are of major importance. We’ ll talk about
it extensively in 3.4.
3.1.1.4 Definitions and Notations Induced by DPLL Algorithm
In this sections we’ ll bring DPLL related notations and definitions.
We’ ll say that a variable/literal A, that was assigned a value is a
-

1st side variable/literal, if it was assigned a value as a result of splitting rule
application and '3// 6_ LVSHUIRUPHG.

-

2nd side variable/literal, if it was assigned a value as a result of splitting rule
application and '3// 6_ LVSHUIRUPHG.

-

decision variable/literal, if it’ s a 1st side or 2nd side variable/literal

-

implied variable/literal, if it was assigned a value as a result of unit clause rule
application.

-

non-implied variable/literal, if it’ s not an implied variable/literal.

Another term we introduce is decision level. Each variable assigned a value during the
DPLL algorithm has an associated decision level, which is the number of decision
variables just after assigning the variable. We’ ll also refer to decision level of a literal
meaning the decision level of its variable.
Another notion is that “decide A”, means assign A the value T and “decide ¬A”, means
assign A the value F.
:H¶OOVD\WKDWFODXVH LVDQimplication clause of literal A, if A is an implied literal, s.t.
LVWKHXQLWFODXVHZKLFKPDGHXVLQJWKHXQLWFODXVHUXOHSRVVLEOHIRU$

Another term is decision stack. Throughout the run of DPLL, all the assigned variables
are held on a stack. We push to the stack each newly assigned variable and pop from the
stack each newly unassigned variable. Observe, that in case of recursive DPLL
implementation, the stack of recursion serves as a decision stack.
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We’ ll also introduce a decision tree – a tree data structure that enables us to conveniently
present the system at each stage of DPLL algorithm. We define it slightly differently than
it’ s usually defined.
Each vertex of the decision tree corresponds to a splitting-rule application. Edges that are
below a vertex and are connected to it correspond to decision variable A and all the
implied literals which were assigned as a result of A’ s assignment (the implied literals are
written in brackets). The tree depth of an edge is the decision level of variables associated
with it. Each branch corresponds to a conflict or to a satisfying assignment. Pre-order
pass on the tree gives us all the splitting-rule applications in the order they have been
made. Below is an example of a decision tree resulting from running DPLL algorithm on
a simple unsatisfiable CNF formula defined on variables {A,B,C,D,E} which is a
conjunction of the following clauses:
1

¤$Y'

&Y¤(

6

2

¤&Y¤'Y(

¤&Y¤'Y¤(

4

&Y(

5

=

= Av¬CvD.

-A

A(D)
B
C(E,-E)

3

-C(E,-E)

-B
C(E,-E)

C(D,E,-E)

-C(E,-E)

-C(E,-E)

Fig 3.1.1.4

3.1.1.5 Iterative DPLL Algorithm
After the discussion of previous subsection, we can introduce an iterative implementation
the DPLL algorithm. It will be useful for subsequent sections discussion.
More detailed iterative DPLL implementation may be found in Appendix A.
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DPLL:
1. While (TRUE)
1.1. If last decision variable A of last conflict was 1st side variable
1.1.1.Assign A to the 2nd side and run BCP
1.2. Otherwise, choose the next 1st side variable, assign it and run BCP
1.3. If there is a contradiction
1.3.1.While there are assigned variables (and the loop isn’t broken)
1.3.1.1. If the last decision variable A is 1st side variable
1.3.1.1.1.

Unassign it together with variables implied as a result of BCP after A’s

assignment.
1.3.1.1.2.

Mark that there is a variable to be assigned

1.3.1.1.3.

Break the loop 1.3.1

1.3.1.2. If the last decision variable A is 2nd side variable
1.3.1.2.1.

Unassign it together with variables implied as a result of BCP after A’s

assignment.
1.3.1.2.2.

Continue the loop 1.3.1

1.4. If all the variables are assigned
1.4.1.Return SAT
1.5. If there are no variables assigned and there is no variable marked to be assigned
1.5.1.Return UNSAT

3.2 Enhancing DPLL Algorithm
In recent years, many ways of improving the basic DPLL algorithm were suggested.
We’ ll overview it in this section.
3.2.1 Conflict Analysis-Driven Learning
The most powerful set of improvements to the basic DPLL algorithm is based on
analysing the reasons bringing to each conflict and learning from it. In this section we’ ll
16

overview different possibilities of learning from conflict analyses. In subsection 3.2.1.1,
we’ ll introduce the concept of implication graph and related concepts, which will be very
helpful in explaining different learning schemes in subsequent subsections.

3.2.1.1 Implication Graph
Implication graph is a directed acyclic graph. Each vertex contains a literal corresponding
to an assignment of a value to appropriate variable. Each literal has a decision level
associated with it.
Each assigned variable A has a vertex associated with one of its literals corresponding to
its assignment sign. In what follows “vertex A” means “vertex corresponding to literal A
in the implication graph”. We’ ll sometimes say “A” meaning “vertex A”.
There is an edge from a vertex A to vertex B iff

x

x

LVDQLPSOLFDWLRQFODXVHRI%
¤$  7 ¤$DSSHDUVLQ

Observe, that during the run of DPLL algorithm each variable A is either:
x

x

x

Not assigned
Decision variable. In this case it has no implication clause.
Implied variable. In this case implication clause of A is a clause where A was
implied.

By saving the implication clauses at the moment of assignment (in appendix A pseudocode it’ s saved in ImplicationClause) we implicitly keep an implication graph at each
stage of the algorithm.
The reason for each contradiction is the fact, that there is a variable A (referred to as
conflicting variable) that has to be assigned both T and F as a result of previous
assignments. Therefore A will be the only variable, which will have a vertex for both of
its literals in the implication graph after a contradiction.
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In what follows, when referring to the implication graph, we refer only to the parts
of implication graph, which are connected to the conflicting variable vertices (unless
explicitly stated otherwise).
Below on the left is an example of an implication graph for a particular set of
assignments for a conjunction of clauses given. A branch of decision tree corresponding
to it is presented on the right.
¤+Y'Y*Y¤%

1

¤%Y¤(Y.

4

5

B(2)

-A(2)

2

$Y%

3

= ¬BvCvDv¬H;

'Y¤&Y¤*Y(

6

= ¬Ev¬K

K(3)
C(3)

-D(3)

H
-K(3)

-A(B)

E(3)
-D(G,C,E,K,-K)
G(3)

1UIP, 2UIP cuts
H(1)

Non-implied variables cut

Rel_sat cut

Fig 3.2.1.1

In an implication graph, vertex A is said to dominate vertex B iff any path from the
vertex of decision variable of the decision level of A to B needs to go through A.
A Unique Implication Point(UIP) ([10]) is a vertex of a literal of last decision level that
dominates both vertices of the conflicting variable. A decision variable vertex is always a
UIP. There may be more than one UIP for a conflict. UIP’ s can be ordered starting from
the conflict. In our example there are 2 UIP’ s: E is the first UIP and D is the second UIP.
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By analysing the implication graph after a contradiction, we can deduce sets of
assignments that are enough to produce a conflict.

3.2.1.2 Clause Recording Schemes
Clause recording is a pruning technique that the main idea of it is after each contradiction
to identify a set of assignments (which is also a set of literals) that is enough to produce
the contradiction. Such set of literals is referred to as conflict’s reason. Then a clause,
which is referred to as a conflict clause that prevents such set of assignments to occur
again is added to the initial formula. By adding such clauses we prune the search space.
This idea with respect to the SAT problem was firstly introduced in [9] and then in [10].
It was further developed and generalised in [31].
It was known as no-good learning in the literature on Truth Maintenance Systems
([32],[33]) and Constraint Satisfaction([3].
A conflict clause is generated by a bipartition of the implication graph ([31]). All the
decision variables are on one side of partition (called reason side). 2 vertices of the
conflicting variable has to be on the other side (called conflict side). All vertices on the
reason side that have at least one edge to the vertices of the conflict side comprise the
reason of the conflict. The conflict clause is received by taking the disjunction of
negations of literals corresponding to such vertices.
Different cuts correspond to different learning schemes.
We are ready now to describe different cuts and corresponding conflict recording
schemes.
3.2.1.2.1

Rel_sat cut and conflict recording scheme [9]

Rel_sat is one of the first SAT solvers to incorporate learning. Rel_sat puts all variables
assigned at last decision level, but the decision variable on the conflict side and all others
variables on reason side. ¬ H v D v ¬ B is a conflict that would be recorded according to
this scheme in our example.
19

3.2.1.2.2

GRASP conflict recording scheme [10]

GRASP(a SAT solver name) tries to learn as much as possible from a conflict. It records
a few new clauses after a contradiction.
Before describing it, it’ s worthy to note that GRASP algorithm is a little bit different
from one brought in 3.1.1.5.
GRASP considers what we called the 1st side variables to be “ real decision variables” . If
there is a conflict straight after assigning 1st side variable GRASP may try to check the
second side of an implied variable, which is the first UIP. Such a decision is called “ fake
decision” . The implementation of this idea is conflict-recording based. GRASP adds a
clause corresponding to a partition where all variables assigned after the first UIP are on
the conflict side. In example 3.2.1.1 this corresponds to ¬Bv¬E. Observe that after
backtracking ¬E has to be implied, as the new clause becomes a unit clause.
If there is a conflict straight after assigning a real decision variable, GRASP adds another
clause, which is a UIP reconvergence at the current level. Such clause is produced by
taking all the literals, but the UIP literal from the clause where the UIP literal was
implied and replacing each such literal B by literals from clause where B was implied. In
our example it means adding ¬ B v D v ¬ H v ¬ E for a UIP literal E. This kind of learning
is used only if there exists some reconvergence in the part of graph where the learning
takes place. Otherwise, no new information can be added by such learning. Observe also,
that this kind of learning may take place even if there is no contradiction right now.
In addition, if “ fake decision” has been made and there is a conflict straight after it,
GRASP adds a clause corresponding to a cut, where all the vertices at the current
decision level (including the fake decision variable) are on the conflict side. Observe that
the fake decision variable is always associated with a clause where it was implied,
therefore it cannot be considered a real decision variable, thus such cut doesn’ t contradict
the definition of valid bipartition brought above.
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3.2.1.2.3

Non-implied variables cut and conflict recording scheme([31])

This is a simple scheme, which adds only the non-implied variables connected to the
conflicting variable vertices, to the reason side (A v D v ¬ H in example). The original
name of the cut is Decision cut. In fact, in the DPLL algorithm, the set of decision
variables is identical to the set of non-implied variables, therefore those 2 names have the
same meaning. But as we’ ll see there are other non-implied variables in the new
algorithm CRSAT and it’ s more convenient for us to call this cut “ non-implied variables
cut” .
In Appendix A.2 we bring pseudo-code for identifying non-implied variables connected
to the conflicting variable vertices after a conflict.

3.2.1.2.4

1UIP, 2UIP,…,AllUIP cuts and conflict recording schemes([31])

The 1UIP scheme adds one clause after each conflict. It requires that the variables
assigned after the first UIP will be on the conflict side and all others will be on the reason
side. Observe that this clause corresponds to one of the clauses added by GRASP
(described first in section 3.2.1.2.2).
To describe the 2UIP,3UIP…AllUIP schemes we need to introduce the idea of UIP
generalisation([31]). The concept of UIP may be generalised for decision levels other
than the decision level at the moment of detecting a contradiction. Vertex A at decision
level d is a UIP iff any path from the decision variable of d to the conflicting variable
needs to go through A or a literal on the reason side of a decision level higher than A.
Note that decision variables are always UIP’ s. In what follows UIP’ s of each level will be
ordered starting from the conflict.
The iUIP scheme requires that the first UIP’ s of the last i decision levels will be on the
reason side just before partition. The AllUIP scheme (example on fig. 4.7.2.b) requires
that the first UIP’ s of all decision levels will be on the reason side just before partition.
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The algorithm for finding iUIP cut is as follows: the solver needs to find the first UIP of
the current decision level, then all variables of current decision level assigned after it that
have a path to the conflicting variable will be on the conflict side; the rest will be on the
reason side. Then the solver will proceed to the previous decision level variables and so
on.

3.2.1.2.5

MinCut cut and conflict recording scheme([31])

This learning scheme tries to make the conflicts as small as possible. This corresponds to
a problem that given an implication graph, remove the smallest number of variables so
that there would existed no path from the decision variable to the conflicting variable.
This is a typical min-cut problem.
3.2.1.2.6

Conclusions

In previous sections we described existing clause recording schemes. In [31] there is an
extended review of it as well as some practical results comparing it. 1UIP seems to
perform best on different benchmarks.
Other schemes as well as combinations of existing ones may also be considered as a
possibility when designing a new SAT solver.
Another thing worth to mention is that clause recording schemes are different not only in
clauses produced, but also in time it requires to produce the recorded clauses according to
each scheme.
All the described schemes, but the MinCut schemes are of O(V+E) complexity, but the
time required to run each one of it in practice may differ.
This also should be considered when choosing an appropriate scheme for a SAT solver.
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3.2.1.3 Relevance-Based Learning
It’ s not practical to keep all the learned clauses both because of space restrictions and the
increasing complexity of the BCP process, therefore some of them must be deleted.
Different relevance-based learning techniques allow us to delete not relevant clauses. The
difference between them is what clauses should be deleted and when should they be
deleted.
The first relevance-based learning technique has been proposed in [9]. According to it the
clauses are deleted as soon as the number of unassigned literals becomes greater than
some threshold k
A similar idea, so called k-bounded learning, is proposed in [10]. According to it, clauses
with a size less than a threshold k are kept during the subsequent search, whereas larger
clauses are discarded as soon as the number of unassigned literals is greater than one.
A generalisation of the last idea is proposed in [34]. According to it, the search algorithm
is organised so that all recorded clauses of size no greater than k are kept and larger
clauses are deleted only after m literals have become unassigned.
Finally, it’ s proposed in [19] to choose clauses to remove not only according to their size,
but also according to their “ activity” , i.e. the number of times its literals participated in
conflicts and “ age” , i.e. when was it recorded.
We’ ll propose another idea for relevance-based learning in 4.8.

3.2.1.4 Non-Chronological Backtracking
Basic DPLL algorithm as well as many SAT solvers based on it is always backtracking to
the lastly assigned 1st side decision variable.
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However it’ s possible in some cases to backtrack to earlier decision levels, therefore
skipping 2nd side checking of some decision variables. This idea was first proposed in
[33]. It is incorporated in many modern SAT solvers([9],[10],[12] and others).
The existing implementation of this idea for SAT solvers is conflict analysis based.
We’ ll explain it on an example.
Suppose that there is a conflict just after the BCP procedure after assignment of 1st side
decision variable D of 3d decision level (see implication graph on fig. 3.2.1.4.a). Observe
that the clause corresponding to the 1st UIP cut is

1 =¬Bv¬E.

It does not include any

variables of decision level 2.
$IWHUXQDVVLJQLQJ(

1

becomes unit, therefore ¬E should be implied immediately.

This corresponds to the GRASP conflict recording scheme described in 3.2.1.2.2 and
isn’ t implemented in basic DPLL algorithm brought in 3.1.1.5.
Suppose, that after deciding ¬E, there is a conflict and the situation is one displayed on
3.2.1.4.b. The clause corresponding to 1st UIP cut is
DV

1

2 =¬BvE2EVHUYHWKDW 2

as well

does not include variables of 2nd decision level.

2EVHUYHWKDW 19

2

is a contradiction if B is assigned to F. The values of the variables

of 2nd decision level don’ t influence this fact. To unassign B we have to nonchronologically backtrack to decision level 1 and we are skipping the 2nd decision level!
1UIP cut

B(1)
C(3)

B(1)

1UIP cut

L(3)

K(3)

A(2)
-D(3)

E(3)

-E(3)
-L(3)

-K(3)

G(3)
Figure 3.2.1.4.a

Figure 3.2.1.4.b
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3.2.2 Search Restarts
By restarting the search we mean stopping the backtrack search process at some point,
unassigning all the variables and starting the search again, using different assignment
order. Search restarts have been proposed and shown effective for real-world SAT
instances in [21]. In the above work, restarting is applied after constant number of steps.
It may help avoiding staying a long time in dead-end branch. However, it harms the
completeness of the algorithm. To achieve completeness using restarts the following
ideas were introduced:
1. Recording conflict clauses and keeping all the recorded clauses in the database([22])
2. After each restart increase the number of steps after which next restart is
applied([23])
3. Recording conflict clauses, keeping only part of it in the database, but increasing the
number of clauses recorded after each restart([12])
4. Keeping the search signature([24]) (explained below).
The first solution is not practical. The 2nd and 3d solutions have the drawback, that paths
in the search tree may be visited more than once after each restart.
The 4th solution tries to cope with this problem. It induces a relevance-based learning
technique, optimised for restarts. Suppose, that the decision variables on the stack are
A1(lowest decision level)…Am and we are just after backtracking. Suppose we want to
restart at this point. Suppose that Ai(1)…Ai(k) are the variables from A1…Am that
participated in some conflicts after last restart. Observe, that the conflicts which contain
one of Ai(1)…Ai(k) are enough to define the search tree that was explored. Therefore, we
can delete the other conflict clauses and still ensure that no path will be repeated after the
restart.
The drawback of this idea is that the length, the age and the activity of the clauses deleted
are not taken into consideration. Therefore all the relevance-based techniques described
in 3.2.1.3 cannot be used. In particular, even very short clauses, which exclude from
further search big parts of search space, may be deleted.
In 4.6.2 we propose a solution, which enables us to prevent paths repeat and allows us to
use all the existing relevance-based learning techniques.
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3.2.3 Exploiting the Structure of SAT Instances
These techniques exploit the structure of CNF formula to simplify the search. We’ ll
briefly overview them basing on the overview in [34].

3.2.3.1 Clause Subsumption
Consider the clauses

$Y%Y&Y¤'

$ Y % 2EVHUYHWKDWLI LV7XQGHUVRPH

LQWHUSUHWDWLRQWKDQ LVDOVR7:HVD\WKDW structurally subsumes 'XULQJWKHVHDUFK
some clauses may become dynamically subsumed by others. For example, if 

* Y $ Y % Y & Y ¤ '     . Y $ Y % DQG*DQG.DUHDVVLJQHG)GXULQJWKHVHDUFKWKDQ
VXEVXPHV 

2EVHUYHWKDWLIVRPHFODXVH LVVXEVXPHGE\VRPHFODXVH WKDQ PD\EHH[FOXGHG
from the database, since it doesn’ t influence the value of inspected function. If the
VXEVXPSWLRQLVG\QDPLF VKRXOGEHUHWXUQHGWRWKHGDWDEDVHDIWHUXQDVVLJQPHQWRI
variables responsible for appearance of subsumption.
There exist a few ideas, when can the subsumption take place during the run of backtrack
search algorithm:
1. Apply structural subsumption between each pair of clauses prior to the search.
This approach produces very little number of subsumed clauses for most of the
benchmarks([35]).
2. After each BCP after decision assignment exclude the new dynamically subsumed
clauses and include it again after appropriate unassignments.
This approach is impractical since it requires significant overhead ([34]).
3. Each time a new clause is recorded apply structural subsumption between it and
existing clauses.
This approach also requires significant overhead and is hardly justifiable ([35]).
3.2.3.2 Formula Partitioning
Let X={x1…xn} and Y={y1…ym`EHGLVMRLQWVHWVRIYDULDEOHV/HW EHD&1)IRUPXOD

GHILQHGRQ;DQG EHD&1)IRUPXODGHILQHGRQ<
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/HW EHD&1)IRUPXODVW

,IZHZDQWWRSURYHWKDWWKHUHLVQRPRGHOIRU 

LW¶VHQRXJKWRSURYHWKDWWKHUHLVQRPRGHOIRU or LHUXQ'3//DOJRULWKPRQ DQG

separately,IZHIRXQGDPRGHOIRU andDPRGHOIRU LWPHDQVWKDW KDVDPRGHO
which is a union of 2 models, found.
7KHUHIRUHLIVRPHIRUPXOD PD\EHSDUWLWLRQHGWRQRQWULYLDOVHWRIRUPRUH&1)

formulas defined on disjoint sets of variables, we may run DPLL algorithm on smaller
formulas. This situation may occur dynamically during the backtrack search.
Obviously, for identifying such situations we need to run some procedure. There exist a
few ideas, when can such procedure take place during the run of backtrack search
algorithm:
1. Prior to the search
This is not expected to be relevant on practical benchmarks([34]).
2. After each BCP following decision assignment
This approach is impractical since it requires significant overhead([34]).
3. The procedure is implicitly run when decision assignments are restricted to variables
in a partition.
This approach can simplify the search as suggested in [35].

3.3 Branching Heuristics
In this section, we’ ll describe existing heuristics for choosing the literal for 1st side
assignment.
A “ good” branching heuristics is one which enables in a branch containing an assignment
to quickly find it and in a branch not containing an assignment to quickly find
contradictions. Another important demand to a branching heuristics is that it could be
calculated with as less overhead as possible.
In 3.3.1 we’ ll overview branching heuristics, which do not use the information gathered
during new conflicts analysis. In 3.3.2 we’ ll overview more recent branching heuristics,
based on conflict analysis. Modern SAT solvers use such heuristics (Chaff[12] was the
first one to use it), since there is very little overhead using it and it helps to achieve
significant gains in performance ([12],[19]).
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In 4.4 we’ ll propose a new conflict-analysis based heuristics.

3.3.1 Conflict Analyses Independent Branching Heuristics
Before observing the heuristics itself, it’ s worth to mention an interesting idea proposed
in [25], although it is not (yet?) implemented in modern SAT solvers. The idea is not to
apply one branching rule during the whole search process, but to give each branching rule
the possibility to make a decision assignment from time to time. For details of different
ways to select a rule at every point please refer to [25].
It’ s also worth to mention that in [18] there is a review of conflict analyses independent
heuristics together with experimental results comparing it.
3.3.1.1 Bohm([26])
The Bohm branching rule selects the variable A with maximal vector
(H1(A),H2(A),… ,Hn(A)) in lexicographical order, where

Hi $

ÂPD[ Ki(A),hi ¤$  ÂPLQ Ki(A),hi(¬A)),

where hi(A) is the number of unresolved clauses with i literals. Selected literal gives
preference to satisfying small clauses (when assigned true) or further reducing the size of
VPDOOFODXVHV ZKHQDVVLJQHGIDOVH  DQG DUHFKRVHQKHXULVWLFDOO\9DOXHV
DUHVXJJHVWHGLQ>@

DQG

3.3.1.2 MOM – Maximum Occurrence on Clauses of Minimal Size([27])
The MOM branching rule selects a variable A that maximises
(f*(A)+f*(¬A))Â k + f*(A) ÂI ¤$ ZKHUHI O LVWKHQXPEHURIRFFXUUHQFHVRIOLWHUDOO
in the smallest unresolved clause. As its name suggests, the rule gives preference to
variables that occur frequently as positive as well as negative literal in many clauses
The value of k can vary. For example it’ s used in Satz([28]) with k=10.
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3.3.1.3 Jeroslaw-Wang Heuristics([29])
For a given literal A, compute:
J(A) =

¦ 2-(length of

s.t. $ 7

The one-sided Jeroslow-Wang (JW-OS) heuristics selects the literal with largest J(A).
The two-sided Jeroslaw-Wang (JW-OS) heuristics identifies variable with largest
J(A)+J(¬A) and assigns A the value T if J(A)  - (¬A) and the value F otherwise.
3.3.1.4 Literal Count Heuristics([18])
Let Cp/Cn be the number of unresolved clauses in which a given variable A appears as a
positive/negative literal.
DLCS(Dynamic Largest Combined Sum) heuristics selects the variable with maximal
Cp+Cn. A literal of A to be selected is positive iff C p  & n .
DLIS(Dynamic Largest Individual Sum) heuristics considers literals, not variables. It
selects the literal with maximal Cp(for positive literals) or Cn(for negative literals).
RDLIS(Random Dynamic Largest Individual Sum) heuristics selects the variable with
maximal Cp+Cn. A literal of A to be selected is chosen randomly.

3.3.2 Conflict Analyses Based Branching Heuristics
In this section we’ ll overview conflict analyses based branching heuristics.

3.3.2.1 VSIDS (Variable State Independent Decaying Sum Decision) Heuristics([12])
This was the first heuristics based on conflict analyses that was proposed. It’ s defined as
follows:
1) Each literal has a counter, initialised to 0.
2) When a clause is added to the database , the counter associated with each literal in the
clause is incremented
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3) The literal with highest counter value is chosen
4) Ties are broken randomly, although it’ s configurable
5) Periodically all the counters are divided by a constant (2 for Chaff[12]).
This strategy can be viewed as attempting to satisfy the recent conflict clauses. It’ s
dynamic, since it gives preference to information received recently and therefore adjusts
itself quickly to the changes in database. It also has extremely low overhead, since the
statistics can be updated during conflict analyses.
Chaff uses STL set(which is implemented by Red-Black Tree) to maintain the variables
sorted by counter value. After each update of the scores, the vector is sorted using
stable_sort, which implies a lower bound of O(n ÂORJQ DQGDQXSSHUERXQGRI2 QÂ ORJ
n)2) for n variables.

3.3.2.2 VOX (Variable Ordering Extension) Heuristics([30])
This heuristics is a variation on VSIDS. The fact utilized by the author of VOX is that
after each conflict recording only the variables participating in the conflict clause should
be rearranged in the ordering. Let the number of such variables be k. Using STL Multiset
it’ s possible to remove all those variables, sorting it and entering it into back the main
vector. The Deletion and Insertion operations for the STL Multiset are bound by O(log
n). It’ s also needed to divide all the variables by a constant. Therefore the overall runtime
is O(n + k(log k)2 + k ÂORJ Q 8QIRUWXQDWHO\WKLVKHXULVWLFVGRHVQ¶WJLYHDGYDQWDJHV
over VSIDS in experiments([30]).

3.3.2.3 BerkMin Heuristics ([19])
In a very recent article [19] a new heuristics is proposed. It’ s complex, but is justified in
experiments ([19]).
BerkMin (SAT Solver using the new heuristics) holds the clauses in a chronologically
ordered stack (the top clause is the one deduced the last). A new branching variable is
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always chosen among the free variables of the upper-most clause, which makes the
choice even more “ dynamic” that VSIDS’ s. The variable selected is chosen as follows:
BerkMin holds a counter for each literal. This counter role and management is similar to
one of VSIDS. The important difference is that BerkMin increases the counter not only
for the literals in a new conflict clause, but for all literals involved in conflict making.
The value of a constant, the variables are periodically divided by, is 4. The variable
selected is one with largest value of the counter.
A rather complex procedure is used for determining the literal to be chosen first. We
omit it here and refer the reader to [19].

3.4 Data Structures Representing SAT Formula
Data structure enabling to implement BCP and backtracking efficiently is crucial for a
SAT solver, since those operations are executed millions of times.
In order to efficiently implement the BCP procedure, a data structure should allow us to
find fast unsatisfied and unit clauses after each variable’ s assignment. In order to
efficiently implement the backtracking, data structure should allow us to make as less as
possible operations to maintain the data structures consistent after backtracking.
Most backtrack search SAT algorithms represent clauses as lists of literals and associate
with each variable 2 lists of clauses – one for each literal.
One obvious idea is to hold for each literal A references to all clauses containing A. Such
data structures are called adjacency lists. However such data structures do not reflect the
fact, that most of references to each clause need not be analysed when each its variable is
assigned. Lazy data structures keep a reduced set of clauses for each literal and are much
more efficient than adjacency list data structures ([20]).
Below we review the lazy data structures. For a review of adjacency lists data structures
(as well as an alternative review of the lazy ones), one can refer to [20].
In 4.5 we’ ll propose a new efficient lazy data structure.
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3.4.1.1 Sato’s Head/Tail Lists([11])
The first lazy data structure proposed was the Head/Tail (H/T) data structure, originally
used in the SATO solver ([11]).
Each clause is implemented as an array. The original order of literals in the array is
arbitrary. Each array cell (or clause cell) contains literal number and pointer to previously
visited literal. Initially all these pointers are set to NULL.
Each clause will initially appear on 2 literals’ lists (say, literals A and B). More
specifically, references to 2 different clause cells containing A and B will be on the lists
of A and B. We will call those referenced clause cells: head and tail. Initially, the first
array cell is the head and the last array cell is the tail.
At each point of the algorithm’ s execution, each clause can have many references to it,
but there will always be head and tail clause cells.
Each time a value is assigned to a variable or a variable becomes unassigned, the
algorithm traverses the list of clauses of corresponding literal. The algorithm is built in
such way, that all the clause cells appearing on such list are head/tail.
On each visit to a clause for an assignment operation(say A is assigned T), the algorithm
traverses the cells of that clause one by one from the head/tail towards the tail/head. If it
finds a satisfied literal, the clause is declared satisfied and the algorithm passes to the
next clause. If it finds an unassigned literal B, it:
-

adds the clause cell of B to the list of B and this cell becomes the new head/tail
instead of ¬A

-

makes the pointer to previously visited literal of the cell of B to point to the cell of
¬A

If it doesn’ t find not satisfied nor unassigned literal before the other reference is reached,
then the clause is declared unit, unsatisfied or satisfied according to the status of the
tail/head.
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On each visit to a clause for an unassignment operation(say B halts to be F), the
algorithm checks the pointer to the previously assigned literal of B cell. If it’ s NULL, it
makes nothing. If it points to other clause cell(say containing literal ¬A), the algorithm
removes the clause cell of B from the list of B. As a result, ¬A becomes the new head/tail
and B halts to be the head/tail.

3.4.1.2 Chaff’s Watched Literals(WL)([12])
In [12], another lazy data structure is proposed. The differences from H/T are that
-

each clause has 2 and only 2 references to it

-

there is no difference between the 2 references (each one is called “ watched” ).

There is also no need in pointers to the previous literals in each cell.
On each visit to a clause for an assignment operation(say A is assigned T), the algorithm
traverses the cells of it, one by one from the first cell towards the last cell. If it finds a
satisfied literal, the clause is declared satisfied. If it finds an unassigned literal B it:
-

adds the cell of B to the list of B (the cell of B becomes watched)

-

removes the cell of ¬A from the list of ¬A (the cell of ¬A halts to be watched)

If it doesn’ t find not satisfied nor unassigned literal, then the clause is declared unit,
unsatisfied or satisfied according to the status of the other watched literal.
Using this data structure there is no need in visiting clauses during the unassignment
operation. This is a clear advantage of WL over H/T. Another advantage is that there are
only 2 references to every clause, while H/T might require number of references
comparable to number of literals in the clause.
The drawback is that on each visit to a clause all the literals may be visited.
3.4.1.3 Head/Tail Lists with Literal Sifting (htLS) ([20])
This data structure is proposed in [20]. It is based upon H/T data structure. The main idea
is that the clause cells between the first cell and the head cell are kept sorted according to
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non-increasing decision level. The cell between the last cell and the tail cell are kept
sorted as well.
This sorting is achieved by sifting assigned literals at each visit to a clause for an
assignment operation.
In the paper, were htLS is proposed, it’ s stated, that it’ s enough to hold 4 literal
references to each clause. We believe that 2 literal references (to H and T) are enough.
As in the case of H/T data structure, each time a value is assigned to a variable or a
variable becomes unassigned, the algorithm traverses the list of clauses of one of its
literals.
On each visit to a clause for an assignment operation (say A is assigned T), the algorithm
is traversing the clause cells, one by one from the head/tail towards the tail/head. If it
finds a satisfied literal, the clause is declared satisfied. If it finds an unassigned literal B,
it:
-

adds the clause cell of B to the list of B and this cell becomes the new head/tail
instead of ¬A

-

sifts ¬A cell towards beginning/ end of the clause, till a cell containing literal with
lesser or equal decision level than A.

In addition, if the algorithm finds an unsatisfied literal B, it sifts it, to keep appropriate
part of clause sorted.
If it doesn’ t find not satisfied nor unassigned literal before the other reference is reached,
then the clause is declared unit, unsatisfied or satisfied according to the status of the
tail/head.
On each visit to a clause for an unassignment operation (say B halts to be F), the
algorithm:
-

removes the cell of B from the list of B (the cell of B halts to be watched)

-

if the cell of B isn’ t the first/last (for head/tail respectively), insert the
adjacent(towards the beginning/end) cell (say, containing A) to the list of A.
Therefore the cell containing A becomes the new head/tail.
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The major advantage of this data structure over H/T and even more over WL is that all
the literals which are assigned at low decision levels are “ sifted out” towards the edges of
clauses and therefore are not visited till they become unassigned. Therefore, at each visit
to a clause we tend to visit fewer literals.
Another advantage of this data structure over H/T is that there are only 2 (or 4 in the
original article) references to each clause. WL has 2 as well.
A disadvantage of this data structure comparing to WL is the need to visit clauses during
unassignment.
Another disadvantage is the fact that literal sifting takes additional time.
3.4.1.4 Watched Literals with Literal Sifting (WLS) ([20])
This data structure is proposed in [20]. As the name suggests, it combines WL data
structure with literal sifting. The major difference between this data structure and htLS
should be the absence of need to visit clauses during unassignment. As in the case of
htLS data structure, the clause cells from the watched cells towards the edges of the
clause are kept sorted. There is a need here in 2 additional references to the clause (we’ ll
denote it by HS and TS): each such reference points to a cell, clause is sorted from.
On each visit to a clause for an assignment operation (say A is assigned T), the algorithm
is traversing the clause cells, one by one between the watched cells. If it finds a satisfied
literal, the clause is declared satisfied. If it finds an unassigned literal B, it:
-

adds the cell of B to the list of B (the cell of B becomes watched)

-

removes the cell of ¬A from the list of ¬A (the cell of ¬A halts to be watched)

-

sifts ¬A cell towards beginning/ end of the clause, till a cell containing literal with
lesser or equal decision level than A.

In addition, if the algorithm finds an unsatisfied literal B, it sifts it, if needed.
If it doesn’ t find not satisfied nor unassigned literal before the other watched cell is
reached, then the clause is declared unit, unsatisfied or satisfied according to the status of
the other watched cell.
Unfortunately, there is a need to visit clauses for an unassignment operation. The cells
that should be visited are HS and TS, not the watched cells. On each visit, adjacent cells
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(adjacent towards the edges) become the new HS/TS instead of the old HS/TS. This
operation is necessary, since otherwise on a visit to a watched cell for an assignment
operation we couldn’ t know, whether the cells from HS/TS towards the edges of the
clause are sorted. Indeed, the literals in those cells could have been unassigned and
reassigned with different decision levels.
An advantage of this data structure over ones described earlier is that we tend to visit
fewer literals than htLS at each visit to a clause. The advantage over H/T is that we don’ t
need to visit clauses for unassignment of 2 watched literals.
However, there are a few disadvantages to this data structure. A clear disadvantage
comparing to WL is that clauses (HS and TS references) should be visited during
unassignment. Another disadvantage is that literal sifting requires additional time.

3.5 Pre-processing Techniques
Pre-processing techniques are methods that can be implied on a CNF formula prior to the
search. Pre-processing algorithms can dramatically improve the performance of SAT
solvers ([37]). Such algorithms simplify the formula by various means including
symmetry breaking, deduction of necessary assignments, addition of implied clauses,
deletion of redundant clauses and identification of equivalent literals. A number of preprocessors have been developed : SymFind([38]), Compact([39]), Compactor([40]),
Simplify([41]), CompressLite([42]).
We won’ t give an extended overview of pre-processing techniques since they are not part
of the DPLL algorithm nor an extension to it, but rather a complementary method. An
overview of existing pre-processing techniques together with references to other articles
on the topic can be found in [36].
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4 New Algorithms and Techniques
In this section, we’ ll introduce ideas developed in this work.
In subsection 4.2, a new complete SAT algorithm CRSAT generalising DPLL is provided
together with a sketch of correctness proof. Fool correctness proof is provided in
Appendix A.4.
In other subsections innovations in many aspects of backtrack search algorithms structure
are proposed. This includes improvements to non-chronological backtracking, new
pruning methods, new heuristics, new relevance-based learning technique, new effective
data structure, a new idea of allowing not repeat paths after restarts and an idea of
dynamically changing(and minimising the number of) 1st side variables.
All these innovations, but those proposed in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 are applicable for both DPLL
and CRSAT algorithms. The new pruning techniques from 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 can be used
only by CRSAT algorithm.

4.1 Decisions-Based Non-Chronological Backtracking
In this section we’ ll describe a new non-chronological backtracking technique, which is
based not on implied variables analyses (like in [9],[10]), but on decision variables
analyses.
The idea is very simple. For each 1st side decision variable of decision level k, we’ ll keep
a counter, which will count how many times the variable participated in conflict clauses
recorded according to the non-implied variables scheme. Before beginning the 2nd side
checking of the variable, we’ ll check the value of its counter. If its value is 0, no 2nd side
checking is needed. The reason for it is that after we unassign variables of decision level
k, the conflict will not disappear, since it’ s independent of their values.
This idea is incorporated into the CRSAT algorithm introduced in next section. In fact
CRSAT generalises this idea. It tries to not only skip the 2nd side checking when the
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counter is 0, but also minimise the checking when the counter has a small value. More
information about it is provided in the next section.

4.2 CRSAT Algorithm
4.2.1 Intuition Behind the Algorithm
Let us suppose that we are running the DPLL algorithm on some CNF formula. Suppose,
that decision variables assigned are A1… Am(low to high decision level) and B(highest
decision level) and we are just before checking the 2nd side of B(checking ¬B) . Suppose
that there were k conflicts when we were checking the 1st side of B.
Suppose we are keeping all the conflict clauses corresponding to the non-implied
variables scheme (3.2.1.2.3). We don’ t add it to the formula, but keep it aside (we can
add any consistent clauses to the formula, but it’ s irrelevant here).
In what follows we’ ll sometimes use the term “ conflict” instead of “ conflict clause” .
If ¬B didn’ t participate in any of conflicts recorded, then according to the nonchronological backtracking principle, described in 4.1, we don’ t need to check its 2nd side
at all.
Suppose now, that ¬B did participate in p conflicts. Intuitively, if we decide ¬B and make
the same decisions we made while checking B, then in k-p paths we will meet the same
(or shorter) conflicts as we met while we were checking B, since those conflicts appear
independently of the value of B. Only in the p paths corresponding to the p conflicts
containing ¬B, we won’ t meet the same conflicts (and could meet a model), since they
are dependent of B value.
The immediate conclusion that, it’s enough to check the paths corresponding to
conflicts where ¬B participated. It’ s convenient to call to such a process “ conflicts
checking”.
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It’ s worthy to note again, that the new principle generalises non-chronological
backtracking principle from 4.1. Indeed, if there are no conflicts in which B participated
– there are no paths to check.
The idea of conflict checking induces a new notation. We’ ll say, that a variable/literal is a
conflict variable/literal, if it’ s a non-implied variable assigned a value in order to check a
conflict.
Below is an example of a decision tree corresponding to DPLL run(fig. 4.2.1.a) and one
corresponding to CRSAT run(fig 4.2.1.b) on the same formula which is also brought.
Conflict variable and variables implied as a result of its assignment appear in italic. The
corresponding edge appears in dots style. Conflict clauses corresponding to the nonimplied variables scheme are brought below each leave on fig. 4.2.1.b.
1

¤$Y'

&Y¤(

6

2

¤&Y¤'Y(

3

¤&Y¤'Y¤(

-A

A(D)

-C(E,-E)

&Y(

5

=

= Av¬CvD.
B doesn’t participate in conflicts.
Skipping its 2nd side checking

B

4

-B
C(E,-E)

C(D,E,-E)
-C(E,-E)

Fig 4.2.1.a : DPLL tree

A(D)
-C(E,-E)

B

C(E,-E)
-AV-C

A participated in one conlict.
Checking only it.
-A
C(D,E,-E)

Fig 4.2.1.b : CRSAT tree

D(1)

E(3)
-E(3)

AV-C

-C(E,-E)
C

A(1)

C(3)

Non-implied variables Cut

Fig 4.2.1.c : Getting the Conflict

Implication graph of this conflict.
A and C are the conflict part variables connected
to the conflicting variable. Therefore the conflict is -AV-C

Fig 4.2.1.c illustrates the way conflict clause ¬ A v ¬ C is received. The conflict clause
variables correspond to the non-implied variables cut of implication graph (see 3.2.1.2.3
for more explanations and Appendix A.2 for detailed pseudo-code of how to receive the
non-implied variables cut literals).
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It’ s of course possible, that there will be a few conflicts to check for one decision
variable. It’ s illustrated by an example below (the input CNF formula is irrelevant and is
not brought).
B participated in no
conflicts - skipping its second
side checking

A(...)

-A(...)

B(...)
C(...)
D(...)
-AV-D

D(...)

E(...)

-D(...)

-C(...)
-D(...)

C(...)

-D(...)

-AV-CVD E(...)
-AV-E

-E(...)

Not detailed sub-trees

-CV-DV-E

Fig. 4.2.1.d

We would like to add, that for every decision variable we can check its conflicts as it’ s
proposed here or proceed with regular DPLL-style 2nd side checking.
In the next subsection, we’ ll introduce the CRSAT algorithm, which implements above
principles.
4.2.2 Introducing CRSAT
The algorithm extends the DPLL algorithm brought in section 3.1.1.5.
In what follows, it will be convenient to use double-underline to stress that the doubleunderlined text does not appear in the DPLL algorithm and is unique to CRSAT. The
text, which is wave-underlined, ensures that the non-chronological backtracking principle
from 4.1 is implemented. Observe, that removing double-underlined and wave-underlined
code from the algorithm below makes the code identical to the code of the DPLL
algorithm brought in 3.1.1.5.
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CRSAT:
1. While (TRUE)
1.1. If last decision variable A of last conflict was 1st side variable
1.1.1.Assign A to the 2nd side and run BCP
1.2. If a conflict should be checked for last 2nd side variable
1.2.1.Assign the conflict variables one by one and run BCP after each assignment till all
the conflict variables are assigned or there is a contradiction.
1.3. Otherwise, choose the next 1st side variable, assign it and run BCP
1.4. If there is a contradiction
1.4.1.While there are assigned variables (and the loop isn’t broken)
1.4.1.1. If the last decision variable A is 1st side variable
1.4.1.1.1.

Unassign it together with variables implied as a result of BCP after A’s

assignment.
1.4.1.1.2.

If there are no conflicts where it participated during current assignment

1.4.1.1.2.1. Continue the loop 1.4.1
1.4.1.1.3.

Mark that there is a variable to be assigned

1.4.1.1.4.

If there are conflicts where it participated during current assignment

1.4.1.1.4.1.

Decide whether conflicts will be checked for this variable, associate appropriate
value with the variable

1.4.1.1.5.

Break the loop 1.4.1

1.4.1.2. If the last decision variable A is 2nd side variable
1.4.1.2.1.

If there is a conflict to check for it

1.4.1.2.1.1.

Unassign variables, assign as a result of previous conflict checking (if needed)

1.4.1.2.1.2. Break the loop 1.4.1
(We can be here only If we are not checking conflicts for A or we have already checked all the conflicts)

1.4.1.2.2.

Unassign it together with variables implied as a result of BCP after A’s

assignment.
1.4.1.2.3.

Continue the loop 1.4.1

1.5. If all the variables are assigned
1.5.1.Return SAT
1.6. If there are no variables assigned and there is no variable marked to be assigned
1.6.1. Return UNSAT
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4.2.3

CRSAT as DPLL generalisation

Note that if we always choose at line 1.4.1.1.4.1 not to check conflicts,
than the behaviour of CRSAT is identical to that of DPLL enhanced by nonchronological backtracking from 4.1.
To see this, observe that in this case double-underlined pseudo-code sections don’ t
influence CRSAT behaviour. Indeed, the code executed in case that the condition of line
1.2 is true and the code executed in case that the condition of line 1.4.1.2 is true are the
only code sections that perform actions unique to CRSAT. But the conditions 1.2 and
1.4.1.2 are always false in our case.
Observe also that wave-underlined code (lines 1.4.1.1.2 and 1.4.1.1.2.1), implements
non-chronological backtracking principle from 4.1.

4.2.4 Correctness Proof Sketch
In this sections we’ ll bring a sketch of correctness proof of CRSAT. We’ ll bring 2
theorems with intuitive explanations. Fool proof may be found in Appendix A.4.
Theorem 4.2.4.1:/HW EHWKH&1)IRUPXODEHLQJFKHFNHGE\&56$7DOJRULWKP/HW
B be a decision variable (we’ ll suppose without restriction of generality that B is
assigned to T when 1stVLGHDVVLJQHG /HW

1 be

the conjunction of (non-implied

variables scheme) conflict clauses corresponding to all the conflicts that happened
while B was 1stVLGHDVVLJQHG/HW EHWKHFRQMXQFWLRQRIDOOFRQIOLFWFODXVHV
corresponding to all the conflicts that happened while B was 1st side and 2nd side
assigned. Let A1(lowest decision level)… Am be assigned non-implied literals, just
before B 1st side assignment. Let

$1



$ m . Then :
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%Æ  VHPDQWLFDOO\WKHUHLVDPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=T) then :

a. If ¤

a.1. The algorithm will return SAT and won’ t unassign B.
%Æ  VHPDQWLFDOO\WKHUHLVQRPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=T) then :

b. If

b.1. The algorithm will unassign B after 1st side assignment.
b.2. Just after B’ s 1st side unassignment the following expression is true:
%Æ

1

(Note that ¤

1Y¤

Y ¤ % Ù T is identical to the previous

formula, and may be proofed instead)
b.3. If ¬

¤%Æ  WKHUHLVDPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=F) then

b.3.1. The algorithm will assign B its second value (2nd side assignment). It
will return SAT and won’ t unassign B.
b.4. If
b.4.1.

¤%Æ  WKHUHLVQRPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=F)
Æ  1RWHWKDW¤

Y¤

Ù T is identical to the previous formula,

so it may be proofed instead)
b.4.2. If B is assigned 2nd side value, the algorithm will unassign B at some
stage.
Notes of theorem 4.2.4.1:
This theorem is the heart of the proof. What it says is that for any decision variable B :
1. If there is no contradiction induced by decisions for literals A1… Am taken before
deciding B, the algorithm will return SAT
2. If there is a contradiction induced by decisions for literals A1… Am(say A1..m=T)
taken before deciding B, the algorithm will backtrack after checking B and the
conflicts recorded are enough to falsify every possible interpretation containing Ai=T
for each i.
These statements are proven together by reverse induction on decision level of B. It
means that when we prove it for some B, we know it’ s true for all the variables that
will be assigned after assigning B (to both sides).
The first statement is proven by analysing the structure of the algorithm.
The second statement proof is more interesting. We’ ll provide below the ideas behind
it.
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/HW

2 be

the conjunction of (non-implied variables scheme) conflict clauses

corresponding to all the conflicts that happened while B was 2nd side assigned.
The second statement proof for a decision variable B, s.t. conflicts are not checked for,
is based on the fact that if:
-

1

falsifies any interpretation with A1… m=T;B=T

-

2

falsifies any interpretation with A1… m=T;B=F

Than :
-

1

2

falsifies any interpretation with A1...m=T.

The most interesting point to prove is that the theorem is true for decision variables
conflicts are checked for.
First we’ ll explain why the decisions-based non-chronological backtracking principle
IURPLVZRUNLQJ%\WKHLQGXFWLRQDVVXPSWLRQ

1

falsifies the interpretations with

A1… m=T; B=T. Observe, that if there are no conflict clauses containing ¬B, when
FKHFNLQJLWVILUVWVLGHWKDQ

1

falsifies all the interpretations with A1… m=T for both

values of B. Therefore even if we don’ t check the 2ndVLGHRI%DQGWDNH

1

meets the requirement of falsifying any interpretation with A1...m=T.
If we take the example of fig. 4.2.1.b, than for the decision variable B :
1

¤$Y¤&

&  )RU$ 7

1

is indeed a contradiction.

1RZZH¶OOH[SODLQZK\GRHVWKHFRQIOLFWFKHFNLQJSULQFLSOHZRUNV(YHU\FODXVH

IURP

1

falsifies some set of interpretations with A1..m 7% 7,I GRHVQ¶WFRQWDLQ

¬B, it falsifies the same set interpretations, but for every value of B. Let us suppose
WKDW FRQWDLQV¤%/HW EHWKHVHWRIFRQIOLFWVUHFRUGHGZKHQFKHFNLQJFRQIOLFW 
Then

IDOVLILHVWKHVDPHVHWRILQWHUSUHWDWLRQVDV EXWIRUHYHU\YDOXHRI%

For example, let us take the variable A from example of fig. 4.2.1.b( in this example A
is the decision variable we refer to as B in this section and m=0). Let us take the first
conflict

¤ $ Y ¤ &    falsifies the interpretations containing C=T;A=T.
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= (¤ $ Y ¤ &

A v ¬ C in this case.
indeed

$ Y ¤ &  Therefore

Æ ¬ C . And

falsifies C=T for every value of A.

Let’ s return from the example to the general proof explanation. Let’ s pay attention to
WKHIDFWWKDW LVDFRQMXQFWLRQRI

1. &RQIOLFWFODXVHVIURP

2. &RQIOLFWFODXVHVIURP

1

that don’ t contain ¬B

1

that contain ¬B

3. Sets of conflict clauses recorded when checking conflicts from group 2 above
Observe, that the conjunction of clauses from (1) and (2) falsify all the interpretations
with A1… m =T;B=T.

$VZHKDYHVKRZQHYHU\FODXVH IURP  KDVDSSURSULDWHVHW IURP  VWWKH
conjunction

IDOVLILHVWKHVDPHVHWRILQWHUSUHWDWLRQVDV EXWfor every value of B.

Obviously every clause from (1) falsifies a set of interpretations independently of B
value.
1RZZHKDYHHQRXJKLQIRUPDWLRQWRFRQFOXGHWKDW IDOVLILHVHYHU\LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
containing A1… m=T independently of B value. For more details and a formal proof, please
refer to Appendix A.4.
We’ ll pass to the next theorem, which proves the soundness and completeness of
CRSAT.

Theorem 4.2.4.2 (soundness and completeness of CRSAT):

/HW EHD&1)IRUPXOD7KDQ
1) ,I LV6$7&56$7

UHWXUQV6$7

2) ,I LV816$7&56$7

UHWXUQV816$7

Notes on proof of 4.2.4.2:
The proof is straightforward from the previous theorem.
Let B be the first decision variable chosen by CRSAT. Suppose, without restriction of
generality, it was first assigned T.
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,I LV6$7WKDQDFFRUGLQJWRD LIWKHUHLVDPRGHOFRQWDLQLQJ% 7 RUE
(otherwise) the algorithm will return SAT.
,I LV816$7WKDQDFFRUGLQJWRELWZLOOXQDVVLJQ%DQGDFFRUGLQJWRWKH
algorithm’ s structure it will return UNSAT (more details in Appendix A.4).

4.2.5 CRSAT Enhancements Discussion

4.2.5.1 WCRSAT Algorithm
There is a problem that one encounters when trying to implement the CRSAT algorithm.
The problem is that CRSAT requires to keep all the conflict clauses corresponding to
non-implied variables scheme. It’ s obviously impossible, since the number of such
clauses is exponential.
First thing to note is that we can remove each conflict clause after conflicts have been
checked for all 1st side variables appearing in it. But this is still not enough.
The solution is to keep all the information only for variables corresponding to last p
decision levels, where p is a parameter. Conflicts will not be checked for variables of low
decision level, which not all the conflicts are remembered for. This solution may be
called W(indowed)CRSAT algorithm.

4.2.5.2 CRSAT and Clause Recording
Another problem with CRSAT algorithm, is that when checking conflicts paths may be
repeated.
)RUH[DPSOHOHWVORRNRQFRQIOLFWVIURPWKRVHFKHFNHGIRU$RQILJG 
¬ A V ¬ D and

¤$9¤(.

6XSSRVHZHFKHFN $IWHUDVVLJQLQJ'WR7ZHVKRXOGFKRRVHQH[WGHFLVLRQYDULDEOH
Let it be E.
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6XSSRVHZHFRPSOHWHG FKHFNLQJDQGZHDUHFKHFNLQJ $IWHUDVVLJQLQJ(WR7ZH
should choose next decision variable. If it’ s D, than we are on path that has already been
FKHFNHGZKHQFKHFNLQJ 
The solution is to use clause recording. Clause recording schemes, which can be used for
DPLL algorithm, may also be used for CRSAT.

4.3 New Pruning Methods
In this section we’ ll bring a few techniques which enhance the pruning. The first one is
applicable for decision variables, we don’ t check conflicts for, therefore it can be used fot
DPLL algorithm, the others are applicable for decision variables, that conflicts are
checked for, and can only be used for CRSAT.
We’ ll bring a description of each technique. The pseudo-code changes to code of
Appendix A.3 needed to implement each one of it and a formal proof, that each one of it
doesn’ t hurt the soundness and completeness of CRSAT are provided in Appendix A.5
4.3.1 Using 2nd Side Variable Non-Participation in Conflicts
Suppose that we are running the DPLL/CRSAT algorithm on some CNF formula. The
decision variables on the decision stack are A1… Am(bottom to top) and ¬B(topmost) and
we have just completed checking the 2nd side of B(checking ¬B) and found no model .
Suppose that, conflicts weren’ t checked for B and that B didn’ t participate in no conflict
while it was 2nd side checked.
The main idea is that, in this case the fact that no model containing Ai=T;B=F was found
is enough to prove that there is no model containing Ai=T;B=T, since the value of B had
no influence on the proof, when B was F. Therefore, we can delete all the conflicts that
were recorded, when B was 1st side checked.
To see, how this could prune the search, suppose, that Am did participate in some
conflicts, while B was 1st side checked, but didn’ t participate in no conflicts, while B was
2nd side checked. If we proceed according to the CRSAT algorithm, without deleting
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conflicts, that were recorded when B was 1st side checked, we can’ t apply nonchronological backtracking principle of sec. 4.1 for Am. If we do delete those clauses, we
can apply it and therefore, we don’ t need to check the 2nd side of Am!
Obviously, implementing this principle could influence not only Am, but any one of Ai’ s.
It can reduce the number of conflicts to check for Ai’ s or even eliminate it at all.

4.3.2 Using Conflict Variables Non-Participation in Conflicts
Suppose that we are running the CRSAT algorithm on some CNF formula. The decision
variables on the decision stack are A1… Am(bottom to top) and ¬B(topmost). Let B be 2nd
side decision variable, which we are checking conflicts for. Suppose we are just after
completing checking one of the conflicts of B. Let the appropriate conflict clause of
FRQIOLFWWKDWKDYHEHHQFKHFNHGEH

¬ A i ( 1 ) v … v ¬ A i ( k ) v ¬ B v ¬ C 1 v … v ¬ C p . Let

EH&1 « &p/HWWKHVHWRIFRQIOLFWFODXVHVUHFRUGHGZKLOHFKHFNLQJ EH 

Let’ s consider the case when all Cj¶VGRQ¶WSDUWLFLSDWHLQ . The conflicts recorded are
independent of Cj’ s. Therefore, recording them proves, that no model exists with

Ai=T;B=F7KHUHIRUHWKHDOJRULWKPFDQNHHSRQO\ FRQIOLFWVGHOHWLQJDOOWKHRWKHU
conflicts, that were recorded when ¬B was checked and move on with backtracking,
without checking other B conflicts.
Observe, WKDWLI¤%GLGQ¶WSDUWLFLSDWHLQ WHFKQLTXHFRXOGEHDSSOLHGDIWHU
applying our new technique and all the conflicts recorded when B was 1st side checked
may also be deleted!

4.3.3

Deleting Some 1st Side Conflicts After Conflict Checking
Suppose that we are running the CRSAT algorithm on some CNF formula. The decision
variables on the decision stack are A1… Am(bottom to top) and ¬B(topmost). Let B be 2nd
side decision variable, we have checked conflicts for. Suppose we have completed the
FRQIOLFWVFKHFNLQJ ZLWKRXWDSSO\LQJWHFKQLTXH /HW

i

be a conflict clause we
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FKHFNHG i= ¬ A i ( 1 ) v … v ¬ A i ( k ) v ¬ B v ¬ C 1 v … v ¬ C p /HW i be C1 « &p. Let the

VHWRIFRQIOLFWFODXVHVUHFRUGHGZKLOHFKHFNLQJ

i

be

Suppose that ¤%GRHVQ¶WSDUWLFLSDWHLQ i,QWKLVFDVH
IDOVLILHGE\

i

and therefore a FRQIOLFWUHSUHVHQWHGE\

i¶VVW¤%GRHVQ¶WSDUWLFLSDWHLQ

i.

i.
i
i

falsifies all the interpretations,
may be deleted. It’ s true for all

For a detailed proof, please refer to Appendix

A.5.4.
This method can be used only if the conflicts checking has ended in regular way - without
using 4.3.1 method.

4.4 VAP (Variable Ordering Approximation) Heuristics
In this section a new VSIDS-style heuristics together with a data structure allowing to
implement all the operations (including the division of all variables’ counters by a
constant) in O(1) are introduced.
Like in the case of VSIDS heuristics, a counter is hold for each literal. Its value is
increased for each literal, participating in derivation (i.e. not only in the clause itself) of a
new conflict clause. Initially its value is set to the number of appearances of respective
literal in the initial set of clauses. We’ ll denote by c(A) the value of appropriate counter
for literal A. Another notion will be for each variable A : s(A) = p ÂPD[ F $ F ¤$  

– p) ÂPLQ F $ F ¤$ p is a configurable parameter, s.t. 0.0S. p allows us to

choose whether to give preference to variable, both literals of which participate in many
conflicts or to variable one literal of which participates in many conflicts. If p=0.5, than
s(A)=c(A)+c(¬A). If p>0.5, than preference is given to variables, s.t. a literal with
maximal c(A) of 2 of their literals has big c(A). If p<0.5, than preference is given to
variables, s.t. a literal with minimal c(A) of 2 of their literals has big c(A).
All free variables are contained in a priority queue. It has q (a configurable even value)
queues. Each queue contains linking list of variables. The queue number where each
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variable is contained is determined according to s(A). Queue number i (0  L  T ) will

point to linked list of variables, s.t. (i Â T»P V $  L Â T»P m is a

(configurable) number denoting the maximal value s(A) can hold, s.t. A could appear in
the priority queue.
After s(A) for some A becomes greater than m, the counters for all literals are divided by
2 and thus all the free variables can stay in the queue. A “ lazy” way of doing it (enabling
to implement the division in constant time) is brought below in the description of how to
add a literal to the priority queue.
Each time a new branching literal is asked for, the first variable (denoted A) from the
uppermost queue is returned. The first literal to assign may be the literal with greater c(L)
value of the 2 literals of A. It may also be a random literal or a choice based on some
other function.
Each time a variable is assigned it’ s removed from the priority queue. Observe, that the
value of s(A) may change only if the variable is assigned and therefore is not in the
queue.
Each time a variable A is unassigned, it’ s inserted to the priority queue. If s(A) is lesser
than m, the variable is inserted into appropriate queue.
The most interesting case is when s(A) is greater or equal to m. According to the said
above variable with such s(A) cannot be inserted into the priority queue. The solution,
brought below enables to implement the division by a constant (2 in our case) for every
variable in constant time!
First, a list hold in queue number i is replaced as follows: for i  T» DQHPSW\OLVWLV

inserted; for i < (q » DFRQFDWHQDWLRQRIOLVWVWKDWZKHUHLQTXHXHV ÂL DQG ÂL LV

inserted. A list from (2 ÂL VKRXOGEHLQWKHKHDG2EVHUYHWKDWDIWHUWKLVRSHUDWLRQWKH
order of variables stays the same. Observe also, that this operation takes constant time.
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Now we could traverse the lists of all queues and divide the counters of all variables by 2.
But this is a non-constant time implementation. What we do, is we are leaving the
counters as they are. The counter for each literal will be divided by 2 (or power of 2 if a
few such lazy divisions by 2 are needed) only after its next assignment, when it’ s
accessed as a literal participating in derivation of a conflict clause (in order to increase its
value) or when it’ s added to the priority queue after unassignment.
To implement this idea we should always remember how many times till now, the (lazy)
division by 2 took place. We’ ll denote this counter by div2. We should also hold for each
variable, what was the value of div2 when the variable has been lastly accessed to for
purposes mentioned above. We denote this counter’ s value by ldiv2(A). In each access to
variable A, before every other action (such as increasing c(A) by 1), we’ ll divide c(A)
and c(¬A) by 2div2 – ldiv2(A) and we’ ll set ldiv2(A)=div2.
To complete the description of the operations needed, when s(A) is greater or equal to m,
we should mention, that A should be inserted into appropriate queue after dividing its
counters by 2. If s(A) is still not less than m, c(A) and c(¬A) should be decreased, s.t. its
value would be less than m (for example, one may set c(A)=(m-1) Â F $  F $ F ¤$ 

c(¬A)=(m-1) Â F ¤$  F $ F ¤$  

The pointer to maximal queue, containing non-empty list of variables could be adjusted
after removing last variable from the current maximal queue (j). In most cases the
maximal queue would be j-1. Anyway, it could be found in O(log(j-1))=O(1) time.
We would like to mention, that in the removal operation we may remove not the first
variable, but the variable with maximal s(A) counter from all the variables from the list of
the maximal queue. This adjustment hurts the constant time implementation of the
removal, but may hopefully return “ better” variable.
Another possible idea is to allow more randomness. Picking up the first or second best
variable randomly can do it, for example.
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4.5 New Efficient Data Structure Representing SAT Formula (WLCC)

4.5.1 Intuitive Description
We introduce a new data structure for efficient SAT implementation. Its name is
WLCC(Watched List with Conflicts’ Counter) It combines the advantages of WL data
structure - only 2 references to each clause, no need to visit clause on unassignment with
the advantages of data structures with literal sifting - no need to traverse most of clause’ s
cells during assignment. In addition, WLCC enables reducing number of visits to
satisfied clauses and allows visiting fewer literals in newly recorded clauses.
In order to implement the new data structure, we’ ll have to keep a counter of current
number of conflicts (referred to as CNC) and for each assigned variable A, we’ ll have to
save CNC at the moment of last A’ s assignment. We’ ll this value as CN(A).
Each clause cell will contain:
1) literal number
2) pointer to next cell within the same clause (its usage is described later)
Each clause will always appear on lists of 2 of its literals (say, A and B). There will be
only one clause cell at a time, s.t reference to it will appear on literals lists. This clause
cell will be referred to as “ clause head” . It will contain either A or B (say A). The pointer
to next cell of clause head will point to the cell of B.
Observe that this arrangement is different from all 3.4 data structures, where each cell can
appear only on list of a literal the cell contains.
Pointers from (2) above will be kept in such way, that the clause head will be the head of
list and if we begin to travel from it according to the pointers, we’ ll visit each clause cell
exactly once (the last pointer will point to NULL). This list will be kept partially sorted
according to non-increasing decision level. The purpose of it is that on each visit to the
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clause, we won’ t have to travel through all the cells, but will stop when we reach an
unsatisfied literal A, the clause is known to be sorted from. This idea is used in the
“ literals sifting” data structures in 3.4 but with 2 partially sorted lists.
The problem with this idea is that we have to visit clauses during unassignment and by
this we lose the main advantages of WL data structure.
The solution is to save for each clause the conflict counter value at the moment of
assignment of variable(A), the clause is sorted from. We’ ll denote this counter SF(Sorted
From). According to SF, we’ ll know at each clause visit whether the assignment of A is
the same assignment it was when the clause was lastly visited. If it’ s the same, we don’ t
need to travel any further, since the literals beginning from it haven’ t change their values.
If it isn’ t, we will continue to check the variables, till we find a variable, which decision
level is less then or equal to SF.
The need for additional literal references and visiting clauses when unassigning is
eliminated!
An important fact to mention here is that clause recording engine may be built in such
way that every newly recorded clause is sorted according to decision level. SF may be set
to the value of the CNC at the moment of the new clause recording. We’ ll show now, that
WKLVFDQFRQVLGHUDEO\UHGXFHWKHQXPEHURIYLVLWHGOLWHUDOVLQDQHZO\UHFRUGHGFODXVH 
Let nEHWKHOHQJWKRI 6XSSRVHWKDWmOLWHUDOVRILWZHUHXQDVVLJQHGEHIRUHYLVLWLQJ

for assigning one of its literals. Observe that only m literals will be visited according to
our method, since the other n-m literals haven’ t been unassigned and reassigned(we can
learn it from CN of first of them). This provides a significant time gain especially for
long clauses. Such clauses are often deleted after unassigning some number of their
literals. In this case the literals, which haven’ t been unassigned, won’ t be visited at all
according to our method!
In next subsection we’ ll bring detailed algorithm for the operation of assignment.
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4.5.2 Algorithm for VisitClause Function
Below is the pseudo-code of possible implementation of VisitClause function, a function
called at each visit to a clause when a variable watched in the clause is assigned. It may
return
-

SAT : if the clause is satisfied

-

Unit : if after the assignment the clause becomes unit

-

Contradiction : if there is a contradiction in the clause

-

2NotAssigned : if there are 2 or more not assigned variables in the clause.

Let Cell be a reference to a cell in the clause. Let Cell.Literal be the literal appearing in
this cell and Cell.Next be the pointer to the next cell in the same clause.
VisitClause uses auxiliary function MakeWatchedInstead(Cell, WatchedCell).
WatchedCell is a reference to the clause head or the next cell after it.
Cell is a pointer to any clause cell, but the first 2.
MakeWatchedInstead removes WatchedCell from WatchedCell.Literal’ s watched list. It
adds Cell to Cell.Literal’ s watched list. It also exchanges places of Cell and WatchedCell
within the list defined by the “ next” pointers within the clause. We won’ t bring here the
code of MakeWatchedInstead, since it contains only technical details of pointers moving.
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{SAT,Unit,Contradiction,2NotAssigned} VisitClause(Literal L):
1.

LCell = ((ClsHead.Literal == L)?(ClsHead) : (ClsHead.Next)) /*LCell is a pointer to that of two first cells containing L*/

2.

SecWCell = ((ClsHead.Literal != L)?(ClsHead) : (ClsHead.Next)) /*SecWCell is a pointer to that of two first cells not containing L*/

3. If (SecWCell.Literal is satisfied by current assignment)
3.1. Return SAT
4. For (CellPtr = ClsHead.Next.Next; CellPtr != NULL; CellPtr = CellPtrNxt)
4.1. CellPtrNxt = CellPtr.Next
4.2. If (CellPtr.Literal is satisfied with current assignement)
4.2.1. MakeWatchedInstead(CellPtr, SecWCell)
4.2.2.Return SAT
4.3. If (CellPtr.Literal is not assigned)
4.3.1. If (SecWCell.Literal is not assigned)
4.3.1.1. MakeWatchedInstead (CellPtr, LCell)
4.3.1.2. Return 2NotAssigned
4.3.2.MakeWatchedInstead (CellPtr, SecWCell)
4.4. If (CellPtr.Literal is assigned, but not satisfied)
4.4.1.If (CN(CellPtr.Literal) <= SF))
4.4.1.1. Break from loop 4
5. If (Clause contains more than 2 literals)
5.1. Sort the clause from ClsHead.Next.Next
5.2. SF = CN(ClsHead.Next.Next.Literal)
6. If (SecWCell.Literal is not assigned a value)
6.1. Return Unit
7. Else
7.1. Return Contradiction
A few important observations:
1) The sorting at line 5.1 is relatively inexpensive for short clauses. If the clause is of
length n, than only n-2 literals are sorted. Since most of the clauses are relatively
short, the sorting isn’ t taking a lot of time. The solution for long clauses may be as
follows: instead of sorting at the end, testing whether the clause is sorted together
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with some limited sorting possible for one pass over the sorted list may be carried out
in the main loop. If the clause is found to be sorted, SF should be updated at the end,
otherwise it shouldn’ t be updated.
2) If the algorithm exits at line 4.2.2, then if this clause is to be visited before
unassignment of the satisfied literal (now appearing in one of the first two cells), the
execution of VisitClause will always be terminated at line 3.1 and therefore will be of
O(1) complexity. This is an important saving of running time.
4.5.3 Example
We’ ll bring below an example of WLCC management. Suppose we have a clause
containing 5 literals A, B, C, D and E, s.t. variable A was assigned F at decision level 3
and conflict counter at the moment of assignment was 20, variable B was assigned F at
decision level 1 and conflict counter at the moment of assignment was 10. C, D and E
aren’ t assigned.
Below is a representation of all relevant information.
Rows, which first column box is grey belong to the clause. Rows, which first column box
is white represent literals’ information for appropriate column.
SortedFrom row represents the SF value for the clause. Rows 2, 3 and 4 hold the data of
clause cells (literal, pointer to next literal and watched status). “ H” in “ Watched” row
means clause head, “ N” means watched literal, which is not clause head (but next after
it).
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Literals

A

B
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D
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Next. Lit. Ptr.

-

A

B

C
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3

1
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-1

-1

CN
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-1

-1

-1

Assign

F

F

-

-

-

Suppose we assign E a value F at decision level 5, conflict counter 30. Below is the
representation of our clause after VisitClause execution till line 5.
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F
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Below is the representation of our clause after full VisitClause execution.
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Suppose now, we assign C a value F at decision level 7, conflict counter 40. Observe, that
the “ for” loop will be broken at first iteration, at line 4.4.1.1 and the clause will become
unit.
Suppose, that we unassigned C, E and A (i.e. backtracked till level 3), then assigned E the
value F at decision level 3, conflict counter 50 and assigned A the value T at decision
level 4, conflict counter 60 and we are just before assigning D a value F :
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Suppose we visit the clause to assign D a value F (decision level 7, conf. co. 80).
Observe, that the “ for” loop won’ t be broken when we visit E, since E has been assigned
when conflict counter was greater than 30. Therefore, we will reach A and discover that
the clause is satisfied. The data will be as follows after line 4.2.1 :
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4.6 Using Low Decision Level Variables for Clause Recording
4.6.1 Recording Clauses of Low Decision Level Variables
Suppose that we are running the DPLL(or CRSAT) algorithm on some CNF formula.
Suppose we have just completed the checking the 2nd side of B(checking ¬B). Suppose
that all the non implied variables, excluding B on the stack are 1st side variables
A1(smallest decision level)… Am. Suppose, without restriction of generality
A1=T,… ,Am=T under current assignment.
This situation means that there is no model for which A1=T,… ,Am=T, otherwise it would
have been found. Therefore, we can add the clause ¬ A 1 v … v ¬ A m to the system.
Moreover, if only part of A1… Am variables participated in conflicts, say Ai(1)… Ai(n), than
it’ s more efficient to record the shorter clause ¬ A i ( 1 ) v … v ¬ A i ( n ) .
The problem is that adding such clause doesn’ t provide us information, if we proceed
with regular DPLL or CRSAT, since after adding such clause, we’ ll always be checking
the second side of one of Ai(1)… Ai(n) and therefore the new clause will always be satisfied.
The situation is different if we are using restarts. We’ ll discuss it below.
4.6.2 New Restarts Policy
Suppose we are in the situation described in previous subsection. Suppose that we have
just added a new clause ¬ A i ( 1 ) v … v ¬ A i ( n ) . Observe, that if we restart now, no path
will be visited for the second time after restart. This leads us to a new restarts policy.
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We restart if 1st side and implied variables are the only variables assigned and we add an
appropriate clause each time. This approach to restarts allows us to ensure, that no path is
repeated from previous restarts. It also allows us to use all the relevance-based learning
techniques, (which is not the case for the idea of “ the search signature” from [24]
described in 3.2.2).
The drawback of this idea is that we can’ t restart at any time, but only when all the nonimplied variables assigned are 1st side variables.
Combination of the regular restarting strategy and one proposed here can be used to
overcome this restriction. We can sometimes use restarts without adding a clause, but
also without requiring all non-implied variables to be 1st side variables.

4.7 Dynamically Changing 1st Side Variables Based on Conflict Analysis
Suppose, we are running DPLL or CRSAT algorithm. Suppose that we have just
encountered a conflict and the following variables are on the decisions stack (from lowest
to highest decision level): B1… Bn,A1… Am, where Bi’ s are any variables and Aj’ s are 1st
side or implied variables. We’ ll denote A={A1,A2,… ,Am}. Let the decision level of A1 be
dl.
Suppose we have found a set of literals which is a conflict’ s reason according to an
implication graph cut (see section 3.2.1.2), s.t. no more than one variable from each
decision level more than or equal to dl is in the conflict’ s reason.
If n=0 (there are no Bi’ s), than examples for such cuts are non-implied variables cut
(3.2.1.2.3) or AllUIP cut(3.2.1.2.4). Other such cuts are possible. For example,
1UIP+NIV(see section 4.7.2). We’ ll denote a set of literals appearing on the reason side
RIVXFKFXW IRUQRZLWFDQEHDQ\FXW E\ 
The main idea is that now we can unassign all the variables corresponding to literals of A
DQGDVVLJQWKHYDULDEOHVFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHVHWRIOLWHUDOVLQ as decision variables.
After such a set of assignments the same conflict is produced, but now:
-

there tends to be less(in worst case it might be equal number of) decision levels

-

there tends to be less variables corresponding to each decision level
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-

variables assigned, but not relevant for this conflict tend to be unassigned

-

first UIP’ s at each decision will tend to be closer to the decision variables (more
about it in 4.7.4).

We refer to such action as shrinking the set of assigned variables. Different schemes of
doing it can be used. We refer to it as to different shrinking schemes.
In the following subsections we’ ll explain in more details the actions required to
implement the new idea for different shrinking schemes. We’ ll bring 3 different shrinking
schemes: non-implied variables, 1UIP+NIV and AllUIP. Other schemes are also possible.
In what follows when we refer to “implication graphs cuts” / “literals” on different
sides of cut, we mean cut that corresponds to “partition of A literals” / “literals of
A”. It’ s irrelevant for our matter on which side of the cuts are variables which aren’ t A
members.

4.7.1 Non-Implied Variables Shrinking Scheme
This shrinking scheme corresponds to non-implied variables cut(3.2.1.2.3).
The actions that are taken to implement the non-implied variables shrinking scheme are
as follows:
1. ,GHQWLI\WKHVHWRIOLWHUDOV RQWKHUHDVRQVLGHRIDFXWDFFRUGLQJWRQRQLPSOLHG
variables conflict-recording scheme (3.2.1.2.3).
2. 3XWOLWHUDOVIURP RQVRPHVWDFN6LQDQRUGHULPSRVHGE\FRUUHVSRQGLQJYDULDEOHV
decision level. Literal with lowest decision level will be on top of the stack.
3. Unassign all the A variables
4. Pop literal from S, assign it, run BCP.
5. Repeat step 4 till S becomes empty.
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We’ ll illustrate the idea by an example. Suppose, that the decision stack is one on
4.7.1.a. Suppose, that A is of decision level 5. Of course, there are variable with smaller
decision level than A, but they are not displayed.
A relevant implication graph is displayed on 4.7.1.b. It doesn’ t include variables with
smaller decision level than A, even if they are connected to the conflict. It does, however,
include all variables with greater decision level, even if they are not connected to the
conflict, but those variables are not relevant for the non-implied variables cut.
After identifying that the non-implied variables connected to the conflicting variable are
D and G, we
-

unassign A,B,C,D,E,J,G,H,I

-

assign D than run BCP

-

assign G and run BCP

The resulting branch is on 4.7.1.c. Observe that E that was an implied variable before the
shrinking is now not assigned.
G(7)

Non-implied variables cut

D(6)
J(6)

H(7)

-I(7)

Variables below dec. level 5
B(5)

A(B,C)
D(E,J)

Variables below dec. level 5
I(7)

A(5)

D(J)

E(6)

G(H,I,-I)

G(H,I,-I)
C(5)

Fig. 4.7.1.a

Fig. 4.7.1.b

Fig. 4.7.1.c
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4.7.2 1UIP+NIV Shrinking Scheme
This scheme doesn’ t correspond to a cut described in 3.2.1.2. We define the 1UIP+NIV
as a cut having the first UIP of the last decision level and the last UIP’ s (i.e. non-implied
variables) of other decision levels on its reason side.
The actions that are taken to implement the 1UIP+NIV shrinking scheme are as follows:
1. Identify the first UIP of the last decision level. We’ ll refer to it as C.
2. /HW EHWKHVHWRIOLWHUDOVZKLFKWKHUHLVDSDWKIURP&WRLW

3. 5HFXUVLYHO\ILQGWKHVHWRIQRQLPSOLHGOLWHUDOV ZKLFKWKHUHLVDSDWKIURPLWWR 

4. /HW

8^&`

5. 3XWOLWHUDOVIURP RQVRPHVWDFN6LQDQRUGHULPSRVHGE\FRUUHVSRQGLQJYDULDEOHV
decision level. Literal with lowest decision level corresponding will be on top of the
stack.

6. Unassign all the A variables
7. Pop literal from S, assign it, run BCP.
8. Repeat step 7 till S becomes empty.
Below is an example. 4.7.2.a is a decision tree branch before the shrinking, 4.7.2.b is the
relevant implication graph. 4.7.2.c is the decision tree branch after the 1UIP+NIV
shrinking.
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B(C)

A
G(H,-H)

B(C)
1UIP+NIV Cut

D(E,J,G,H,-H)

AllUIP Cut

C(2)

-H(3)

Fig. 4.7.2.c
(after 1UIP+Dec shrinking)

B(2)

Fig. 4.7.2.a

E(3)
H(3)

A(1)
D(3)

C
G(3)
G(H,-H)
J(3)
Fig. 4.7.2.b

Fig. 4.7.2.d
(after AllUIP shrinking)

4.7.3 AllUIP Shrinking Scheme
This scheme corresponds to the AllUIP cut (3.2.1.2.4). Its implementation is very similar
to that of 1UIP+NIV scheme. All 8 actions from previous subsection are valid here. The
RQO\GLIIHUHQFHLVLQDFWLRQZKHUHVKRXOGDSSHDU³5HFXUVLYHO\ILQGWKHVHW ZKLFKLVD
VHWRIILUVW8,3¶VZKLFKKDYHOLWHUDOVFRQQHFWHGWR ´

Above is an example. 4.7.2.a is a decision tree branch before the shrinking, 4.7.2.b is the
relevant implication graph. 4.7.2.d is the decision tree branch after the AllUIP shrinking.
4.7.4 Conclusions
We introduced in this section 3 schemes for assigned stack shrinking. Obviously other
schemes are also possible. Below we’ ll list two major reasons for using the shrinking.
1. By shrinking the set of assigned variables, we unassign irrelevant variables and as a
result our decision tree corresponds better to conflicts identified. This can help
pruning the search.
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2. The CRSAT algorithm requires recording clauses corresponding to the non-implied
variables clauses-recording scheme, even if we don’ t use non-implied variables
scheme for clause recording. It would save plenty of space and time of conflictanalysis, if we used the non-implied variables scheme for clauses recording as well.
However, the non-implied variables conflict-recording scheme is not really efficient
comparing to schemes like 1UIP and others ([31]). But if we use shrinking and
afterwards the non-implied variables scheme, than it is much more efficient. This is
true, because the first UIP’ s at each decision level higher than dl, variables will tend
to be closer (1UIP+NIV scheme) or identical (AllUIP scheme) to the decision
variables. Therefore, clauses recorded by non-implied variables scheme after the
shrinking are close to clauses recorded by UIP-based schemes both before and after
the shrinking.

4.8 Extending Relevance-Based Learning by Literals’ Density
In this section, we’ ll introduce a new relevance-based learning technique. We’ ll first
explain the idea behind it.
Suppose that we are recording clauses using non-implied variables scheme. We would
like to remind that using shrinking from previous section makes the non-implied
variables scheme much more efficient by making clauses recorded by it close to different
UIP-based schemes.
Suppose that the decision variables on the stack (after the shrinking if we used it) are
A1(lowest decision level)… Am. Let A={A1,… ,Am}.
Observe that if the new clause consists of negations of all Ai’ s, the new clause will
always be satisfied, unless restart takes place. That is true, because one of 1st side A
variables (not always the same one) will always be flipped and thus will satisfy the
clause.
Moreover, if the new clause consists of negations of Ai’ s, for all i : k < i  P , where k is
any number, s.t. 1<k<m, it will be also always satisfied before all its literals are finally
unassigned.
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We would like to give preference to clauses, which are not only short, but also tend to be
satisfied less during subsequent search. For fulfilling last requirement, the clause’ s
literals should be less “ dense” with respect to decision level.
We also would like give preference to clauses, which are less dense near the last decision
level. We’ ll explain the reason for it on an example. Suppose that A variables are 1st side
decision variables. Let

 ¤$m-3v¬Am-2v¬Am  ¤$m-3v¬Am-1v¬Am.

After unassigning Am, and assigning the 2nd side of Am-1 EHFRPHVDXQLWFODXVHZKLFK

SUXQHVWKHVHDUFKDQG LVVDWLVILHG7KHQDIWHUXQDVVLJQLQJ$m-1, and assigning the 2nd
side of Am-2 EHFRPHVDOLWHUDOVFODXVHDQG LVVDWLVILHG2EVHUYHWKDWWKHUHLVD

GLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQWKHLQIOXHQFHRI DQG RQWKHVHDUFKZKHQWKRVHDUHQ¶WVDWLVILHG7KH

GLIIHUHQFHLVLQWKHIDFWWKDW EHFRPHVDXQLWFODXVHDQG EHFRPHVOLWHUDOVFODXVH

7KHUHIRUH KDVPRUHFKDQFHVWRSUXQHWKHVHDUFK7KLVLVGXHWRWKHIDFWWKDW LVOHVV
dense near Am. Observe, that after unassigning Am-2 both clauses have similar chances to
prune the search.
Now we are ready to describe the new relevance-based learning technique. First we’ ll
bring a few definitions.
/HW EHDUHFRUGHGFODXVH

 ¤ & 1 v … v ¬ C n ; C = {C1… Cn} and the following is

true:
-

Ci’ s are sorted according to decision level and C1 has the lowest decision level
between Ci’ s

-

For all i : Ci is in A.

Let B={B1… Bs} be set of all literals from A, s.t.
-

Bi’ s are sorted and B1 has the lowest decision level between Bi’ s

-

B and C are disjoint

-

The decision level of B1 is greater than the decision level of C1

We define a function CM : BÆN :
CM(Bi) = the number of Ci’ s with greater decision level than Bi
Let t be a parameter defining threshold on recorded clause length. If clause length is less
or equal to t, than the clause is kept forever. Longer clause is deleted after t of its literals
become unassigned. Let d be a parameter defining threshold on literals density in a new
clause.
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We’ ll now define literals’ densityIRUDQHZO\UHFRUGHGFODXVH 
/'

 

¦ (t-CM(Bi)) Â®°̄
°

i=1..s

1: if t  CM(Bi) (gives preference to less dense clauses)
-1: otherwise

(gives preference to shorter clauses)

1RZZH¶OOGHVFULEHWKHDFWLRQVRQUHFRUGLQJDQHZFODXVH 

1. &DOFXODWH/'

2. ,I /'

!G

(it can be done in the process of conflict recording with very little time overhead)

2.1. 'RQRWUHFRUG

3. Otherwise
3.1. 5HFRUG 
3.2. ,I _ _!W

3.2.1. 'HOHWH DIWHUXQDVVLQLQJWRILWVOLWHUDOV

3.3. Otherwise
3.3.1. /HDYH IRUHYHU
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5 Putting It All Together – Jerusat Solver
In this section we’ ll introduce a new SAT solver – Jerusat, which utilises the ideas
brought in previous sections. In section 5.1 we’ ll provide general information about
Jerusat. In section 5.2 we’ ll bring its performance comparing with performance of
existing state of art SAT solvers zChaff([12]) and Limmat
(http://www.inf.ethz.ch/personal/biere/projects/limmat/) which were very successful in
recent SAT competition([43]).
More information including description of Jerusat internal structure and extensive
analysis of its performance is provided in Appendix B.

5.1 General Information
Jerusat has been implemented in C language under Windows platform, but is also
available under UNIX. The implementation has approximately 7680 lines of code.
Jerusat implementation may be divided into implementation of 6 following aspects :
1. WCRSAT(4.2.5.1) implementation(~3430 code lines), which includes also decisionbased non-chronological backtracking (4.1) and new pruning methods(4.3)
implementation. It’ s important to state, that since CRSAT(and WCRSAT) is a
generalisation of DPLL it’ s possible (and very simple) to configure Jerusat, s.t. it
would implement DPLL. In this case, it would still use the decision-based nonchronological backtracking. It will also use the pruning method of section 4.3.2,
which is available for DPLL as well as for CRSAT.
2. Clause recording(~1000 code lines), including the literals’ density relevance-based
learning (4.8).
3. Restarts policy(~120 code lines), including a possibility to use the new restarts
policy from 4.6.2.
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4. Heuristics(~510 code lines), implementing the VAP heuristics (4.4).
5. Data Structures(~700 code lines), using the WLCC data structure (4.5) for
representing clauses.
6. Shrinking schemes(~150 code lines), which makes possible using non-implied
variables shrinking scheme (4.7.1).
Rests of lines of code are used to implement different auxiliary operations.

5.2 Jerusat Performance Comparing with Limmat and zChaff
Below is a table comparing the performance of Jerusat, Limmat(version 1.0) and
zChaff(version z2001.2.17).
Jerusat is used with its default configuration(see appendix B.2.2 for more information
about configuring Jerusat). Limmat and zChaff are used with default configuration as
well.
The performance was checked on a computer with 128Mb of memory, “ x86 Family 6
Model 5 Stepping 2 Genuine Intel ~350 Mhz” processor and “ Microsoft Windows 2000
Professional” operating system. Limmat and zChaff are originally written under UNIX,
but were successfully compiled under Windows.
There is no set of benchmarks known to represent well the CNF functions We tried to
choose a reasonable set of benchmark families received from different problems. More
information about the benchmarks we used can be found in appendix B.2.1.
We set a cut off time of 2 hours. We added 7200 seconds for every instance that has been
cut off after 2 hours. Best time on every benchmark family is highlighted.
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Jerusat

Limmat

Average in

zChaff

Average in

Average in

Benchmarks

seconds

Cut After 2

seconds

Cut After 2

seconds

Cut After 2

Family

(7200 for a

Hours

(7200 for a

Hours

(7200 for a

Hours

cut instance)

cut instance)
aim-200

cut instance)

0.03125

0

0.050833

0

0.599208

0

0.01

0

99.78325

0

48.39675

0

beijing

1010.768

2

959.8232

2

993.4041

2

bf

0.24275

0

0.418

0

1.044

0

blocksworld

8.475143

0

8.204571

0

13.65114

0

bmc

28.383

0

67.42838

0

2346.6

4

dubois

0.035

0

0.0125

0

0.494417

0

flat200-479

0.38391

0

2.4815

0

6.76601

0

fvp-unsat.2.0

5063.531

15

4985.998

15

3445.406

7

hanoi

74.522

0

3603.853

1

3605.123

1

ii16

0.1773

0

6.43

0

19.1849

0

ii32

0.900176

0

0.362706

0

0.931235

0

jnh

0.0202

0

0.0316

0

0.1485

0

logistics

0.3605

0

0.731

0

5.7635

0

parity16

1.9605

0

11.0173

0

20.8417

0

172.7922

0

40.2456

0

23.724

0

1.1535

0

0.07

0

2.9635

0

qg

15.47486

0

80.90673

0

65.92155

0

ssa

0.05

0

0.09125

0

0.405375

0

0.0021

0

0.0095

0

0.1103

0

uf150-645

0.35824

0

0.68928

0

2.81278

0

uuf150-645

1.22619

0

4.51746

0

12.66249

0

SUM

6380.858

ais

phole
pret150

sw100-8-lp0-c5

9873.155

10616.95

Table 5.2.1

As one can see, Jerusat outperforms both Limmat and zChaff in case of 15 out of 22
benchmark families. Jerusat also outperforms Limmat and zChaff in terms of sum of
time. See also Appendix B.2.4 for comparison of Jerusat vs. Limmat and zChaff in terms
of magnitude.
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It should also be said, that Jerusat uses much less memory than Limmat and zChaff. For
example, let’ s take an instance 2pipe.cnf of fvp-unsat.2.0, which is solved in about the
same time by all solvers. Jerusat uses maximum of 1.8 Mb of memory to solve it, Limmat
uses 2.6 Mb and zChaff uses 9.0 Mb.
The difference is even more significant for harder instances. Let’ s take instance
3bitadd_31.cnf of beijing family. After 2 minutes of running, Jerusat used 6.5 Mb,
Limmat used 20.5 Mb and zChaff used 44 Mb of memory.
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Appendix A - Detailed Pseudo-Code and Formal Proofs
Appendix A.1 -

DPLL Detailed Pseudo-Code

In this appendix, we’ ll introduce a non-recursive implementation of the DPLL algorithm.
It reveals some details of the unit clauses identification process (BCP process).
This is the base for the CRSAT pseudo-code brought in Appendix A.3.
We’ ll suppose, that given CNF formula doesn’ t contain unit clauses (otherwise they can
be easily removed using the unit clause rule during pre-processing before running
DPLL).
The algorithm uses the following mappings(which may be implemented by an array):
1. IfAssigned: Variables ->{T,F}.
Indicates whether the variable is assigned a value.
2. AssignementSign: Variables->{T,F}.
Valid only for A, s.t. IfAssigned(A)==T.
Indicates the sign of the variable under current assignment.
Note, that the 2 mappings above define a partial assignment.
3. AssignmentStatus: Variables->{NULL,Side1,Side2,Implied}.
AssignmentStatus(A)==
NULL: iff IfAssigned(A)==F.
Side1: if current value of A was not imposed by other assignments and that’ s the first
value for A we are checking.
Side2: if current value of A was not imposed by other assignments and that’ s the
second value for A we are checking.
Implied: if current value of A was imposed by other assignments.
4. ImplicationClause: Variables->Clauses.
Valid only for A, s.t. IfAssigned(A)==T.

I

For A, s.t. AssignmentStatus(A)=Implied, ImplicationClause(A) points to a clause,
where the implication has occurred during the BCP process.
For A, s.t. AssignmentStatus(A)=Side1 or Side2, ImplicationClause(A)==0;
Saving the implication clause is not necessary for the algorithm to work, but it is
crucial for implementing enhancements to DPLL and the CRSAT algorithm.
In addition, the algorithm uses:
5. AssignedVars : a stack with variables assigned a value.
6. ToBeImplied : a set holding variables, that have been assigned a value, but necessary
assignments have not yet been deduced from it.
Note that, the CNF formula itself is not mentioned explicitly in the algorithm. It’ s
considered to be a global variable and all the references to clauses refer to clauses of the
CNF formula.
The algorithm is built from five functions.
1. The main function is DPLL. It doesn’ t have parameters. It returns SAT, which stands
for “ the formula is satisfiable” or UNSAT, which stands for “ the formula is
unsatisfiable” .
2. The function BCP implements the BCP process. It doesn’ t have parameters. It returns
either NULL, if there is no contradiction or a reference to a clause, where the
contradiction has happened.
3. The function PreAssign. It manages the data necessary for assigning variable a value
beforeWKH%&3SURFHVV,WUHFHLYHVSDUDPHWHUV9DULDEOH$,PSOLFDWLRQ&ODXVH 
Assignment Sign a; Assignment Status s. It doesn’ t return nothing.
4. The function Assign. It finally assigns a value to a variable after the BCP process for
it. It receives variable A and doesn’ t return nothing.
5. The function UnassignTopVar. It unassigns top variable from AssignedVars. It
receives nothing and returns the variable unassigned.
Now we’ ll introduce algorithm’ s pseudo-code:
II

{SAT, UNSAT} : DPLL()
1. ToBeImplied = {}
2. While (T)
2.1. if (ToBeImplied == {})
2.1.1. A = Any variable, s.t. IfAssigned(A)==F
2.1.2. PreAssign(A, 0, Any value from {T,F}, Side1)
2.2. ClauseWithContradiction = BCP()
2.3. if ((ClauseWithContradiction == NULL) AND (For All A : IfAssigned (A)==T))
2.3.1. Return SAT
2.4. if (ClauseWithContradiction != NULL)
2.4.1.

while ((Not Empty(AssignedVars)) AND (AssignmentStatus(StackTop(AssignedVars)) != Side1))

2.4.1.1. A = UnassignTopVariable()
2.4.2. If (IsEmpty(AssignedVars))
2.4.2.1. Return UNSAT
2.4.3. A = StackTop(AssignedVars)
2.4.4. If (AssignmentStatus(A) == Side1) /*That’s always the case if we are here*/
2.4.4.1. UnassignTopVariable()
2.4.4.2. PreAssign(A; 0; ¬AssignmentSign(A); Side2)
2.4.4.3. Continue with loop 2
YRLG3UH$VVLJQ 9DULDEOH$,PSOLFDWLRQ&ODXVH $VVLJQPHQW6LJQDIURP^7)`
Assignment Status s from {NULL, Side1, Side2,Implied})
1. ,PSOLFDWLRQ&ODXVH $  

2. AssignmentSign(A) = a
3. AssignmentStatus(A) = s
4. ToBeImplied = ToBeImplied U {A}
void Assign(Variable A)
1. IfAssigned(A) = T
2. Push(AssignedVars, A)

III

VariableUnassigned : UnassignTopVariable()
1. V = Pop(AssignedVars)
2. IfAssigned(A) = F
3. Return A
ClauseWithContardiction : BCP()
1. While (Not Empty(ToBeImplied))
1.1. A = any variable in ToBeImplied
1.2. ToBeImplied = ToBeImplied \ {A}
1.3. Assign(A)

1.4. )RUHDFKFODXVH VW $  ¤$VVLJQPHQW6LJQ $ 
1.4.1. ,I ([LVWV%VW %

$VVLJQPHQW6LJQ %

1.4.1.1. Continue with the loop 1.4.
1.4.2. If (Exist B,C, s,t, (B&$QG

%  ; $QG

&  ; $QG

(AssignmentStatus(B)== AssignmentStatus(C)==NULL))
1.4.2.1. Continue with the loop 1.4.

1.4.3. ,I ([LVWV%VW

%  ; $QG $VVLJQPHQW6WDWXV %

1.4.3.1. 3UH$VVLJQ %  % ,PSOLHG

18//

1.4.3.2. Continue with the loop 1.4.
1.4.4. While (Not Empty(ToBeImplied))
1.4.4.1. C = any variable in ToBeImplied
1.4.4.2. Assign(C)
1.4.5. Return C (*There is a contradiction!*)
2. Return NULL

Appendix A.2 -

Non-Implied Variables Scheme Conflict Recognising

Below is a procedure for identifying non-implied variables after a conflict. It can be used
in the DPLL algorithm from Appendix A.1 just after a contradiction is reached (line 2.4).

IV

The parameter to it should be the ClauseWithContradiction returned by BCP. The
resulting conflict clause is received by taking the disjunction of negations of all literals of
ConflictReason after running GetNonImpliedConflictClause.
GetNonImpliedConflictClause (Clause ClsWithContradiction) /*Supposes that ConflictReason is
empty*/

1. For each literal A from ClsWithContradiction do
1.1. if (A is NOT in ConflictReason)
1.1.1. ConflictReason = ConflictReason U {A}
1.1.2. if (ImplicationClause(A) != NULL)
1.1.2.1. GetNonImpliedConflictClause(ImplicationClause(A)

Appendix A.3 -

CRSAT Detailed Pseudo-Code

In this Appendix we’ ll provide a detailed pseudo-code of the CRSAT algorithm.
We’ ll use double underline to stress that the double-underlined text does not appear in the
DPLL algorithm and is unique to CRSAT. The wave-underlined text ensures that the
non-chronological backtracking principle from 4.1 is implemented.
Appendix A.3.1 -

Algorithm’s Organisation and Data Structures

First we’ ll describe the data structures used by CRSAT.
CRSAT uses generic data structure, which hold references to elements of a set. Reference
to one element can’ t appear twice.
The following procedures are supposed to be provided:
ReferenceToElement : FirstElemOfOrderedSet(OrderedSet)
ReferenceToElement : NextElemOfOrderedSet(OrderedSet, ReferenceToElement)
void : InsertToAnyPlaceInOrderedset(OrderedSet; ElementOfOrderedSet)
ReferenceToElement : LastElemInOrderedSet(OrderedSet)
V

Boolean : IfMemberOfOrderedSet(OrderedSet; ReferenceToElement)
void : RemoveFromOrderedSet(OrderedSet; ReferenceToElement)
Each conflict will be represented as set of literals ordered by its decision level at the time
when the conflict happened.
CRSAT algorithm uses the following data structures:
1. IfAssigned - defined the same as in A.1.
2. AssignementSign - defined the same as in A.1.
3.
4.

ImplicationClause - defined the same as in A.1.
AssignementStatus : Variables->{NULL,Side1,Side2,,Implied,ConflictVar}.
ConflictVar means that variable is assigned a value in the process of conflicts

checking. Other values have the same meaning as in DPLL algorithm
5.

ChkConflictsStatus : VariablesÆ{ NotKnown, NotChkConflicts, ChkMiddleConflicts, ChkLastConflict}

ChkConflictsStatus is valid only for 2nd side variables.
ChkConflictsStatus(A)==
NotKnown – A holds this value before deciding whether we are checking conflicts for A.
NotChkConflicts – if we are not checking conflicts for A (proceed as in DPLL)
ChkLastConflict - if we are checking the last conflict of A
ChkMiddleConflicts – if we are checking any, but last conflict of A

6. ConflictsToCheck : Variables Æ Ordered Set of Conflicts

For each decision variable A, ConflictsToCheck(A) will hold the set of conflicts
recorded from the moment A was assigned a new value for the last time. In CRSAT
algorithm below we don’ t make use of the order of conflicts in ConflictsToCheck(A),
but it may be used for optimisation.

7. CurrentlyCheckedConf : Variables Æ Reference to Conflict
For each 2nd side variable A, conflicts are checked for, CurrentlyCheckedConf(A)
points to conflict currently being checked.

8. ConflictLitToAssign : Variables Æ Reference to Literal in Conflict
For each 2nd side variable A, which conflicts are checked for, ConflictLitToAssign(A)
points to a literal in CurrentlyCheckedConf(A), that should be assigned a value next.

VI

9. AssignedVars - defined the same as in A.1.
10. ToBeImplied - defined the same as in A.1.
The algorithm uses the following functions.
1. The main function is CRSAT. It doesn’ t have parameters. It returns SAT, which
stands for “ the formula is satisfiable” or UNSAT, which stands for: “ the formula is
unsatisfiable” .
2. The function BCP implements the BCP process. It’ s not brought below, since it’ s
identical to one in A.1.
3. The function PreAssign – identical to A.1.
4. The function Assign – contains code from A.1 + it empties ConflictsToCheck for 1st
side variables.
5. The function UnassignTopVar – identical to A.1.
6. ChooseChkConflictStatus – receives a variable A, that was just 2nd side decided and
returns one of {ChkConflicts or NotChkConflicts}. If ChkConflicts is returned,
conflicts will be checked for A, otherwise, the algorithm will proceed as in DPLL.
This function will not be brought below, it can vary for different implementations.
Anyway, the algorithm is correct for every possible ChooseChkConflictStatus.
7. GetFirstConflict – receives variable A, that was just 2nd side decided and returns
reference to a conflict, that should be checked first.
8. GetNextConflict - receives variable A, that was 2nd side decided and returns reference
to a conflict, that should be checked next (it supposes, that a call to GetFirstConflict
was made before).
9. NotAssignedLitInCurrentConflict – receives 2nd side variable A and returns reference
to a literal from CurrentlyCheckedConf, that isn’ t assigned a value. If there is no such
literal, it returns NULL.
10. GetNonImpliedConflictClause - this function returns a conflict clause corresponding
to non-implied variables scheme. It’ s brought in A.2.
11. ManageNewConflict – this function receives a conflict clause, returned by
GetNonImpliedConflictClause and keeps ConflictsToCheck valid.
VII

12. MakeConflictSortedByDecisionLevel - this function receives a conflict clause and
returns a conflict(ordered set of literals) corresponding to that clause, i.e. holding the
same literals ordered by current decision level of corresponding variables. This
function is called from ManageNewConflict and is not provided, since it’ s trivial.

Appendix A.3.2 -

CRSAT Pseudo-Code

The CRSAT function extends the DPLL function from A.1. It also implements nonchronological backtracking principle from 4.1. Code unique to CRSAT will appear
double-underlined. A line that ensures the non-chronological backtracking is waveunderlined. The other code is common to CRSAT and DPLL.
{SAT, UNSAT} : CRSAT()
1. ToBeImplied = {}
2. While (T)
2.1. If (ToBeImplied == {})
2.1.1.

A = Upper Variable From AssignedVars, s.t (AssignmentStatus(A)==Side1 OR AssignmentStatus(A)==Side2)

2.1.2.

If ((A != NULL) AND (AssignmentStatus(A)==Side2) AND (ChkConflictsStatus(A) != NotChkConflcits))

2.1.2.1. If (ChkConflictsStatus(A) == NotKnown)
2.1.2.1.1.

Status = ChooseChkConflictStatus(A)

2.1.2.1.2.

If (Status == NotChkConflicts)

2.1.2.1.2.1. ChkConflictsStatus(A) = NotChkConflicts
2.1.2.1.2.2. Go To 2.1.3
2.1.2.1.3.

Else /*If (Status == ChkConflicts)*/

2.1.2.1.3.1.  *HW)LUVW&RQIOLFW $ /*In this function ChkConflictStatus(A) changes to
ChkMiddleConflict or ChkLastConflict */

2.1.2.1.3.2. B = NotAssignedVarInCurentConflict (A)
2.1.2.1.3.3. If (B == NULL)
2.1.2.1.3.3.1.

Go To 3.1.3

2.1.2.1.3.4. 3UH$VVLJQ %¤ % &RQIOLFW9DU
2.1.2.1.3.5. Go To 2.2

VIII

2.1.2.2. Else /*If (ChkConflictsStatus(A) != NotKnown)*/
2.1.2.2.1.

B = NotAssignedVarInCurentConflict(A)

2.1.2.2.2.

If (B != NULL)

2.1.2.2.2.1. PreAssign(B, 0, ¬ ConfChecked (B), ConflictVar)
2.1.2.2.2.2. Continue with loop 2
2.1.3. A = Any variable, s.t. IfAssigned(A)==F
2.1.4. PreAssign(A, 0, Any value from {T,F}, Side1)
2.2. ClauseWithContradiction = BCP()
2.3. if ((ClauseWithContradiction == NULL) AND (For All A : IfAssigned (A)==T))
2.3.1. Return SAT
2.4. if (ClauseWithContradiction != NULL)
2.4.1. ManageNewConflict(GetNonImpliedConflictClause(ClauseWithContradiction))
2.4.2.

while ((Not Empty(AssignedVars)) AND
((AssignmentStatus(StackTop(AssignedVars)) == Side1)) (ConflictsToCheck(StackTop(AssignedVars))=={})) AND

((AssigmentStatus(StackTop(AssignedVars))==Side2)->(ChkConflictsStatus (StackTop
(AssignedVars)) != ChkMiddleConflict))

2.4.2.1. A = UnassignTopVariable()
2.4.3. If (IsEmpty(AssignedVars))
2.4.3.1. Return UNSAT
2.4.4. A = StackTop(AssignedVars)
2.4.5. If (AssignmentStatus(A) == Side1)
2.4.5.1. UnassignTopVariable()
2.4.5.2. PreAssign(A; 0; ¬AssignmentSign(A); Side2)
2.4.5.3. Continue with loop 2
2.4.6. If (AssignmentStatus(A) == Side2) /*Note : ChkConflictsStatus (A) == ChkMiddleConflict*/
2.4.6.1.

 *HW1H[W&RQIOLFW $ /*Here ChkConflictStatus(A) may change to ChkLastConflict*/

2.4.6.2. B = NotAssignedLitInCurrConflict(A)
2.4.6.3. If (B != NULL)
2.4.6.3.1.

3UH$VVLJQ %¤ % &RQIOLFW9DU

2.4.6.4.Continue with loop 2

IX

void Assign(Variable A)
1. IfAssigned(A) = T
2. Push(AssignedVars, A)
3. If (AssignementStatus(A)==Side1)
3.1. ConflictsToCheck(A) = {}
void : ManageNewConflict(ConflictClause CC)
1.

 0DNH&RQIOLFW6RUWHG%\'HFLVLRQ/HYHO &&

2. )RU $ )LUVW(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW

$ 18//$ 1H[W(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW $

2.1. If (AssignmentStatus(A)==Side1)

2.1.1. ,QVHUW7R$Q\3ODFH,Q2UGHUHG6HW &RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $ 

ReferenceToConflict : GetFirstConflict(Variable A)
1.

 &XUUHQWO\&KHFNHG&RQI $  )LUVW(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $

2. ,I  /DVW(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $
2.1. ChkConflictStatus(A) = ChkLastConflict
3. Else
3.1. ChkConflictsStatus(A) = ChkMiddleConflict
4. ConflictLitToAssign(A) = NULL
5. 5HWXUQ

ReferenceToConflict : GetNextConflict(Variable A)
1.

 &XUUHQWO\&KHFNHG&RQI $  1H[W(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $ &XUUHQWO\&KHFNHG&RQI $

2. ,I  /DVW(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $
2.1. ChkConflictsStatus(A) = ChkLastConflict
3. ConflictLitToAssign(A) = NULL
4. 5HWXUQ

ReferenceToLiteral : NotAssignedLitInCurrentConflict(Variable A)
1.

 &XUUHQWO\&KHFNHG&RQI $

2. If (ConflictLitToAssign(A) == NULL)

X

2.1. &RQIOLFW/LW7R$VVLJQ $  1H[W(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW $
3. While ( (ConflictLitToAssign(A) != NULL) AND (IfAssigned(ConflictLitToAssign(A))==T) )
3.1. &RQIOLFW/LW7R$VVLJQ $  1H[W(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIOLFW/LW7R$VVLJQ $

4. Return ConflictLitToAssign(A)

Appendix A.4 -

CRSAT Formal Correctness Proof

In this Appendix we’ ll bring a formal correctness proof of theorems 4.2.4.1 and
4.2.4.2. We remind that theorem 4.2.4.2 states that CRSAT is complete and sound.
In the proof we’ ll address the CRSAT code from appendix A.3.
First we’ ll proof an auxiliary lemma.
Lemma A.4.1:/HW EHWKH&1)IRUPXODEHLQJFKHFNHGE\&56$7DOJRULWKP/HW
1« nEHVRPHFRQIOLFWFODXVHV7KHQ

Æ

1

«

n.

Proof of A.4.1:
The process of non-implied conflict clauses recording in CRSAT is identical to that
LQWURGXFHGLQDQGEURXJKWLQ$SSHQGL[$7KHUHIRUHIRUHDFKL Æ i,

otherwise recording clauses according to non-implied scheme would have changed the
propositional logic function, we are working with. According to basic propositional
ORJLFWKHRU\ Æ

1

«

n.

 OHPPD$

Theorem 4.2.4.1:/HW EHWKH&1)IRUPXODEHLQJFKHFNHGE\&56$7DOJRULWKP/HW
B be a decision variable (we’ ll suppose without restriction of generality that B is
assigned to T when 1stVLGHDVVLJQHG /HW

1 be

the conjunction of (non-implied

variables scheme) conflict clauses corresponding to all the conflicts that happened
while B was 1stVLGHDVVLJQHG/HW EHWKHFRQMXQFWLRQRIDOOFRQIOLFWFODXVHV
corresponding to all the conflicts that happened while B was 1st side and 2nd side
assigned. Let A1(lowest decision level)… Am be assigned non-implied literals, just
before B 1st side assignment. Let

$1



$ m . Then :

XI

%Æ  VHPDQWLFDOO\WKHUHLVDPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=T) then :

a. If ¤

a.1. The algorithm will return SAT and won’ t unassign B.
%Æ  VHPDQWLFDOO\WKHUHLVQRPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=T) then :

b. If

b.1. The algorithm will unassign B after 1st side assignment.
b.2. Just after B’ s 1st side unassignment the following expression is true:
%Æ

1

(Note that ¤

1Y¤

Y ¤ % Ù T is identical to the previous

formula, and may be proofed instead)
b.3. If ¬

¤%Æ  WKHUHLVDPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=F) then

b.3.1. The algorithm will assign B its second value (2nd side assignment). It
will return SAT and won’ t unassign B.
b.4. If
b.4.1.

¤%Æ  WKHUHLVQRPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=F)
Æ  1RWHWKDW¤

Y¤

Ù T is identical to the previous formula,

so it may be proofed instead)
b.4.2. If B is assigned 2nd side value, the algorithm will unassign B at some
stage.
Proof of theorem 4.2.4.1:
First a few general remarks:
1) Throughout the proof, it would be convenient to denote the conjunction of conflict
clauses recorded while B was 2ndVLGHDVVLJQHGE\

2(it

may be empty, if non-

FKURQRORJLFDOEDFNWUDFNLQJLVDSSOLHGIRU% 2EVHUYHWKDW
2)

1

1

2.

in the theorem’ s condition and ConflictsToCheck(B) ordered set in the

algorithm from Appendix A.3 are different form of referencing the same
information.
3) When we refer to condition/statement which first part of it is number(like 2.4.3),
we refer to condition/statement appearing at that line in CRSAT pseudo-code.
When we refer to condition or statement which first part of it is lower-case letter
(like b.4.1), we refer to condition/statement appearing at that line in theorem’ s
4.2.4.1 condition.
XII

The proof is by reverse induction on decision level of B (denote it dl).
Base: dl=n(n is the number of variables).
1. If ¤

%Æ

WKHUHLVDPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=T), then after B pre-

assigning to T (line 2.1.4), the algorithm will execute BCP (line 2.2), the condition
of 2.3 will be T since there can’ t be contradiction in this branch according to our
condition, so ClauseWithContradiction==NULL and also all the variables are
assigned, since decision level of B is equal to the number of variables, so it’ s the
last variable assigned. Therefore the algorithm will return SAT and won’ t unassign
B and condition a.1 of the theorem is proven.

%Æ  WKHUHLVQRPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=T), than there will be a

2. If

contradiction after B assignment to T, therefore the condition 2.3 becomes F, but
2.4 becomes T. Observe, that ConflictsToCheck(B) is not empty, since B is the last
non implied variable on the stack and therefore it participated in the only conflict,
which happened when it was 1st side assigned. Therefore, the “ while” loop of 2.4.2
condition won’ t be true for B and unassignment of B will happen at line 2.4.5.1 so
condition b.1 of the theorem is proven. Now we’ ll prove condition B.2
¤

v ¬ B Ù T 2EVHUYHWKDWWKHUHLVRQO\RQHFODXVHLQ

1Y¤

1.

It’ s added at

line 2.4.1. Therefore, according to the structure of GetNonImpliedConflictClause
function :
¤

1Y¤

 ¤ $ i ( 1 ) v … v ¬ A i ( k ) v ¬ B , where 1  L M  P . Therefore :

1

Y¤% 

$i(1)

«

$i(k)

% Y ¤

Observe than if all of A1… Am,B are T, then ( A i ( 1 )

otherwise ¤
((Ai(1)
¤

1Y¤

«

Y ¤ % is T. Therefore

$i(k)

% Y ¤

Y¤%

 Y ¤ % Ù T and b.2 is proven.

Now, suppose that ¬

Y¤%

«

.

$i(k)

% is T;

ÙT Æ

¤%Æ  WKHUHLVDPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=F).

B’ s 2nd side assignment will happen in the next iteration of 2 during BCP called at
line 2.2, then the algorithm will return SAT at line 2.3.1 without B unassigning and
b.3.1 is proven.

XIII

¤%Æ  WKHUHLVQRPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=F).

Finally, suppose that

There will be a contradiction after B 2nd side assignment. Observe that the
condition of line 2.4.2 won’ t become true, since ChkConflictsStatus(B) ==
NotChkConflicts(was set at line 2.1.2.1.2.1) or ChkLastConflict(was set in
GetFirstConflict, called at line 2.1.2.1.3.1). Therefore, B will be unassigned at line
2.4.5.1, so condition b.4.2 of the theorem is proven.
Let’ s now prove b.4.1 ¤
FODXVHLQ

2

:

Therefore : ¤
(Ai(1)

«

1Y¤

2Y¤

Ù T ). Observe that there will be one

 ¤ $ h ( 1 ) v … v ¬ A h ( l ) v B , where 1  K M  P .

2

Y¤

$i(k)

¤

1Y¤

% Y $h(1)

2Y¤

«



$h(l)

¤% Y ¤



If one of Ai is F, than the third part of the above expression is T.
If for all i : Ai=T, than
If B=T, than the first part of the above expression is T,
Otherwise the second part of the above expression is T.
Therefore ¤

Y¤

 Ù T and b.4.1 is proven.

 EDVHRILQGXFWLRQ

Step of induction: we need to prove the theorem supposing that B is of decision level
dl and that the theorem is right for all the variables with decision level >dl.
1. If ¤

%Æ

WKHUHLVDPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=T), then there obviously

will be no contradiction after the BCP(line 2.2). It can turn out to be, that after the
BCP condition 2.3 becomes true and obviously A.1 is true than. Otherwise next
decision variable is chosen (line 2.1.3). We’ ll denote it by C and suppose without
restriction of generality it’ s assigned T first. Obviously the decision level of C is
greater than one of B. Also the model with A1… Am=T; B=T must contain C=T or
C=F. Therefore according to the induction assumption, after C assignment the
algorithm will return SAT either :
-

according to condition a.1, if there is a model containing C=T, or

-

according to condition b.3.1, if there is no model containing C=T, but there is
one containing C=F

XIV

Therefore, the algorithm will return SAT and will not unassign B and the condition
a.1 is proven.

%Æ  WKHUHLVQRPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=T) then

2. If

one of two following things can happen. We’ ll prove b.1 and b.2 for each :
There is a conflict straight after the BCP procedure after B 1st side assignment. In

I)

this case it’ s straightforward from the algorithm structure, that b.1 is true for case I.
Let’ s prove b.2. For same reasons like in the induction base proof:
¬ A i ( 1 ) v … v ¬ A i ( k ) v ¬ B , where 1  L M  P .
¤

1Y¤

Y¤% = ((Ai(1)

«

$i(k)

% Y ¤

Y¤%

% Y ¤

Y¤%

ÙT) Æ ¤

1



Observe than if all of A1… Am,B are T, then (Ai(1) « $i(k) % LV7RWKHUZLVH
¤

Y ¤ % is T. Therefore

(((Ai(1)

«

$i(k)

1Y¤

 Y ¤ % Ù T ) and

b.2 is true for case I.
There is a no conflict straight after the BCP procedure after B 1st side assignment

II)

and next decision variable is chosen.
Let C be the variable chosen next. Decision level of C is greater than dl. Therefore we
can use the induction assumption for C. Observe, that there is no model containing
A1… Am=T; B=T, therefore there are no models containing (A1… Am=T; B=T; C=T) or
(A1… Am=T; B=T; C=F). So we can use the conclusions of condition b.4 of the
theorem (for variable C).
According to b.4.2, C will be unassigned after its 2nd side assignment. Line 2.4.2.1 in
the algorithm is the only line where 2nd side variable may be unassigned. After that
line the top variable on the AssignedVars stack is be B (1st side assigned), therefore, it
will be unassigned at line 2.4.2.1(if ConflictsToCheck(B)=={}) or 2.4.5.1. Therefore
b.1 is true for case II.
Let

be the set of clauses recorded while C was assigned. Observe, that the set of

non-implied literals being on the stack just before C 1st side assignment includes
A1… AmDQG%7KHUHIRUHDFFRUGLQJWRE
1(set
1

%Æ 2EVHUYHQRZWKDW

of clauses recorded while B is 1st side assigned) LVH[DFWO\ 7KHUHIRUH
%Æ DQGb.2 is true for case II.

XV

Up to this point we have proven a.1, b.1 and b.2.
Let’ s suppose now that b.3 is true (¬

¤%Æ  WKHUHLVDPRGHOWR ZLWK

A1… Am=T; B=F)) and prove b.3.1. We’ ll denote the model by M.
First we’ ll prove that non-chronological backtracking doesn’ t take place in our case.
For proving it, we’ ll prove that ConflictsToCheck(B) cannot be empty (in terms of
RXUSURRI

1FRQWDLQV¤%

$FFRUGLQJWROHPPD$ Æ

17KHUHIRUH0LV

1’ s

model. Let M’ be an interpretation which is different from M by only B value
(therefore M’ contains Ai 7% 7 :HKDYHSURYHQ

WREHWUXH0¶PXVWQRWVDWLVI\

17KHUHIRUH

1

1

%Æ )RUWKLVIRUPXOD

must contain clauses that are satisfied

E\0DQGQRWVDWLVILHGE\0¶2EYLRXVO\VXFKFODXVHVFRQWDLQ¤%7KHUHIRUH

1

contains ¬B and ConflictsToCheck(B) can’ t be empty.
It means, that the non-chronological backtracking won’ t happen in our case, or in
another words, condition 2.4.2 won’ t become true for B, and B will be 2nd side
assigned, therefore first part of b.3.1 statement it true.
Now we’ ll complete b.3.1 proof. We’ ll separate between 2 cases according to the
return value of ChooseChkConflictStatus(line 2.1.2.1.1) for B or in another words,
case (a) is the case if we don’ t check conflicts for B, but proceed as in DPLL
algorithm, case (b) is the more interesting case, when we choose to check conflicts for
B.
(a) Conflicts aren’t checked for B(ChooseChkConflictStatus returns NotChkConflicts at
line 2.1.2.1.1)
The proof here is very similar to a.1 proof above. After B 2nd side assignment BCP is
executed(line 2.2). It may happen that after the BCP, 2.3 becomes true and obviously,
b.3.1 is true in that case. Otherwise next decision variable is chosen (line 2.1.3). We’ ll
denote it by C and without restriction of generality suppose it’ s assigned T first.
Obviously the decision level of C is greater than one of B. Also the model with
A1… Am=T; B=F must contain C=T or C=F. Therefore according to the induction
assumption, after C assignment the algorithm will return SAT either :
-

according to condition a.1, if there is model containing C=T, or
XVI

-

according to condition b.3.1, if there is no model containing C=T, but there is
one containing C=F

Therefore, the algorithm will return SAT and will not unassign B and the condition
b.3.1 is proven for case (a).
(b) Conflicts are checked for B(ChooseChkConflictStatus returns ChkConflicts at line
2.1.2.1.1)
/HWXVORRNPRUHFORVHO\DWWKHVWUXFWXUHRI

1:H¶OOGHQRWHLWVFODXVHVE\ 1« k

It’ s composed from two parts: clauses containing ¬B (we’ ll denote each such clause
E\ iDQGDFRQMXQFWLRQRILWE\

«

1

w)

and clauses not containing not B nor

¤% ZH¶OOGHQRWHHDFKVXFKFODXVHE\ iDQGDFRQMXQFWLRQRILWE\
1



1

1

«

x).

So

can’ t contain clauses with B, since all the clauses are added when B is

assigned to T.
Observe, that after B 2ndVLGHDVVLJQPHQWWKHDOJRULWKPIRUHDFK
one not yet assigned YDULDEOHVIURP

i

i

assigns one by

to value opposite to that of appropriate literal

IURP i(single pre-assignment happens at line 2.1.2.1.3.4), than (if there was no

FRQWUDGLFWLRQQRUWKH SURYHGWREH6$7 LWFKRRVHVQH[WGHFLVLRQYDULDEOH$IWHU

FKHFNLQJ i, it backtracks and checks next conflict.

/HW0EHDPRGHORI VWLWFRQWDLQV$i=T;B=F. It exists since condition b.3 is true
for our case. Let C1… Ck be the literals of all variables which are:
1) not assigned a value till the point after the BCP procedure for ¬B assignment.
2) consistent with M
Let M’ be an interpretation which is different from M by only B value (therefore M’
contains Ai=T;B=T). In order that M’ would satisfy ¤

1Y«Y¤

kY¤

Y¤%

ZKLFKLVDWDXWRORJ\DFFRUGLQJWRE LWPXVWIDOVLI\RQHRI i’ s. We’ ll denote one

RIVXFKFODXVHVE\ 1RWHWKDW PXVWEHDPHPEHURI  LWPXVWFRQWDLQ¤% 

XVII

EHFDXVHRWKHUZLVH0ZRXOGIDOVLI\ EXWWKDWFRXOGQ¶WKDSSHQVLQFH0LV ¶VPRGHO

DQG Æ VLQFH LVDFRQIOLFWFODXVH+HQFH

 ¤ $ i ( 1 ) v … v ¬ A i ( k ) v ¬ B v ¬ C j ( 1 ) v … v ¬ C j ( h ) , where for each f :

1M I NL I P

$FFRUGLQJWRWKHDOJRULWKP LVEHLQJFKHFNHGDVDQ\RIWKHPHPEHUVRI $IWHUDOO

WKHPHPEHUVRI DUHDVVLJQHGWKHIROORZLQJYDULDEOHVDUHRQWKHGHFLVLRQVWDFN

A1..Am,¬B,Ci(1),… ,Ci(h). Observe, that there can’ t be contradiction after assigning one of
Ci’ s, since the decision stack literals and Ci’ s are consistent with M. Now, let D be a

GHFLVLRQYDULDEOHDVVLJQHGDIWHUDVVLJQLQJDOO PHPEHUVZH¶OOVXSSRVHZLWKRXW

restriction of generality it’ s assigned T first. Obviously the decision level of D is
greater than one of B. Also M contains D=T or D=F. Therefore according to the
induction assumption, after D assignment the algorithm will return SAT either:
-

according to condition a.1, if M contains D=T, or

-

according to condition b.3.1, if M contains D=F.

Therefore, the algorithm will return SAT and will not unassign B and the condition
b.3.1 is proven for case (b).
Up to this point we have proven a.1, b.1, b.2 and b.3.1. Let’ s prove b.4.1 and b.4.2.
6XSSRVHWKDW

¤%Æ  WKHUHLVQRPRGHOWR ZLWK$1… Am=T; B=F).

)LUVWZH¶OOSURYHLWIRUWKHFDVHZKHQ&RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN % LVHPSW\

FRQWDLQ¤% 2EVHUYHWKDW

1

1

doesn’ t

doesn’ t contain B as well according to

GetNonImpliedConflictClause structure.
In this case b.4.2 is trivially true, since B isn’ t assigned 2nd side value according to the
algorithm (2.4.2 is true when B is at the top of AssignedVars).
:H¶OOVKRZQRZWKDW

1

Æ 6XSSRVHRQWKHFRQWUDU\0LVDPRGHOIRU

0FRQWDLQV% 7LWVDWLVILHV

1

,I

1

%LQFRQWUDGLFWLRQWRE,I0FRQWDLQV% )OHW

M’ be an interpretation which is different from M by only B value. M’ must satisfy
1

VLQFHWKLVH[SUHVVLRQGRHVQ¶WFRQWDLQ%RU¤%7KHUHIRUH0¶PXVWVDWLVI\
XVIII

%LQFRQWUDGLFWLRQWRE6RZHKDYHVKRZQWKDW

1

WKDW  

1,

since we don’ t check 2ndVLGHRI%WKHUHIRUH

1

Æ 2EVHUYHQRZ

Æ DQGE\WKLVZH

have proven b.4.1 for the case when ConflictsToCheck(B)=={}.
6XSSRVHQRZ&RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN % LVQ¶WHPSW\

1

contains ¬B). According to

algorithm’ s structure B will be assigned 2nd side value in this case.
We’ ll separate between 2 cases: (a) conflicts aren’ t checked for B; (b) conflicts are
checked for B. We’ ll prove b.4.1 and b.4.2 for each.
(a) Conflicts aren’t checked for B(ChooseChkConflictStatus returns NotChkConflicts at
line 2.1.2.1.1)
We’ ll proceed here as usual. There can be two cases:
There is a conflict straight after the BCP procedure after B 2nd side assignment.

[I]

b.4.2 is true for case [I], according to the algorithm structure(this would happen at
line 2.4.2.1). Let’ s prove b.4.1.
)LUVWREVHUYHWKDWWKHUHZLOOEHRQHFODXVHLQ
where 1  K M  P 

2

:

¤$h(1)v… v¬Ah(l)vB,

2

We’ ll show that there is no interpretation falsifying ¤
¤

1Y¤

2Y¤

Y¤



, by trying to build such an interpretation and seeing , that it’ s

impossible.
Observe, that such an interpretation, if existed, would have contained A1… Am=T
WRPDNH¤ IDOVH 7KHUHIRUH%PXVWEH7RWKHUZLVH

¤

1Y¤

2Y¤

2

would have been F and

would have been T.

But in this case, according to already proofed b.2 ¤
must be T, but then ¤

1Y¤

2Y¤

1Y¤

Y ¤ % Ù T ¤

1

is T and we have failed to build an

interpretation falsifying our formula.
Therefore b.4.1 is proven for case [I].
[II]

There is no conflict straight after the BCP procedure after B assignment and next
decision variable is chosen.

XIX

Let C be the variable chosen next. Decision level of C is greater than dl. Therefore we
can use the induction assumption for C. Observe, that condition b.4 of the theorem is
true for C and if C was 2nd side assigned then according to b.4.2, C will be unassigned
after its 2nd side assignment. Line 2.4.2.1 in the algorithm is the only line where 2nd
side variable may be unassigned. If C wasn’ t 2nd side assigned, it still means that it
has been unassigned a value (1st side in this case) at line 2.4.2.1.
After that line the top variable on the AssignedVars stack is B(2nd side assigned),
Condition 2.4.2 is true for B and therefore, it will be unassigned at line 2.4.2.1.
Therefore b.4.2 is true for case [II].
Let

be the set of clauses recorded while C assigned a value. Observe, that the set of

literals being on the stack just before C assignment includes A1… Am and ¬B.
Therefore, according to b.4.1 : ¤ Y ¤

Y % Ù T 2EVHUYHQRZWKDW

clauses recorded while B is 2nd side assigned) LVH[DFWO\ 7KHUHIRUH
¤

2Y¤

that ¤

Y % Ù T . According to already proven b.2 : ¤

1Y¤

2Y¤

1Y¤

2(set

of

Y ¤ % Ù T . Observe

is a resolvent of left sides of two previous formulas, therefore

it’ s also a tautology and b.4.1 is true for case [II] (it can be easily shown
semantically as well).
By this, we have completed b.4.1 and b.4.2 proof for (a).
(b) Conflicts are checked for B(ChooseChkConflictStatus returns ChkConflicts at line
2.1.2.1.1)
If there is a contradiction straight after BCP for ¬B, the proof is identical to that of
case (a). Suppose that there is no such contradiction.
:H¶OOH[WHQGWKHQRWDWLRQVRIESURRI$V\RXPD\UHPHPEHU i(1  L  Z ) are the

FODXVHVRI

1FRQWDLQLQJ¤%(DFK iKDVWKHIROORZLQJVWUXFWXUH i=

¬ A i ( 1 ) v … v ¬ A i ( k ) v ¬ B v ¬ C 1 v … v ¬ C p , where Ai’ s, B and Ci’ s are mutually
disjoint. We’ ll denote for each i :

i=Ai(1)

According to this notation, for each i :

i

«

¤

$i(k);

iY¤%Y¤

i=C1

«

&p.

i.

XX

First we’ ll prove that b.4.1 is true. Observe, that if we choose to check conflicts for B,
the following happens: the algorithm reaches line 2.1.2.1.3.1 and chooses the first
FRQIOLFWWRFKHFN,QDQRWKHUZRUGVLWFKRRVHVRQHRI ¶V/HWLWEH 1. Then(line

 LWFKRRVHVDOLWHUDOIURP 1VLQFHOLWHUDOVIURP i and B are all assigned a

value. Let this literal be C1. It decides ¬C1. Observe, that according to the algorithm’ s
VWUXFWXUHLWFRQWLQXHVWRFKRRVHYDULDEOHVIURP

1

and to assign it values till one of 2

things happen:
x

7KHUHFDQEHDFRQIOLFWDVDUHVXOWRI%&3DIWHUDVVLJQLQJRQHRI i’ s variables. In this

FDVHWKHDOJRULWKPZLOOXQDVVLJQHDFKRIDVVLJQHG
x

1

variables at line 2.4.2.1.

7KHUHLVQRFRQIOLFWZKLOHDVVLJQLQJ i’ s variables. In this case we must choose next
decision variable D. According to the induction statement, D will be unassigned after
2nd side assignment or unassigned after 1st side assignment and not assigned 2nd side
DWDOOVLQFHWKHUHLVQRPRGHOWR FRQWDLQLQJSDUWRIOLWHUDOVEHORZ'RQWKHGHFLVLRQ
stack (we supposed, that no model contains A1… Am=T; B=F). Obviously there is no
model, containing all the literals below D. The unassignment happens at line 2.4.2.1.
$IWHUZDUGVWKHDOJRULWKPZLOOXQDVVLJQHDFKRIDVVLJQHG

1

variables.

1RZZH¶OOWUDFHZKDWKDSSHQVQH[WLQERWKFDVHVLI 1LVWKHRQO\FODXVHLQ WKH
algorithm unassigns B(ChkConflictStatus(B)==ChkLastConflict in this case) and b.4.2
LVPHWRWKHUZLVHLWFKRRVHVQH[WFRQIOLFW OLQH 

JRHVRQH[DFWO\OLNHLQ

2 DVVLJQVDOLWHUDOIURP 2

1FKHFNLQJFDVH,WGRHVVRIRUHYHU\ i,

and

till it reaches the last

conflict to check after which it unassigns B.
It obvious from the reasoning above that the algorithm will unassign B after 2nd side
DVVLJQPHQWDIWHUFKHFNLQJHYHU\RQHRI PHPEHUVDQGE\WKLVwe have proven b.4.2
for case (b).
Now we’ ll prove b.4.1.

XXI

/HW

i

IRUHDFKL EHWKHFRQMXQFWLRQRIFODXVHVZKLFKLVUHFRUGHGZKLOH

FKHFNHG ZKLOH i’ s variables are on the decision stack).

i

Let’ s prove the following statement:
Lemma A.4.2)RUHDFKL

iÆ

¤%

i

is being



Proof of A.4.2:
7KHUHFDQEHFDVHVZKLOHFKHFNLQJHDFKRI
-

i

:

7KHUHFDQEHDFRQIOLFWDVDUHVXOWRI%&3DIWHUDVVLJQLQJRQHRI i variables. In this

FDVH iFRQVLVWRIDVLQJOHFODXVHDQGKDVIROORZLQJIRUP i=

( ¬ A j ( 1 ) v … v ¬ A j ( l ) ) [ 1 ] v ( B ) [ 2 ] v ( ¬ C k ( 1 ) v … v ¬ C k ( m ) ) [ 3 ] , where [3]
must have at least one member, [1] may have 0 or more(till m) members(i.e. may
QRWDSSHDUDWDOO DQG>@PD\QRWDSSHDULQ i. In any case, observe, that
i

iÆ

¤%

LVDWDXWRORJ\7KDW¶VWUXHVLQFHIRU

i being

true at least one of

>@>@>@PXVWEHWUXH,I>@LVWUXHWKDQ LVIDOVH,I>@LVWUXHWKDQ¤%LVIDOVH
DQGLI>@LVWUXHWKHQ iLVIDOVH,QDQ\FDVH

-

¤%

i

i is

a contradiction.

7KHUHLVQRFRQIOLFWZKLOHDVVLJQLQJ i’ s variables. In this case we must choose

QH[WGHFLVLRQYDULDEOH'/HW EHWKHVHWRIFRQIOLFWFODXVHVUHFRUGHGZKLOH'LV
assigned. According to the induction assumption and condition b.4.1,
iÆ

¤%

 REVHUYHWKDW$i’ s, ¬B and Ci’ s are the non-implied variables

EHORZ'RQWKHGHFLVLRQVWDFNZKLOH'LVEHLQJDVVLJQHG %XW iLVH[DFWO\ 

WKHUHIRUH

i

iÆ

¤%



 OHPPD$

Now we’ ll prove another lemma:
Lemma A.4.3:

;

LVWKHFRQMXQFWLRQRIVXFK

¤

i
1

iY¤%Y¤

i)Æ

;

¤

iY¤

i)

UHPLQGHU

clauses, that don’ t contain not B nor ¬B)

Proof of lemma A.4.3:
We must prove, that if
;

¤

iY¤

i)

[2]

i

;

¤

iY¤%Y¤

LV7,I>@LV7WKDQ

7DQGWKHVWUXFWXUHRI iLWIROORZV i=T.

7KHUHIRUHIRU>@WREH7LWPXVWEHWKDW% )RU

i)

[1]

is T, than

7 i=T and X=T. From the fact that

i

),I i=F than [2] is obviously T.

/HWXVVXSSRVHWKDW% )$FFRUGLQJWROHPPD$LI
PXVWEHWKDW i=F, therefore [2] is T in this case as well.

i

7DQG

7DQG% )LW
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 OHPPD$
To another lemma:
;

Lemma A.4.4:

¤

1Y¤

«

1

¤

w)Æ

wY¤

Proof of lemma A.4.4:
$FFRUGLQJWRE
;

¤

1Y¤

1

1Y¤%

%Æ KROGV,WFDQEHUHZULWWHQDV
«

¤

wY¤

1

«

¤

%Æ 

wY¤%

2EVHUYHWKDW ; i¶VDQG i’ s don’ t contain not B nor ¬B.
;

Therefore,

¤

1Y¤

wY¤

w)

[*]

must be F under all

interpretations, otherwise, if we had set B to T in the interpretation which satisfied
;

[*],

¤

1Y¤

1Y¤%

«

¤

wY¤

wY¤%

% would have been T

and this would have contradicted b.2.
So we have proven, that [*] is false under all interpretations, therefore [*]Æ
;

therefore

¤

1Y¤

«

1

¤

wY¤

w)Æ



 OHPPD$

Now, we’ ll prove b.4.1 for our case (b). By a simple regrouping we get:
;

Ù

;

¤

1

2

1Y¤%Y¤

1¤

Ù

«

1

1Y¤%Y¤

1

«

¤

wY¤%Y¤

;

w

«

1

w¤

wY¤%Y¤

w

Ù

w).

According to lemma A.4.3, for each i :
;

i

¤

2Æ

1

iY¤%Y¤

;

¤

i))Æ
1Y¤

But by regrouping, we get
;
;

¤
¤

7KHUHIRUH

1Y¤
1Y¤
1

1
1

2Æ

«
«

¤
¤

;

;
1

¤

wY¤
wY¤

«

1Y¤
w),

¤

iY¤

1

;

«

i),

therefore
¤

wY¤

;

w)).

¤

wY¤

w))=

and according to lemma A.4.4 :

w)Æ



 REYLRXOV\LI)1ÆF2 and F2ÆF3 than F1ÆF3).

So we have proven b.4.1 for case (b).
But this we have completed theorem’ s 4.2.4.1 proof.
 WKHRUHP
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Next theorem proves the soundness and completeness of CRSAT :
Theorem 4.2.4.2 (soundness and completeness of CRSAT):
/HW EHD&1)IRUPXOD7KDQ
1) ,I LV6$7&56$7

UHWXUQV6$7

2) ,I LV816$7&56$7

UHWXUQV816$7

Proof of 4.2.4.2:
1. 6XSSRVH LV6$7/HW%EHWKHILUVWGHFLVLRQYDULDEOHFKRVHQDWOLQHVXSSRVH
without restriction of generality, it was assigned T first. According to our assumption
WKHUHLVDPRGHO0WR ,I% 7DFFRUGLQJWR0WKDQDFFRUGLQJWRFRQGLWLRQDRI
theorem 4.2.4.1, the algorithm will return SAT (observe, that in our case m=0 in
condition a of 4.2.4.1). If B=F according to M, than according to condition b.3.1 of
theorem 4.2.4.1, the algorithm will return SAT.
2. 6XSSRVH LV816$7/HW%EHWKHILUVWGHFLVLRQYDULDEOHFKRVHQDWOLQH
suppose without restriction of generality, it was assigned T first. According to our
DVVXPSWLRQWKHUHLVQRPRGHOWR ZLWKHLWKHU% 7RU% )WKHUHIRUHFRQGLWLRQVE
and b.4 of theorem 4.2.4.1 are true and if B was 2nd side assigned, then according to
4.2.4, the algorithm unassigns B after 2nd side assignment. If B was only 1st side
assigned, the algorithm unassigns it according to b.1. Anyway, the unassignment
happens at line 2.4.2.1. Obviously, AssignedVars stack is empty after unassigning B,
since it’s been the bottom-most variable in the stack. Therefore the condition 2.4.3
becomes true and CRSAT will return UNSAT at line 2.4.3.1.
 WKHRUHP

Appendix A.5 -

New Pruning Techniques Related Code Changes and

Formal Proofs
The code changes to CRSAT code from Appendix A.3 needed to implement each one of
the new pruning techniques from section 4.3 will be provided below. Formal correctness
proofs for each technique will be provided as well.
XXIV

The code changes will be based on code which includes changes from previous
techniques.
The proofs will be based on theorem 4.2.4.1 proof brought in Appendix A.4.
In next subsection we’ ll introduce an auxiliary lemma, which will help us in formal
proofs in further subsections.
Appendix A.5.1 -

An Auxiliary Lemma

Lemma A.5.1/HW DQG EHSURSRVLWLRQDOORJLFIRUPXODVWKDWDUHXVLQJdisjoint sets of
variables. Then the following is true :
If 

Æ DQG WKHUHLVDPRGHO0WR than Æ 

Proof of lemma A.5.1:
6XSSRVHWKDWWKHUHLVDPRGHO0¶IRU 7KDQZHFRXOGVHWDOOWKHYDULDEOHVLQ0¶WKDW

EHORQJWR WRWKHYDOXHVWKH\JHWDFFRUGLQJWR00¶LVVWLOODPRGHOIRU VLQFH DQG

DUHGLVMRLQWEXWLW¶VDOVRDPRGHOIRU VLQFHDOOWKHYDULDEOHVSDUWLFLSDWLQJLQ DUHVHWWR

WKHVDPHYDOXHVDVLQ07KHUHIRUH0¶LVDPRGHOIRU
ZLWKWKHDVVXPSWLRQ

Appendix A.5.2 A.5.2.1 -

Æ 

DQGZHJHWDFRQWUDGLFWLRQ
 $

Using 2nd Side Variable Non-Participation in Conflicts

Code Changes

There is a need to record for each decision assignment of a variable not only conflict
clauses recorded when the variable is 1st side assigned (currently such clauses are
recorded in ConflictsToCheck), but also conflict clauses when the variable is 2nd side
assigned. We’ ll introduce new function for this purpose:
Conf2Side : Variables Æ Ordered Set of Conflicts

XXV

We’ ll have to adjust ManageNewConflict and Assign functions to manage the new data
structure :
Update to ManageNewConflict ( new lines are added to the end of the code) :
2.2. If (AssignmentStatus(A)==Side2)

2.2.1. ,QVHUW7R$Q\3ODFH,Q2UGHUHG6HW &RQI6LGH $ 

Update to Assign ( new lines are added to the end of the code) :
5. If (AssignementStatus(A)==Side2)
5.1. Conf2Side(V) = {}
Code changes to CRSAT procedure are minimal. It requires inserting a call to a function
that implements this technique before line 2.4.2.1. Therefore the code between line 2.4.2
to 2.4.3 looks as follows:
Update to CRSAT (code between lines 2.4.2 to 2.4.3 non-inclusive is shown):
2.4.2.1. Impl1SConfDel(StackTop(AssignedVars))
2.4.2.2. A = UnassignTopVariable()
Now to the Impl1SConfDel function. The function Impl1SConfDel uses another function
DeleteConfRetainingConsistency. The latter function deletes a conflict retaining the
consistency of conflict-related data structures. It means that after deleting the conflict the
data structure is exactly the same as if the conflict had never been existed.
void Impl1SConfDel(Variable A)
1.

If ((AssignmentStatus(A)==Side2) AND (ChkConflictStatus(A)==NotChkConflicts) AND (Conf2Side(A)=={}))

1.1. )RU  )LUVW(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $   18//  1H[W(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW $

1.1.1.'HOHWH&RQI5HWDLQLQJ&RQVLVWHQF\

void DeleteConfRetainingConsistency(Conflict )
1. )RU $ )LUVW(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW

$ 18//$ 1H[W(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW

1.1. ,I ,I0HPEHU2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $ 

XXVI

1.1.1.5HPRYH)URP2UGHUHG6HW &RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $ 

1.2. ,I ,I0HPEHU2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQI6LGH $ 

1.2.1.5HPRYH)URP2UGHUHG6HW &RQI6LGH $ 

In the next subsection we’ ll prove that this method doesn’ t hurt the soundness and
completeness of CRSAT
A.5.2.2 -

Formal Proof

We’ ll prove here theorem 4.2.4.1 for CRSAT enhanced by our method. Fortunately, we
don’ t need to prove it from the beginning.
The induction base proof is identical to that brought in Appendix A.4, since last variable
on the decision stack have to participate in conflict when it’ s 2nd side decided.
Obviously, the induction step proof is the same for every variable which condition 1 of
Impl1SConfDel is false for.
Let B be a variable which condition 1 of Impl1SConfDel is true for. We reach
Impl1SConfDel after checking both sides of B and finding no model, therefore conditions
a and b.3 of theorem 4.2.4.1 are false, thus a.1 and b.3.1 proofs require no changes. b.1
and b.2 are also true, since there is no change in CRSAT operations before checking B’ s
2nd side. b.4.2 is true since the 2nd side unassignment happens just after the call to
Impl1SConfDel function.
Therefore, we have to prove only b.4.1. Let C be a decision variable being checked just
after ¬B (C must exist, since otherwise ¬B would have participated in the only conflict
MXVWDIWHULWVDVVLJQPHQW /HW EHWKHVHWRIFRQIOLFWVUHFRUGHGZKLOH&ZDVFKHFNHG
Observe, that A1… Am and ¬B are the variables being on the decision stack just before
C’ s assignment. According to the induction assumption for C(its decision level is
REYLRXVO\JUHDWHUWKH%¶V 

¤%

Æ 2EVHUYHQRZWKDW LVLGHQWLFDOWR VLQFHZH

delete all the conflicts, that were recorded when B was 1st side assigned. Therefore
¤%

Æ $FFRUGLQJWRRXUDVVXPSWLRQ¤%GRHVQ¶WDSSHDULQ 2EYLRXVO\LW

GRHVQ¶WDSSHDULQ DVZHOO7KHUHIRUH

DQG¤%DUHGLVMRLQW2EVHUYHDOVRWKDWDQ\

XXVII

interpretation containing B=F is a model for ¬B. Therefore, according to lemma A.5.1,
Æ 

 $

Appendix A.5.3 A.5.3.1 -

Using Conflict Variables Non-Participation in Conflicts

Code Changes

There is a need in a new data structure to keep conflict clauses recorded while checking a
conflict. We’ ll introduce new function for this purpose:
ConfsWhileChkConf : Variables Æ Ordered Set of Conflicts
It’ s valid for a 2nd side variable and for a conflict variable. It keeps all the conflicts
recorded:
1) while checking the current conflict(for 2nd side variable)
2) while a conflict variable is assigned a value(for a conflict variable)
We’ ll add a new value DelS1Confs to ChkConflictStatus’ s range:
ChkConflictsStatus : VariablesÆ{ NotKnown, NotChkConflicts, ChkMiddleConflicts, ChkLastConflict, DelS1Confs}:

We’ ll use auxiliary function DeleteConfRetainingConsistency from A.5.2.1 with little
changes to manage ConfsWhileChkConf :
Update to DeleteConfRetainingConsistency ( new line is added to the end of the code) :
1.3. ,I ,I0HPEHU2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIV:KLOH&KN&RQI $ 

1.3.1.5HPRYH)URP2UGHUHG6HW &RQIV:KLOH&KN&RQI $ 

We’ ll have to adjust ManageNewConflict, GetFirstConflict and GetNextConflict
functions to manage the new data structure :

XXVIII

Update to ManageNewConflict ( new lines are added to the end of the code) :
2.3. If ((AssignmentStatus(A)==Side2) AND (ChkConflictStatus(A) != NotChkConflicts))
2.3.1. ,QVHUW7R$Q\3ODFH,Q2UGHUHG6HW &RQIV:KLOH&KN&RQI $ 

2.4. If (AssignmentStatus(A)==ConflictVar)

2.4.1. ,QVHUW7R$Q\3ODFH,Q2UGHUHG6HW &RQIV:KLOH&KN&RQI $ 

Update to GetFirstConflict ( new line is added to the beginning of the code) :
1. ConfsWhileChkConf(A) = {}
Update to GetNextConflict ( new line is added to the beginning of the code) :
1.

ConfsWhileChkConf(A) = {}

Update to Assign ( new lines are added to the end of the code) :
6. If (AssignementStatus(A)==ConflictPart)
6.1. ConfsWhileChkConf(A) = {}
The change in CRSAT is just before the call to GetNextConflict at line 2.4.6.1.
Update to CRSAT (new code just before line 3.4.6.1):
2.4.6.1. If (NoConfVarParticipatedInLastConf(A)) /*code below*/
2.4.6.1.1.

ChkConflictStatus(A) = DelS1Confs

2.4.6.1.2.



          ! "  #$ $ %

&  ')()**%

 '+       , #$ $

2.4.6.1.2.1. ,I 127 ,I0HPEHU2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIV:KLOH&KN&RQI
2.4.6.1.2.1.1.

2.4.6.1.3.

'HOHWH&RQI5HWDLQLQJ&RQVLVWHQF\

Go To 2.4.2

To complete the code changes, we introduce a new function :
Boolean NoConfVarParticipatedInLastConf(Variable A)
1.

For (B = NextElemOfOrderedSet(CurrentlyCheckedConf(A), A); B != NULL; B = NextElemOfOrderedSet(CurrentlyCheckedConf(A),B))

XXIX

1.1. If (ConfsWhileChkConf(B) != {})
1.1.1.Return F
2. Return T

A.5.3.2 -

Formal Proof

For the same reasons as in A.5.2.2, we should only prove the statement b.4.1 from
theorem 4.2.4.1, while the statement b.2 is true (we’ ll use this fact in the proof).
Let D be a decision variable being checked just after deciding all the Cj’ s(D must exist,

since otherwise one of Cj¶VZRXOGKDYHSDUWLFLSDWHGLQWKHRQO\FRQIOLFWRI MXVWDIWHULWV
DVVLJQPHQW /HW EHWKHVHWRIFRQIOLFWVUHFRUGHGZKLOH'ZDVFKHFNHG2EVHUYHWKDW

A1… Am, ¬B, C1… Cp are the variables being on the decision stack just before D’ s
assignment. According to the induction assumption for D(its decision level is obviously
JUHDWHUWKH%¶V 

¤%

Æ 2EVHUYHWKDW LVLGHQWLFDOWR 7KHUHIRUH

Æ $FFRUGLQJWRRXUDVVXPSWLRQ&j¶VGRQ¶WDSSHDULQ  QRULQ RI

¤%

FRXUVH 7KHUHIRUH

¤%DQG DUHGLVMRLQW$Q\LQWHUSUHWDWLRQFRQWDLQLQJ&j=T for

DOOMLVDPRGHOIRU 7KHUHIRUHDFFRUGLQJWROHPPD$

¤

Y¤

¤%Æ RU

Y%ÙT.

According to statement b.2 of theorem 4.2.4.1 : ¤

resolution rule on two latest expressions, we get ¤

Y ¤ % Ù T . If we use the

1Y¤

1Y¤

since we deleted all other conflict clauses. Therefore ¤

Y¤

Y¤

Ù T %XW



1

Ù T and we proved

b.4.1.
2EVHUYHWKDWLI¤%GRHVQ¶WSDUWLFLSDWHLQ DQGZHGHOHWH
principle from 4.3.1 (and A.5.2), b.4.1 is still true, since
¤%LVQ¶WLQ

IRUUHDVRQVEURXJKWLQA.5.2.2 

1

clauses according to the
¤%Æ PHDQV

LQWKLVFDVHDQGWKHUHIRUH

Æ LI

Æ 

It proves that we can combine pruning methods from this and previous sections.
 $
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Appendix A.5.4 A.5.4.1 -

Deleting Some 1st Side Conflicts After Conflict Checking

Code Changes

We’ ll introduce a function S2VarPart :
S2VarPart : Conflicts Æ {T, F}
It maps checked conflicts to boolean values in the following way :
)RUHDFKFRQIOLFW VW

1) There exists a decided, 2ndVLGHYDULDEOH$VW&RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $ LQFOXGHV 
2)

KDVDOUHDG\EHHQFKHFNHGIRU$

3) A is the variable with greatest decision level of all possible variables fulfilling first 2
conditions
69DU3DUW

7LII$SDUWLFLSDWHGLQDWOHDVWRQHRIWKHFRQIOLFWVUHFRUGHGZKLOH ZDV

checked.
We’ ll introduce a new function UpdateS2VarPartStatus, to manage S2VarPart.
UpdateS2VarPartStatus should be called for each conflict that has just been checked.
void UpdateS2VarPartStatus(Variable A)
1. )RU

&RQIV:KLOH&KN&RQI $   18//  1H[W(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIV:KLOH&KN&RQI $ $

1.1. ,I ,I0HPEHU2I2UGHUHG6HW

$

1.1.1. S2VarPart(CurrentlyCheckedConf(A)) = T
1.1.2. Return
2. S2VarPart(CurrentlyCheckedConf(A)) = F
Now, we’ ll introduce the changes to CRSAT needed to implement the new technique :
Update to CRSAT (new code just before line 2.4.6.1):
2.4.6.1.UpdateS2VarPartStatus(A)

XXXI

Update to CRSAT (new code between lines 2.4.2.1 to 2.4.3 non-inclusive):
2.4.2.2. If ((AssignmentStatus(A)==Side2) AND (ChkConflictStatus(A) !=
NotChkConflicts) AND (ChkConflictStatus(A) != DelS1Confs))
2.4.2.2.1.
2.4.2.2.2.

UpdateS2VarPartStatus(A)

)RU

&RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $   18//   ¶

/* NextElemOfOrderedSet must be applied before DeleteConfRetainingConsistency to keep
ConflictsToCheck consistent*/

2.4.2.2.2.1. ¶ 1H[W(OHP2I2UGHUHG6HW &RQIOLFWV7R&KHFN $ 
2.4.2.2.2.2. ,I 69DU3DUW
2.4.2.2.2.2.1.

'HOHWH&RQI5HWDLQLQJ&RQVLVWHQF\

Observe that according to the above code if we used the principle from 4.3.1
(ChkConflictStatus(A)==DelS1Confs), we don’ t use our new principle.

A.5.4.2 -

Formal Proof

For the same reasons as in A.5.2.2, we should only prove the statement b.4.1 from
theorem 4.2.4.1.
We’ ll use here the notation of theorem’ s 4.2.4.1 proof.
,QWKHRUHP¶VSURRIZHXVHG

i

to denote the conjunction of clauses which is

UHFRUGHGZKLOH iLVEHLQJFKHFNHG,QWKLVSURRIWKHUHLVDGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQVXFK i’ s,

WKDW%GRHVQ¶WSDUWLFLSDWHLQ iDQGWKHUHIRUHDSSURSULDWH

i

is deleted at the end of

FRQIOLFWVFKHFNLQJIRU%DQGVXFK i¶VWKDW%GRHVSDUWLFLSDWHLQ iDQG

i

is not deleted.

:H¶OOGHQRWHE\ j(0  M  W VXFK i’ s, which don’ t contain B(nor ¬B, of course) and by
k(0  N  G

VXFK i’ s, which contain B.

Observe, that w = t + d. Obviously, if t=0, the theorem is true, since we don’ t delete no
i.

1RZZH¶OOSURYHOHPPDVVLPLODUWR$DQG$EXWWUXHRQO\IRU j’ s :
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Lemma A.5.4.2.1:)RUHDFKM

iÆ

i



Proof of A.5.4.2.1:
$FFRUGLQJWROHPPD$

i

¤%Æ 2EVHUYHWKDW

i

i

i

and ¬B are

disjoint and any interpretation containing B=F is a model for ¬B. Therefore, according to
OHPPD$

iÆ

i

1

 OHPPD$
iÆ

;

Lemma A.5.4.2.2:
RIVXFK



;

¤

iY¤

i)

UHPLQGHU LVWKHFRQMXQFWLRQ

clauses, that don’ t contain not B nor ¬B)

Proof of A.5.4.2.2:
We must prove, that if
LV7,I>@LV7WKDQ

;

i

[1]

;

is T, than

7 i=T and X=T.

¤
7

%XWIURPOHPPD$DQGWKHDVVXPSWLRQVWKDW

iY¤

i

[2]
i)

7LWIROORZVWKDW i=F.

Therefore [2] is true
 OHPPD$
1RZZH¶OOSURYHEIRURXUFDVH2EVHUYHWKDW LVDFRQMXQFWLRQRI j¶V i’ s, clauses

IURP

1WKDWZHUHQ¶WGHOHWHGFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRHDFK i and

X clauses. Therefore, we can

say, that:
$

d

$

$

«

1

;

1
d

¤

«

t

$

dY¤%Y¤

¤

1

1Y¤%Y¤

$

t

1

d))).

According to lemma A.4.3, for each i   $
$

¤

1Y¤

1

1))

According to lemma A.5.4.2.2, for each i : $
Æ

Therefore

;

;

regrouping, we get
;
;

¤
¤

7KHUHIRUH

1Y¤
1Y¤

1
1

«
«

¤

¤

¤
¤

1Y¤

1Y¤

wY¤
wY¤

1

w),

;

«

«

1

«

1

¤
i)Æ

;

;

¤

1Y¤%Y¤

1Y¤%Y¤

¤

¤

¤

d

;

wY¤

wY¤

dv¬Bv¬

«

1

1)))Æ

¤

iY¤

w)).

i))

But by

w))=

and according to A.4.4

w)Æ



Æ  REYLRXOV\LI)1ÆF2 and F2ÆF3 than F1ÆF3).
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Appendix B - Jerusat Solver Detailed Description
Here we’ ll provide extensive information about the Jerusat solver. We’ ll bring the Jerusat
working principles in appendix B.1. In appendix B.2 we’ ll analyse the performance of
Jerusat.

Appendix B.1 -

Jerusat Working Principles

First we’ ll bring a table of configurable parameters to Jerusat with a description of each
parameters usage. There is one or more parameter for each aspect of Jerusat
implementation listed in section 5.1. In the table below the parameters are grouped
according to it. In addition, a few technical parameters are grouped under
“ Miscellaneous” .
Each parameter may be of one of the following types: Long(32 bits signed integer),
ULong(32 bits unsigned integer), Boolean(0 or 1), Double(real number) or String. A
group, a type, a range, a default value and a description are brought in the table for each
parameter. The default values were set after numerous experiments (more about it in
Appendix B.2).
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Group

Name

Type

Range

Defa

Description

ult

Length threshold for clauses recorded according
to non-implied variables scheme. Corresponds to t
maxClsLen

Long



6

threshold from section 4.8. All clauses shorter or
equal to maxClsLen are kept forever. Longer
clauses are deleted after unassigning the
maxClsLen+1 literal.

Clause recording

clsDensity

Long



5

Value corresponding to d threshold from section
4.8. Please refer to that section for more details.
Should be 1 to record clauses according to 1UIP

ifAdd1UipClause

Bool

{0,1}

1

scheme (in addition to clauses recorded according
to non-implied variables scheme).
Length threshold for clauses recorded according
to 1UIP scheme. All clauses shorter or equal to

max1UIPLenToRec

Long



9

max1UIPLenToRec are kept forever. Longer
clauses are deleted after unassigning the
max1UIPLenToRec +1 literal.

Heuris

qsNum

Long

Even,


20

The number of queues in priority queue for VAP
heuristics.
The maximal value for variable to be in the

maxInterval

Long



20

maximal queue. Corresponds to m from section
4.4.
If it’ s 1, than the variable taken from the maximal
queue is the first variable in the queue(or the

ifGetFirst

Bool

{0,1}

1

second one, details in ifLittleRand description),
otherwise it’ s the variable with maximal s(A)
value (see sec. 4.4 for details about s(A)).
If ifGetFirst==1 and ifLittleRand==1 than
variable taken from the maximal queue is the first

ifLittleRand

Bool

{0,1}

0

or second variable according to coin sampling. If
ifLittleRand==0 than the variable taken according
to ifGetFirst value.
If 0 than first literal of maximal variable to check

ifLessSign

Bool

{0,1}

0

will be the literal with maximal number of
appearances, otherwise it would be the other
literal.

XXXV

maxMinHeur

Double




Corresponds to p from section 4.4. Defines how
0.7

should we calculate s(A) for each variable. Please
refer to 4.4 for more details.
Defines whether and how should we increase the
C(A) counter for literal participating in conflict

incrHeur1UIP

Long

{0,1,
2}

according to 1UIP scheme. If 0, counter isn’ t
1

increased when recording 1UIP clause. If 1,
counter is increased only for conflict side literals.
If 2, counter is increased for all literals visited
when recording the clause.

Shrinking

Scheme

0 if no shrinking scheme is used. 1 if non implied
ifPrepush

Bool

{0,1}

0

variables shrinking scheme is used. Please refer to
4.7 for more details.

Restarts Policy

restartAft

ULong



100

restartAdd

ULong



10

Defines the initial value for the number of
conflicts, Jerusat should restart after recording it.
Added to restartAft after each restart.
If 1, the restart will take place only after only 1st
side variables are on the stack and a clause will be

ifClsOnRestart

Bool

{0,1}

1

recorded then as described in 4.6.2.
If 0, the restarts are taken regularly with no clause
recording.
According to this value it’ s chosen for each 1st
side variable A whether to check conflicts for it or
to proceed as in DPLL. Let x be the number of

WCRSAT

notCheckConfsFrom

Double



0.1

conflicts recorded when A was 1st side checked.
Let y be the number of conflicts were A
participated when it was 1st side checked. Than if
y/x < notCheckConfsFrom, conflicts would be
checked.
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Length threshold for conflicts recorded. All
conflicts shorter or equal to maxConfLen are kept
forever. Longer conflicts are deleted after
unassigning the maxConfLen+1 literal. This
maxConfLen

Long



9

parameter defines the window size for the
WCRSAT algorithm. Conflicts may be checked
only for variables for which all the conflicts are
kept and therefore no conflict in which it
participates is deleted.
If 0, no sorting is carried out during the visiting a

Data Structures

clause for assigning. SortedFrom is updated if the
ifSortInImply

Bool

{0,1}

0

clause is found to be sorted.
If 1, limited sorting possible when passing once
over the literals is carried out. SortedFrom is
updated if the clause is sorted afterwards.

Miscellaneous

cutOff

Ulong

>0

31536000

valid
outFile

String

file

stdOut

name

Number of seconds after which the search is
cut.
Name of the output file. Standard output is the
default value.

Table B-1

In subsequent section, we’ ll refer to the parameters, specifying it in italic.

Appendix B.1.1 -

Implementing WCRSAT Algorithm + New Pruning

Methods
Jerusat implements the WCRSAT algorithm (4.2.5.1) as well as the pruning methods
from 4.3.
The decision whether to check conflicts or go on in DPLL-style is taken for each A as
described below. Let x be the number of conflicts recorded when A was 1st side checked.
Let y be the number of conflicts were A participated when it was 1st side checked. Than if
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y/x < notCheckConfsFrom, conflicts would be checked. Observe, that if
notCheckConfsFrom=0, than the conflicts aren’ t checked at all.
Another important decision to take is what is the WCRSAT window size. It’ s defined by
maxConfLen parameter. All conflicts shorter or equal to maxConfLen are kept forever.
Longer conflicts are deleted after unassigning the maxConfLen+1 literal. Conflicts may
be checked only for variables for which all the conflicts are kept and therefore no conflict
in which it participates is deleted.

Appendix B.1.2 -

Clause Recording

Jerusat enables recording clauses according to non-implied variables and 1UIP schemes.
It uses the literals’ density relevance based learning technique described in 4.8 for clauses
recorded according to non-implied variables scheme.
Parameter maxClsLen defines the length threshold for clauses recorded according to nonimplied variables scheme. It corresponds to t threshold from section 4.8. All non-implied
variables scheme clauses shorter or equal to maxClsLen are kept forever. Longer clauses
are deleted after unassigning the maxClsLen+1 literal. clsDensity corresponds to d
threshold from section 4.8. Please refer to section 4.8 for more details.
If parameter ifAdd1UipClause is 1, than clauses are recorded according to 1UIP scheme
as well. Parameter max1UIPLenToRec defines the length threshold for such clauses. All
1UIP scheme clauses shorter or equal to max1UIPLenToRec are kept forever. Longer
clauses are deleted after unassigning the max1UIPLenToRec+1 literal.
Appendix B.1.3 -

Restarts Policy

There are 2 restart policies Jerusat is working with. The one used is defined by
ifClsOnRestart.
If it’ s 0, than restart is taken after restartAft conflicts and after each conflict restartAft is
increased by restartAdd.
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If it’ s 1, than restarts are taken after restartAft conflicts, but only after all the non-implied
variables on the stack are 1st side variables. A clause defining searched path is added after
each restart as it’ s described in 4.6.2. After each conflict restartAft is increased by
restartAdd.
Appendix B.1.4 -

Heuristics

Jerusat uses the VAP heuristics described in 4.4. The number of queues is qsNum, the
maximal value for s(A), s.t. A can be in the maximal queue (corresponding to m from
4.4) is maxInterval. maxMinHeur corresponds to p parameter from section 4.4.
Now we’ ll describe the algorithm for increasing the c(A)’ s for literals. Let us suppose
that A is assigned T/F. c(A)/c(¬A) is increased by 1, when variable of A/¬A participates
in derivation of conflict clause according to non-implied variables scheme, i.e., every
time when any literal of variable of A/¬A is added to ConflictReason according to
algorithm brought in Appendix A.2. Observe that if A is assigned T, than c(A) is
increased, otherwise c(¬A) is increased.
If incrHeur1UIP=0, than this is the only place when c(A) may be increased for every A.
If incrHeur1UIP=2, than the counter is also increased for variables participating in
derivation of 1UIP clauses. If A is assigned T, than c(A) is increased, otherwise c(¬A) is
increased.
If incrHeur1UIP=1, than the counter is also increased for variables participating in
derivation of 1UIP clauses and being on the conflict side of the 1UIP cut. If A is assigned
T, than c(A) is increased, otherwise c(¬A) is increased.
ifGetFirst and ifLittleRand define what variable is returned when needed.
If ifGetFirst=0 than the variable in the maximal queue with maximal s(A) is returned.
If both are 1, than variable is taken from the maximal queue and is the first or the second
variable according to coin sampling.
If ifLittleRand=0 and ifGetFirst=1 than the first variable in the maximal queue is
returned.
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The literal returned out of the 2 literals of the “ best” variable is defined by ifLessSign. If
it’ s 0 than first literal is the literal with maximal number of appearances, otherwise it
would be the other literal.
Appendix B.1.5 -

Data Structures

The data structure for clause managing is WLCC, described in 4.5. According to
observation (1) at the end of section 4.5.2, we don’ t sort the clause at the end of a visit to
it. A limited sorting, that leaves the complexity of clause visiting linear is performed if
ifSortInImply=1, otherwise no sorting is performed, but just a check whether the clause is
already sorted. The SortedFrom field of each clause is updated only if needed.
An important fact to mention is that the clause recording engines are built in such way
that every newly recorded clause is sorted.
A few words about the data structure for conflicts’ management for CRSAT
implementation. The conflicts have the same literals as clauses recorded according to
non-implied variables scheme. One data structure is used to save both. It is deleted only if
both the clause and the conflict it represents are removed from the system.
The interesting fact is, that if we record every new clause sorted according to decision
level (which we do), a 1st side literal, which conflicts are saved for is not visited as a
clause literal, till it becomes unsatisfied, since it’ s CN value stays unchanged. Therefore
each literal may be conflict literal or clause literal.
Below is a description of a (simplified) low-level structure for conflict/clause managing:
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Field

Comments

Number Of Literals

Number of clauses literals

SortedFrom

Necessary for managing WLCC data structure(see sec. 4.5)

Flags

Auxiliary flags for managing the data structure
Beginning of literal boxes. Suppose this literal is a conflict

Literal Number
1

literal. Contains the order, literal number and pointer to
another cell of this data structure, which points to the next
recorded conflict for this literal.

…

…
End of literal boxes. Suppose this literal is a clause literal.

Literal Number
n

Contains the order, literal number and pointer to another cell
of this data structure, which points to the next literal in this
clause (as described in the section about WLCC).

Pointer to next clause for
clause head literal

Beginning of pointer boxes

Pointer to next clause for
literal next after clause head
If this clause is to be deleted after unassigning of some number
Pointer to next clause to be

of its literals, it’ s part of the list of clauses to be deleted. The

deleted

variable after unassignment of which the clause should be
deleted “ holds” the list.
If this conflict is to be deleted after unassigning of some

Pointer to next conflict to be

number of its literals, it’ s part of the list of conflicts to be

deleted

deleted. The variable after unassignment of which the conflict
should be deleted “ holds” the list.

A pointers to next conflict of

Beginning of list of pointers to next conflict for every conflict

first conflict literal

literal

…

…

A pointers to next conflict of
last conflict literal

End of list of pointers to next conflict for every conflict literal
Table B.1.5

The table consists of description of various fields of the CC(conflicts/clauses) low level
data structure. As you can see there are three major parts in it :
1. General data, including the number of literals, the SortedFrom field and various flags.
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2. Literal boxes
3. Pointer boxes. Each clause may be member in different linked lists, such as list of
clauses, where a certain literal is watched, list of clauses to be deleted after
unassignment of some literal etc. Those pointers point to next clause in appropriate
list.
Appendix B.1.6 -

Shrinking Scheme

Currently Jerusat allows to implement the non-implied shrinking scheme (4.7.1). It’ s
turned on if ifPrepush is 1 and turned off otherwise.

Appendix B.2 -

Jerusat Performance Analysis

Appendix B.2.1 -

Choosing the Benchmarks Set

There is no customary way to compare the performance of different SAT solvers or
different configurations of one solver. There is no set of benchmarks known to represent
well the CNF functions. We tried to choose a reasonable set of benchmarks received from
different problems.
Below we list the benchmark families we used with short description of each. All the
benchmarks, but FVP-UNSAT.2.0, with an extended description can be found at [44].
FVP-UNSAT.2.0 is from http://www.ece.cmu.edu/~mvelev/. We’ ll sometimes use
“ light” versions of big families, i.e. the same families, but with lesser number of
instances. We also list it in the table below and refer to it as FAMILY_lt.
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Name

Short Description

Number of instances : satisfiable-unsatisfiable

qg

SAT-encoded Quasigroup

22:9-13

(or Latin square) instances

jnh

Random SAT instances with
variable length clauses
"Morphed" Graph Colouring,

sw100-8-lp0-c5
ais

5 colourable
All Interval Series

50:16-34

100:100-0

4:4-0

Uniform Random-3-SAT,
phase transition region,
uuf150-645

unforced filtered

100:0-100

Uniform Random-3-SAT,
uf150-645

aim-200

phole

phase transition region,
unforced filtered

100:100-0

Artificially generated
Random-3-SAT

Pigeon hole problem

24:16-8

5:0-5

Instances for problem in
parity16

learning the parity function

10:10-0

Circuit fault analysis: bridge
bf

fault

4:0-4
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flat200-479

Flat graph colouring

100:100-0

SAT-encoded bounded
bmc

model checking intances

13:13-0

logistics

Planning

4:4-0

Encoded 2-colouring forced
pret150

to be unsatisfiable

4:0-4

Instances from a problem in
ii16

ii32
blocksworld
dubois

10:10-0

inductive inference
Instances from a problem in

17:17-0

inductive inference
Planning

7:7-0

Randomly generated SAT

12:12-0 (without dubois100.cnf)

instances

beijing
beijing_lt

16:15-1
SAT Competition Beijing

14:13-1(beijing without 3bitadd_31.cnf and 3bitadd_32.cnf
instances)

Circuit fault analysis: singlessa

stuck-at fault

8:4-4

SAT-encoding of Towers of
hanoi

2:2-0

Hanoi

Formulas generated in the
fvp-unsat.2.0

22:1-21

formal verification of correct
superscalar microprocessors.

fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

7:0-7(fvp-unsat.2.0 without all ipipe…

instances for i>3)

Table B.2.1
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Appendix B.2.2 -

How to Compare Different Solvers/Configurations

After selecting the benchmarks, a question that is raised is how to compare different
Jerusat configurations and how to compare Jerusat vs. other solvers. One solution is to
compare the sum of average times on every set of benchmarks. But this solution gives
huge importance to big and hard benchmarks. A possible solutions for comparing Jerusat
configurations in terms of magnitude is as follows:
Let C(i,x) be the average time of Jerusat run for some benchmarks family i and for
configuration x. Let C(i,y) be the average time of Jerusat run for the same benchmarks
family for configuration y. Computing C(i,x)/C(i,y) gives a way to compare the
performance of configuration x vs. configuration y and to express the result by a number
independent of size and complexity of benchmark family.
The following expression gives a way to compare performance of 2 configurations on a

¦

set of benchmarks families :
R(x,y) =

 1 : if C(i,x)>C(i,y)
 1 : if C(i,x)>C(i,y)
k
§ C(i,x) · ÂP, where k = °® -1 : if C(i,x)<C(i,y) ; m = °® -1 : if C(i,x)<C(i,y)
© C(i,y)¹
°̄ - : if C(i,x)=C(i,y)
°̄ 0 : if C(i,x)=C(i,y)

for every family i

If R is positive, than we consider y to be “ better” than x , otherwise x is better than y.
The above way of comparing the performance gives too much power of influence to one
family of benchmarks, where one configuration outperforms the other in many orders of

¦

magnitude. The solution below gives less power to extreme values:
L (x,y) =

 1 : if C(i,x)>C(i,y)
 1 : if C(i,x)>C(i,y)
k
§log C(i,x) · ÂP, where k = °® -1 : if C(i,x)<C(i,y) ; m = °® -1 : if C(i,x)<C(i,y)
C(i,y)¹
©
°̄
°̄

for every family i

- : if C(i,x)=C(i,y)

0 : if C(i,x)=C(i,y)

Comparison of Jerusat to another solvers may be done in exactly the same way.
R(Jerusat,Limmat), L(Jerusat,zChaff), etc. are defined well.
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Appendix B.2.3 -

Choosing the Optimal Configuration

Now we can describe how did we choose the optimal configuration or in another words
how did we choose the default values for each parameter appearing in table B.1.
Jerusat has as many as 18 non-technical parameters (listed in table B.1), 2 of which are
real, 9 – natural and 7 – boolean. Obviously it is impossible to check even small fraction
of the parameters’ space. We have to strictly define what parts of parameters’ space we
want to check. We used the following solution:
We built a script, which receives a few groups of parameters from table B.1. The groups
have to be disjoint and the union of it gives full list of parameters. It also receives a few
(1 or more) tuples for each group of parameters (say, consisting of p parameters). Each
tuple consists of p members. Each member of each tuple corresponds to a certain
parameter’ s value.
For example, it may receive:
Parameter groups
maxClsLen, clsDensity, ifAdd1UipClause, max1UIPLenToRec

Tuples
1.

{6,5,1,9}

2.

{7,6,0,9}

1.

{20, 20,1,1,0,0.7,1}

2.

{8,8,0,0,1,0.5,2}

1.

{1}

2.

{0}

1.

{1000, 0, 0}

2.

{2000,100, 1}

3.

{`

notCheckConfsFrom, maxConfLen

1.

{0.1,8}

ifSortInImply

1. {1}

cutOff outFile

1. {2700, out.txt}

qsNum, maxInterval, ifGetFirst, ifLittleRand, ifLessSign, maxMinHeur, incrHeur1UIP

ifPrepush

restartAft restartAdd ifClsOnRestart

The script tries to find the best configuration as follows:
The first configuration the script runs Jerusat with, consists of parameter values,
corresponding to the first tuple for each parameters group. In our example, it would be
maxClsLen=6; clsDensity=5; ifAdd1UipClause=1; max1UIPLenToRec=9
qsNum=20; maxInterval=20, ifGetFirst=1, ifLittleRand=1, ifLessSign=0, maxMinHeur=0.7, incrHeur1UIP=1;
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ifPrepush=1; restartAft=1000; restartAdd=0; ifClsOnRestart=0;
notCheckConfsFrom=0.1; maxConfLen=8; ifSortInImply=1; cutOff=2700; outFile=out.txt.

Let this configuration be x. The script defines x to be the “ best configuration” .
Then it passes to the next configuration. Parameters from the 1st group receive values
defined by the 2nd tuple for the 1st group. The other parameters stay the same.
Let this configuration be y.
Than the script calculates L(“ best configuration” , y). If L(“ best configuration” ,y)>0, the
script defines y to be the best configurations, otherwise x stays to be the best
configuration.
It goes on in this manner till there is no more tuples to check for the 1st group. Than it
passes to the 2nd group. It takes the “ best configuration” and changes the 2nd group
parameter values to correspond to the 2nd tuple of the 2nd group. It compares the results of
Jerusat according to this configuration to the results according to “ best configuration” and
changes the best configuration if needed.
It goes on similarly until it reaches the last tuple of the last group.
Than it returns the “ best configuration” .
We have run this script a lot of times starting from different configurations and providing
it different groups of parameters.
The configuration, the script converged to in most of the cases is the default
configuration provided in table B.1.
Appendix B.2.4 -

Jerusat vs. Limmat and zChaff

In section 5.2 we provided a table comparing the performance of default configuration of
Jerusat with the performance of Limmat(version 1.0) and zChaff(version z2001.2.17).
Here we’ ll provide 2 tables comparing Jerusat vs. Limmat and Jerusat vs. zChaff using
the method from B.2.2.
The fourth column of table B.2.4.1 contains for each benchmarks family i :

 1 : if C(i,Jerusat)>C(i,Limmat)
 1 : if C(i,Jerusat)>C(i,Limmat)
k
§ C(i,Jerusat) · ÂPZKHUHN °® -1 : if C(i,Jerusat)<C(i,Limmat) ; m = °® -1 : if C(i,Jerusat)<C(i,Limmat)
© C(i,Limmat)¹
°̄ - : if C(i,Jerusat)=C(i,Limmat)
°̄ 0 : if C(i,Jerusat)=C(i,Limmat)
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The fifth column of table B.2.4.1 contains for each benchmarks family i :
§log
©

k
 1 : if C(i,Jerusat)>C(i,Limmat)
C(i,Jerusat) ·
ÂPZKHUHN ® -1 : if C(i,Jerusat)<C(i,Limmat)
C(i,Limmat)¹
¯ - : if C(i,Jerusat)=C(i,Limmat)


;m=®
¯

1 : if C(i,Jerusat)>C(i,Limmat)
-1 : if C(i,Jerusat)<C(i,Limmat)
0 : if C(i,Jerusat)=C(i,Limmat)

Observe that
-

the summary of the fourth column is R(Jerusat, Limmat).

-

the summary of the fifth column is L(Jerusat, Limmat).

The table B.4.2.2 is similar to B.4.2.1, but it compares Jerusat and zChaff.
One can see, that Jerusat outperforms both Limmat and zChaff.

Benchmarks
Family
aim-200

Jerusat

Limmat

Average in seconds

Average in seconds

(7200 for a cut instance)

(7200 for a cut instance)

§
§ C(i,J) · ÂP ©log
© C(i,L)¹
k

k
C(i,J) ·
ÂP
C(i,L)¹

0.03125

0.050833

-1.62667

-0.2113

0.01

99.78325

-9978.33

-3.99906

beijing

1010.768

959.8232

1.053077

0.02246

bf

0.24275

0.418

-1.72194

-0.23602

blocksworld

8.475143

8.204571

1.032978

0.014091

bmc

28.383

67.42838

-2.37566

-0.37578

dubois

0.035

0.0125

2.8

0.447158

flat200-479

0.38391

2.4815

-6.46375

-0.81048

fvp-unsat.2.0

5063.531

4985.998

1.01555

0.006701

hanoi

74.522

3603.853

-48.3596

-1.68448

ii16

0.1773

6.43

-36.2662

-1.5595

ii32

0.900176

0.362706

2.481836

0.394773

jnh

0.0202

0.0316

-1.56436

-0.19434

logistics

0.3605

0.731

-2.02774

-0.30701

parity16

1.9605

11.0173

-5.61964

-0.74971

172.7922

40.2456

4.293443

0.632806

1.1535

0.07

16.47857

1.21692

15.47486

80.90673

-5.22827

-0.71836

ais

phole
pret150
qg
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ssa

0.05

0.09125

-1.825

-0.26126

0.0021

0.0095

-4.52381

-0.6555

uf150-645

0.35824

0.68928

-1.92407

-0.28422

uuf150-645

1.22619

4.51746

-3.68414

-0.56634

SUM

6380.858

9873.155

-10072.4

-9.87846

sw100-8-lp0-c5

Table B.2.4.1

Benchmarks
Family
aim-200

Jerusat

zChaff

Average in seconds

Average in seconds

(7200 for a cut instance)

(7200 for a cut instance)

(

C(i,J)
C(i,zC))

k
-/.

(

log

C(i,J)
C(i,zC))

k
-

m

0.03125

0.599208

-19.1747

-1.28273

0.01

48.39675

-4839.68

-3.68482

beijing

1010.768

993.4041

1.017479

0.007525

bf

0.24275

1.044

-4.30072

-0.63354

blocksworld

8.475143

13.65114

-1.61073

-0.20702

bmc

28.383

2346.6

-82.6762

-1.91738

dubois

0.035

0.494417

-14.1262

-1.15003

flat200-479

0.38391

6.76601

-17.6239

-1.2461

fvp-unsat.2.0

5063.531

3445.406

1.469647

0.167213

hanoi

74.522

3605.123

-48.3766

-1.68464

ii16

0.1773

19.1849

-108.206

-2.03425

ii32

0.900176

0.931235

-1.0345

-0.01473

jnh

0.0202

0.1485

-7.35149

-0.86638

logistics

0.3605

5.7635

-15.9875

-1.20378

parity16

1.9605

20.8417

-10.6308

-1.02657

172.7922

23.724

7.283434

0.862336

1.1535

2.9635

-2.56914

-0.40979

qg

15.47486

65.92155

-4.25991

-0.6294

ssa

0.05

0.405375

-8.1075

-0.90889

0.0021

0.1103

-52.5238

-1.72036

uf150-645

0.35824

2.81278

-7.85166

-0.89496

uuf150-645

1.22619

12.66249

-10.3267

-1.01396

SUM

6380.858

10616.95

-5246.64

-21.4922

ais

phole
pret150

sw100-8-lp0-c5

Table B.2.4.2

XLIX

Appendix B.2.5 -

Influence of Jerusat Parameters on Its Performance

In this section we’ ll analyse the influence of Jerusat parameters on its performance. One
subsection will be dedicated to each parameters group corresponding to 6 aspects of
Jerusat implementation brought in section 5.1 and in the 1st column of table B.1. In each
subsection we’ ll bring the performance of Jerusat with a few configurations that are
similar to default, but with changes in one parameter. We’ ll compare the performance of
such configuration with the performance of a default one according to the L(x,y)
measuring provided in B.2.2. The cut off time for all the experiments of this section is set
to 45 minutes (2700 seconds). 2700 seconds were added for an instance which has been
cut off.
The performance was checked on a computer with 128Mb of memory, “ x86 Family 6
Model 5 Stepping 2 Genuine Intel ~350 Mhz” processor and “ Microsoft Windows 2000
Professional” operating system. We used the light version of fvp-unsat.2.0 and beijing
families to save running time.

B.2.5.1 -

Clause Recording

Table B.2.5.1 provides comparison of the default configuration with 3 configurations,
that have the same parameters as default, but :
1. clsDensity = 0 ( instead of 5 ) for the 1st configurations
2. clsDensity = 15 ( instead of 5 ) for the 2nd configurations
3. ifAdd1UIPClause = 0 (instead of 1) for the 3d configuration.
We don’ t provide here performance corresponding to different maxClsLen and
max1UIPLenToRec parameters, since it would inflate this work’ s size. It has been
checked however according to B.2.2 principles and found that the current default values
are the best for maxClsLen and max1UIPLenToRec.

L

One can see that not adding 1UIP clause really hurts the performance. This is especially
true for blocksword, beijing_lt, bmc, hanoi and fvp-unsat.2.0_lt benchmark families.
Observe, that the default configuration performs better that one with clsDensity = 0. It
means that the new relevance-based learning technique, provided in 4.8 improves the
performance.

Benchmarks

Default

IfAdd1UIPClause = 0

Time

L(Def,This)

Time

L(Def,This)

0.054739

0.026667

0.074634

0.08375

-0.42238

0

0.0125

0.079181

0.0125

0.079181

126.7712 155.4994

-0.08871

121.9904

0.016695

161.5766

-0.10536

bf

0.21775

0.15525

0.146927

0.15775

0.139989

0.333

-0.18449

blocksworld

8.249

8.742857

-0.02525

10.05743

-0.08609

92.80786

-1.05118

28.05569 154.2396

-0.74017

108.6492

-0.58801

389.8589

-1.14289

dubois

0.036667

0.0375

-0.00976

0.035

0.020203

0.43675

-1.07596

flat200-479

0.36419

0.417

-0.05881

0.36723

-0.00361

0.38086

-0.01944

-0.04637

827.7663

-0.03933

ais
beijing_lt

bmc

fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

Time

ClsDensity = 15

L(Def,This)

aim-200

Time

ClsDensity = 0

0.031667 0.027917
0.015

0.015

756.0974 841.2867

1579.533
(4 cut)
1357.482

-0.31995

hanoi

71.933

135.3895

-0.27466

235.088

-0.5143

ii16

0.1703

0.1763

-0.01504

0.1381

0.091021

0.1871

-0.04086

-0.18897

1.289647

-0.18069

0.903647

-0.02622

ii32

0.850706 1.314471

(1 cut)

-1.27581

jnh

0.0206

0.0192

0.030566

0.0204

0.004237

0.0234

-0.05535

logistics

0.3305

0.27025

0.087406

0.28775

0.060156

1.2845

-0.58956

parity16

1.9076

3.3455

-0.24397

3.4146

-0.25285

4.1016

-0.33247

-0.01622

160.0818

0.031841

220.8552

-0.10792

3.41925

-0.48724

0.295

0.576868

1.036

0.03133

14.84082 10.85468

0.135841

15.87227

-0.02918

13.30636

0.047398

phole
pret150
qg

172.2594 178.8166
1.1135

ssa

0.0525

0.05375

-0.01022

0.0525

0

0.09875

-0.27438

sw100-8-lp0-c5

0.0023

0.0013

0.247784

0.0023

0

0.0021

0.039509

uf150-645

0.34846

0.38568

-0.04407

0.36195

-0.0165

0.33038

0.023139

uuf150-645

1.17733

1.16514

0.00452

1.20218

-0.00907

1.0908

0.033153

1184.846 1495.633

-1.54169

1487.169

-0.6248

3825.725

-6.7705

SUM

Table B.2.5.1

LI

B.2.5.2 -

Heuristics

Tables B.2.5.2.a, B.2.5.2.b and B.2.5.2.c provide the performance of Jerusat with a
configuration similar to default, but with changes to heuristics-related parameters.
A few observations :
-

the default configuration is better than all provided here according to L(x,y)
measuring.

-

the default configuration is much better than others on the bmc family.

-

setting ifLessSign to 0 improves the performance on the beijing family, but hurts
badly the performance on the pret150 family

-

maxMinHeur=0.5 improves the performance on the beijing family, but should be
0.7 in order to ensure good performance on the fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

-

incrHeur1UIP should be 1 in order to ensure good performance on hanoi, fvpunsat2.0_lt and pret150 families

Benchmarks

Default
Time

aim-200

0.031667

ais

0.015

beijing_lt

ifGetFirst = 0
Time

L(Def,This)

ifLittleRand = 1
Time

L(Def,This)

ifLessSign = 0
Time

L(Def,This)

0.035833

-0.05368

0.030833

0.011582

0.0375

-0.07343

1.0615

-1.84983

0.18275

-1.08577

0.005

0.477121

126.7712

140.8239

-0.04566

175.0484

-0.14014

88.84436

0.154391

bf

0.21775

0.14775

0.168431

0.17775

0.088149

0.16275

0.126437

blocksworld

8.249

15.80557

-0.28241

7.535143

0.03931

9.625571

-0.06703

bmc

28.05569

109.2322

-0.59033

73.89638

-0.4206

175.5603

-0.79641

dubois

0.036667

0.039167

-0.02865

0.055

-0.17609

0.041667

-0.05552

flat200-479

0.36419

0.39419

-0.03438

0.41789

-0.05973

0.45797

-0.09951

fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

756.0974

615.2343

0.089537

685.2126

0.042752

888.1131

-0.06989

hanoi

71.933

-1.27374

254.5985

-0.54893

112.914

-0.19582

ii16

0.1703

0.4987

-0.46662

0.0741

0.361396

0.8163

-0.68064

ii32

0.850706

2.625118

-0.48937

4.665118

-0.73908

2.063176

-0.38476

jnh

0.0206

0.0192

0.030566

0.0182

0.053796

0.019

0.035114

logistics

0.3305

0.298

0.044955

0.2955

0.048614

0.19275

0.234177

1351.035
(1 cut)

LII

parity16

1.9076

phole

5.777

-0.48122

5.4977

-0.45969

3.5538

-0.27021

172.2594

173.6354

-0.00346

189.6424

-0.04175

250.2728

-0.16223

pret150

1.1135

10.96525

-0.99333

0.3125

0.55184

qg

14.84082

17.22314

-0.06465

14.87127

-0.00089

22.18855

-0.17467

ssa

0.0525

0.045

0.066947

0.045

0.066947

0.0625

-0.07572

sw100-8-lp0-c5

0.0023

0.0034

-0.16975

0.0024

-0.01848

0.002

0.060698

uf150-645

0.34846

0.40718

-0.06763

0.34458

0.004863

0.40505

-0.06536

uuf150-645

1.17733

1.14183

0.013297

1.1665

0.004013

1.28601

-0.03835

SUM

1184.846

2446.448

-6.48097

1414.091

-2.4179

2232.259

-4.9046

675.6353
(1 cut)

-2.78302

Table B.2.5.2.a

Benchmarks

Default
Time

aim-200

0.031667

ais

0.015

beijing_lt

maxMinHeur = 0.5
Time

maxMinHeur = 0.3

L(Def,This)

Time

L(Def,This)

0.034583

-0.03826

0.031667

0

0.01

0.176091

0.14

-0.97004

126.7712

132.7701

-0.02008

81.307

0.192893

bf

0.21775

0.1325

0.215742

0.15025

0.161144

blocksworld

8.249

11.358

-0.1389

21.06629

-0.40719

bmc

28.05569

105.4517

-0.57503

183.1666

-0.81483

dubois

0.036667

0.044167

-0.08082

0.05

-0.1347

flat200-479

0.36419

0.34073

0.028918

0.43284

-0.075

fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

756.0974

hanoi

71.933

176.2055

-0.38909

ii16

0.1703

0.8931

-0.71969

0.5437

-0.50414

ii32

0.850706

0.970176

-0.05707

0.377176

0.353235

jnh

0.0206

0.0214

-0.01655

0.02

0.012837

logistics

0.3305

0.16775

0.294509

0.25075

0.119931

parity16

1.9076

3.609

-0.2769

5.0551

-0.42324

phole

172.2594

209.0884

-0.08415

290.6004

-0.22711

pret150

1.1135

0.4025

0.441924

0.2525

0.644429

qg

14.84082

11.61632

0.106389

16.43045

-0.04419

ssa

0.0525

0.0675

-0.10914

0.0875

-0.22185

sw100-8-lp0-c5

0.0023

0.0023

0

0.0026

-0.05325

uf150-645

0.34846

0.37894

-0.03642

0.43963

-0.10093

1031.319
(2 cut)

-0.13482

1562.155
(4 cut)
1355.774
(1 cut)

-0.31515
-1.27526

LIII

uuf150-645

1.17733

0.98403

0.07789

1.17132

0.002223

SUM

1184.846

1685.868

-1.33546

3519.504

-4.08018

Table B.2.5.2.b

Benchmarks

Default
Time

aim-200

0.031667

ais

0.015

beijing_lt

incrHeur1UIP = 0

incrHeur1UIP = 2

Time

Time

L(Def,This)

L(Def,This)

0.041667

-0.11919

0.042917

-0.13202

0.015

0

0.0175

-0.06695

126.7712

78.38343

0.208796

132.5512

-0.01936

bf

0.21775

0.14525

0.175842

0.1275

0.232448

blocksworld

8.249

109.1677

-1.12169

15.92571

-0.2857

bmc

28.05569

337.5149

-1.08027

76.64569

-0.43647

dubois

0.036667

0.02

0.263241

0.0325

0.052388

flat200-479

0.36419

0.37294

-0.01031

0.42771

-0.06982

fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

756.0974

-0.31284

547.174

0.140452

hanoi

71.933

-1.27371

83.0845

-0.06259

ii16

0.1703

0.1702

0.000255

0.1531

0.046239

ii32

0.850706

1.678412

-0.29512

1.256

-0.16921

jnh

0.0206

0.02

0.012837

0.0228

-0.04407

logistics

0.3305

0.3805

-0.06118

0.23025

0.156972

parity16

1.9076

3.8966

-0.3102

4.2737

-0.35032

phole

172.2594

203.3942

-0.07216

149.9192

0.060326

pret150

1.1135

1.21625

-0.03833

qg

14.84082

14.15227

0.020632

12.26227

0.082887

ssa

0.0525

0.05375

-0.01022

0.05375

-0.01022

sw100-8-lp0-c5

0.0023

0.0019

0.082974

0.0017

0.131279

uf150-645

0.34846

0.37087

-0.02707

0.48271

-0.14153

uuf150-645

1.17733

1.21413

-0.01337

1.31051

-0.04654

SUM

1184.846

3657.033

-3.98108

3099.626

-4.20185

1553.88
(4 cut)
1350.943
(1 cut)

2073.631
(3 cut)

-3.27004

Table B.2.5.2.c

LIV

B.2.5.3 -

Shrinking Scheme

Table B.2.5.3 provides the performance of Jerusat with a configuration similar to default,
but with changes to the shrinking-scheme related parameter (ifPrepush).
The default configuration is much better overall than one with non-implied variables
shrinking scheme applied. However the latter configuration is the best from all the
checked Jerusat configurations for the fvp-unsat.2.0_lt family.
The other shrinking schemes provided in 4.7 may also be implemented and tried in future
works.

Benchmarks

Default
Time

aim-200

0.031667

ais

0.015

beijing_lt

ifPrepush = 1
Time

L(Def,This)

0.036667

-0.06367

0.7685

-1.70955

126.7712

163.4886

-0.11047

bf

0.21775

0.19275

0.052964

blocksworld

8.249

14.95014

-0.25824

bmc

28.05569

88.78392

-0.50031

dubois

0.036667

0.039167

-0.02865

flat200-479

0.36419

0.49487

-0.13316

fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

756.0974

295.7611

0.407637

hanoi

71.933

560.927

-0.89198

ii16

0.1703

0.1842

-0.03407

ii32

0.850706

1.790353

-0.32316

jnh

0.0206

0.02

0.012837

logistics

0.3305

0.3355

-0.00652

parity16

1.9076

5.5888

-0.46683

phole

172.2594

190.6998

-0.04417

pret150

1.1135

675.4105

qg

14.84082

13.70609

0.034544

ssa

0.0525

0.06125

-0.06695

sw100-8-lp0-c5

0.0023

0.0024

-0.01848

uf150-645

0.34846

0.43525

-0.09659

-2.78288
(1 cut)

LV

uuf150-645

1.17733

1.30261

-0.04392

SUM

1184.846

2014.98

-7.07161

Table B.2.5.3

B.2.5.4 -

Restarts Policy

Table B.2.5.4 provides the performance of Jerusat with a configuration similar to default,
but with changes to restarts-strategy related parameters.
The main conclusions from the data provided, is that
1. Restarting improves the performance
2. New restarts policy from 4.6.2 improves the performance

Benchmarks

Default
Time

restartAft =1000
Time

L(Def,This)

restartAft = 
Time

ifClsOnRestart = 0

L(Def,This)

Time

L(Def,This)

aim-200

0.031667

0.03125

0.005752

0.03

0.023481

0.027917

0.054739

ais

0.015

0.0125

0.079181

0.015

0

0.015

0

beijing_lt

126.7712

148.5715

-0.06891

186.1076

-0.16674

bf

0.21775

0.27775

-0.1057

0.27525

-0.10177

0.14525

0.175842

blocksworld

8.249

6.443714

0.107265

13.398

-0.21064

2.855571

0.460708

bmc

28.05569

54.84746

-0.29114

67.51785

-0.3814

80.93554

-0.46012

dubois

0.036667

0.0275

0.124939

0.026667

0.138303

0.030833

0.075251

flat200-479

0.36419

0.54919

-0.17839

0.55448

-0.18256

0.59427

-0.21266

fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

756.0974

724.765

0.018381

hanoi

71.933

72.5345

-0.00362

37.1635

0.286812

658.447

-0.96159

ii16

0.1703

0.1671

0.008238

0.1671

0.008238

1.1265

-0.82052

ii32

0.850706

1.067

-0.09838

0.936882

-0.04191

0.622235

0.135825

jnh

0.0206

0.0196

0.021611

0.0194

0.026065

0.022

-0.02856

logistics

0.3305

0.353

-0.0286

0.348

-0.02241

0.12

0.43999

parity16

1.9076

4.5853

-0.38088

4.5933

-0.38164

5.3455

-0.4475

phole

172.2594

187.6476

-0.03716

170.7954

0.003707

411.93

-0.37864

pret150

1.1135

0.76075

0.165448

455.9553

-2.61223

21.50025

-1.28575

1293.595
(3 cut)

-0.23322

194.2849
(1 cut)

1448.705
(1 cut)

-0.18542

-0.2824

LVI

qg

14.84082

ssa

15.98532

-0.03226

16.92532

-0.05708

28.20909

-0.27893

0.0525

0.0625

-0.07572

0.06125

-0.06695

0.05125

0.010465

sw100-8-lp0-c5

0.0023

0.0021

0.039509

0.0025

-0.03621

0.002

0.060698

uf150-645

0.34846

0.34775

0.000886

0.34975

-0.0016

0.60986

-0.24308

uuf150-645

1.17733

1.30967

-0.04626

1.3457

-0.05805

2.38634

-0.30683

SUM

1184.846

1220.368

-0.77582

2250.183

-4.0678

2857.966

-4.47848

Table B.2.5.4

B.2.5.5 -

WCRSAT

Tables B.2.5.5.a and B.2.5.5.b provide the performance of Jerusat with a configuration
similar to default, but with changes to the notCheckConfsFrom parameter. Remember,
that notCheckConfsFrom=0.0, means that CRSAT doesn’ t check conflicts like the
regular DPLL algorithm.
Observe, that the default configuration with notCheckConfsFrom=0.1 is better than each
of the others in terms of the overall performance according to L(x,y). However, the
configurations with notCheckConfsFrom=0.0 and notCheckConfsFrom=0.3 are better
than the default according to average times sum. This is due to the better performance on
the (hard) fvp-unsat.2.0_lt family.
Observe also, that the default configuration is better than one with
notCheckConfsFrom=0.0 for satisfiable families bmc, hanoi and beijing_lt, but is worse
for unsatisfiable families fvp-unsat.2.0_lt and phole.

Benchmarks

Default notCheckConfsFrom = 0.0 notCheckConfsFrom = 0.2
Time

aim-200

0.031667

ais

0.015

beijing_lt

Time

L(Def,This)

Time

L(Def,This)

0.03125

0.005752

0.042167

-0.12437

0.015

0

0.01

0.176091

126.7712

160.0415

-0.10121

95.00007

0.125297

bf

0.21775

0.18275

0.076101

0.17025

0.106871

blocksworld

8.249

9.280571

-0.05117

10.93871

-0.12256

bmc

28.05569

76.63623

-0.43641

172.8432

-0.78963

dubois

0.036667

0.035

0.020203

0.036667

0

flat200-479

0.36419

0.35697

0.008696

0.35579

0.010134

LVII

fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

756.0974

572.6607

0.12068

862.775

-0.05732

hanoi

71.933

94.8915

-0.1203

241.7575

-0.52645

ii16

0.1703

0.1753

-0.01257

0.1493

0.057155

ii32

0.850706

0.912176

-0.0303

6.616706

-0.89086

jnh

0.0206

0.0202

0.008516

0.0204

0.004237

logistics

0.3305

0.3405

-0.01295

0.29025

0.056399

parity16

1.9076

1.8734

0.007857

1.9926

-0.01893

phole

172.2594

152.7032

0.052335

176.6234

-0.01087

pret150

1.1135

1.17375

-0.02289

1.051

0.025088

qg

14.84082

15.95727

-0.0315

11.57477

0.107945

ssa

0.0525

0.0525

0

0.0525

0

sw100-8-lp0-c5

0.0023

0.0029

-0.10067

0.0027

-0.06964

uf150-645

0.34846

0.38791

-0.04658

0.34442

0.005065

uuf150-645

1.17733

1.1626

0.005468

1.16074

0.006163

SUM

1184.846

1088.893

-0.66094

1583.808

-1.93019

Table B.2.5.5.a

Benchmarks

Default notCheckConfsFrom = 0.3 notCheckConfsFrom = 0.5
Time

aim-200

0.031667

ais

0.015

beijing_lt

Time

L(Def,This)

Time

L(Def,This)

0.030833

0.011582

0.0325

-0.01128

0.0125

0.079181

0.015

0

126.7712

142.6135

-0.05114

136.2307

-0.03125

bf

0.21775

0.15025

0.161144

0.16775

0.113296

blocksworld

8.249

14.75271

-0.25247

6.98

0.072546

bmc

28.05569

96.75608

-0.53766

51.78531

-0.26619

dubois

0.036667

0.041667

-0.05552

0.035833

0.009984

flat200-479

0.36419

0.35458

0.011614

0.43713

-0.07928

fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

756.0974

657.7814

0.060496

870.469

-0.06118

hanoi

71.933

81.6025

-0.05478

115.932

-0.20728

ii16

0.1703

0.1643

0.015577

0.1342

0.103462

ii32

0.850706

1.028

-0.08221

0.650471

0.116552

jnh

0.0206

0.0178

0.063447

0.021

-0.00835

logistics

0.3305

0.27275

0.083407

0.31025

0.02746

parity16

1.9076

1.9797

-0.01611

3.7902

-0.29817

phole

172.2594

168.0434

0.010761

192.278

-0.04775

LVIII

pret150

1.1135

qg

1.777

-0.203

1.842

-0.2186

14.84082

12.17427

0.086015

12.10418

0.088522

ssa

0.0525

0.05125

0.010465

0.0475

0.043466

sw100-8-lp0-c5

0.0023

0.0019

0.082974

0.0022

0.019305

uf150-645

0.34846

0.3958

-0.05532

0.40751

-0.06799

uuf150-645

1.17733

1.15715

0.007509

1.16881

0.003154

SUM

1184.846

1181.159

-0.62403

1394.842

-0.69957

Table B.2.5.5.b

B.2.5.6 -

Data Structures

Tables B.2.5.6 provide the performance of Jerusat with a configuration similar to default,
but with changes to the ifSortInImply parameter. Observe, that the default configuration’ s
performance is better. This means that sorting the clause in the process of clause visiting
is not paying off.

Benchmarks
aim-200
ais
beijing_lt

Default
Time

ifSortInImply = 1
Time

0.031667 0.033333
0.015

0.015

L(Def,This)
-0.02228
0

126.7712 171.1076

-0.13025

bf

0.21775

0.21525

0.005015

blocksworld

8.249

10.67971

-0.11216

bmc

28.05569 79.09385

-0.45012

dubois

0.036667 0.035833

0.009984

0.36419

-0.02474

flat200-479
fvp-unsat.2.0_lt

0.38554

756.0974 872.2014

-0.06204
(1 cut)

hanoi

71.933

478.278

-0.82275

ii16

0.1703

0.1842

-0.03407

ii32

0.850706 0.837176

0.006962

jnh

0.0206

0.0188

0.039709

logistics

0.3305

0.353

-0.0286

parity16

1.9076

3.7041

-0.2882

phole

172.2594

174.132

-0.0047

LIX

pret150
qg

1.1135

0.3475

14.84082 16.66527

0.505735
-0.05035

ssa

0.0525

0.0525

0

sw100-8-lp0-c5

0.0023

0.0024

-0.01848

uf150-645

0.34846

0.36645

-0.02186

uuf150-645

1.17733

1.19072

-0.00491

SUM

1184.846

1809.9

-1.50811

Table B.2.5.6

LX

